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Preface

“

Close the door. Write with no one looking over your
shoulder. Don’t try to figure out what other people want
to hear from you; figure out what you have to say. It’s the one
and only thing you have to offer.

”

- Barbara Kingsolver

W

elcome to the fourth edition of Aawaz!
In the contemporary age of information and communication technologies,
a student is not merely a pioneer of bookish knowledge, attending lectures and
appearing for exams, but a warrior fighting at many fronts. Today, the academic
journey of a student demands thinking out of the box, the art of arguing from either
side of the ideological spectrum, and the ability and the willingness to learn things
that challenge their inherent beliefs. The students of Kirori Mal College thrive not
only on academic excellence but on the virtue of their extra- curricular abilities.
Being a student of Political Science, one of the most interdisciplinary subjects, one
need not take things at their face value. Rather, one must vigorously scrutinize the
flood of information countered on a daily basis and then form an opinion to voice
the crucial concerns which get invisiblized in the glamour and clamor of politics of
visiblization.
Therefore, taking this idea forward, we present to you AAWAZ - the annual magazine
of La Politique, the Department of Political Science, Kirori Mal College, University
of Delhi. The magazine continues to expand its reach to achieve its vision of being
a truly representative student publication where all sorts of talents are guaranteed
to find a platform in an all embracing environment. We have recently expanded
into a digital world where we try to engage the college community by publishing
their creative content, by organizing competitions, and through continued and rapid
reporting about the events organized by the department.
The team hopes to build on this ethos just as much during the upcoming
academic years.
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From the

Principal’s Desk

As the head of the institution, I congratulate the staff and students of
La Politique who used various mediums of expression to present their
ideas in the magazine. I sincerely wish that the department goes on
producing such innovative ideas to put each and every opinion in the
right place and give voice to each and every person in an inclusive
manner. As one would expect from the social science and humanities
department, the magazine goes beyond the mere depiction of facts and
figures.
Happy reading!
Prof. Vibha Singh Chauhan
Principal
Kirori Mal College
University of Delhi
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Editor’s

Note

The Covid 19 pandemic has brought everyone at a social distance and
has affected the world severely. I wish the situation becomes normal
and we get back to our college and university. Despite all odds, I am
glad to note that La Politque has come up with its annual magazine for
this very year 2020-21, which has witnessed the Covid effect. It is more
heartening to note that the students have come up with various articles,
poem and caricatures on “Covid 19 and it’s impact”. They have tried to
bring their understanding to relate the socio , political, economic and
health effect as because of Covid 19 in day to day life. I feel privileged
and honour to be part of the editorial board. I am sure, the readers find
the magazine fascinating and enriching. Needless to say, mistakes if any
would be ours, though a proper care has been taken to produce the same.
Dr. Krishna Dutta

Assistant Professor,
Department of Political Science.
Kirori Mal College.
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Editor’s

Note

These enlightening words of a great visionary leader and the former
President of India, A.P.J. Abdul Kalam are always worth remembering,

“Learning gives creativity, creativity leads to thinking, thinking
provides knowledge, knowledge makes you great”.
In the light of this insightful quote, I would like to express my immense
pleasure to be a part of this noble academic tradition of bringing out
the annual Departmental magazine. The Departmental magazine is an
eloquent expression of the progress and outstanding achievements that
a Department has to its credit. In the true spirit of term, the magazine
offers a great inspiration and opportunity to the students who have a
great urge to express their views. The budding talents have interestingly
expressed their ideas, thoughts, hopes, feelings, aspirations and
convictions in a creative way, which will obviously enlighten the minds
of our readers. I send my warm congratulations to all those who have
generously contributed to this annual magazine. My heartiest thanks
to all my esteemed colleagues for their cooperation and the student
members of the editorial board for putting in the best of their efforts in
bringing out this issue of our Departmental magazine.

Akanksha Singh

Assistant Professor,
Department of Political Science.
Kirori Mal College.
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Acknowledgement
Dear Reader,
It is our pleasure and great privilege to present to you the 2021 edition of the
annual magazine of La Politique, Department of Political Science. True to its
name, ‘Aawaz’, since its inception has been an academic platform for the students
to voice their opinions, express their views on diverse issues, and showcase their
creative skills through artistic depictions. Like each one of us, this magazine is
uniquely original - an engaging combination of well-articulated, thought-provoking
editorial features from the students of the department, who have done a tremendous
job of providing us with an array of eloquently written articles and allegories.
Ranging from matters of policy, diplomacy, politics as well as personal stories of
living under the lockdown and experiencing a paradigm shift in educational practice,
this edition of Aawaz offers an insight into one of the most tumultuous periods in
recent history. This issue presents a crucial record of the coronavirus pandemic and
the cataclysmic year that 2020 was, from examining the impact of the pandemic
on the course of globalisation to underlining the prevalent systemic inequities
that affect the well-being of communities across the globe. From highlighting the
exigency to strengthen the public healthcare apparatus to recognising the need
for multilateral cooperation, the contents of this issue touch upon the fact that the
coronavirus crisis has proven to be more than just a threat to our physical health.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our principal, faculty members
and the council for their relentless guidance and support. We would also like to
express our heartfelt gratitude to the entire magazine team, whose persistent effort
and determination have made it possible to bring out yet another incredible edition
of Aawaz and turn this publication into a success, even during these unprecedented
times. Happy Reading!

Regards
Amrita Sen and Shivi Singh
(Chief Editors, Aawaz)
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Letter from

Staff Advisor

As a staff advisor it is an absolute pleasure to welcome you to Aawaz
Magazine of the Department of Political Science, KMC. This year
brought about unprecedented changes primarily due to global pandemic
and our students responded to this crisis by coming forth with unique
and innovative ideas to shift all the events online. And I am delighted
to say; they did it effectively and successfully.
Our mission is to bring the political science community thoughtful
and engaging commentary on political and social issues, while also
displaying the student’s creative side through the arts, literary and
otherwise.
We see our platform as a sacred space of student voices, and thus,
view that it is our responsibility to highlight the rich diversity within
our department and to use Aawaz platform as a space of learning and
dialectical interactions.
Dr. Roopinder Oberoi

Associate Professor,
Department of Political Science.
Kirori Mal College.
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Letter from

Teacher Incharge

I am extremely happy to know that our departmental magazine
‘Aawaz’, is coming with the new edition of 2021. It provides a platform
to our students to express their views, opinions and perspectives on
contemporary issues. This magazine also gives an opportunity for
students to develop their writing skills and to learn the art of writing.
I congratulate everyone who played whatever role in bringing such a
scholarly and academic departmental magazine. I hope it will inspire
our students positively. Aawaz is a diverse magazine which covers a
wide range of important contemporary social and political issues I am
very proud of this magazine. I believe that it has continued to prove
itself time and again that Aawaz magazine is the name of excellence in
every sense. It works as a medium where a student of different political
understanding comes together. This reflects diversity and imbibing the
spirit of togetherness that leads to the path of unity in diversity. I wish
all the best.
Dr. Shyam Kumar

Associate Professor,
Department of Political Science.
Kirori Mal College.
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Teacher’s

Message

Dr. Uma Gupta

Associate Professor

Being the oldest faculty member of the Department
of Political Science, I hereby take an opportunity to
congratulate the entire team of students, teachers and
editors who have worked hard to produce the department
magazine ‘Aawaz’. In fact, it’s an instrument wherein
different segments have not only democratically reflected
their wide array of opinion on social and political matters
at micro and macro plane but also articulated them
successfully. No wonder, this is keeping in consonance
with the growing potential of our academic community as
well as their enthusiastic spirit to deliberate on vital issues
imperative for 21st century. I hope they would continue
with this venture in the coming years too.

Never in recent human history has the humanity suffered
from such fear, anxiety and uncertainty as it has for the
last one year. Indeed 2020 came as annos horribilis for
the entire earth as it brought untold miseries and death to
millions of people across continents. But as every cloud
has a silver lining, the year also witnessed blossoming
of new ideas and new ways of doing things. One such
practice that has become an integral part of our life is the
extensive use of the social media platforms to do things
Dr. Rupakdatta Gupta that otherwise would be done in person. The activities
Associate Professor organized by La Politique through webiners is a glaring
example. A variety talks and panel discussions added to
the intellectual quotient of the students of the department.
By bringing together scholars from foreign universities &
institutes the annual Frank Thakur Das Memorial Lecture
has climbed the next level. The inauguration of a dedicated
website for La Politique is the proverbial feather on the
cap. My best wishes to the team La Politique.
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Mr. Pankaj Sarma
Assistant Professor

Aawaz, the annual magazine of Political Science
department, since its very inception has been offering
the much needed space to the students of the department
for articulating and expressing their creative ideas and
analytical thoughts on the contemporary socio-political
issues and global affairs. The creativity of the students
expressed through different mediums in the magazine is
meaningfully informative and enriching. The Covid-19
pandemic has redefined the world where conventional
modes of functioning have paved way for more innovative
designs. It is truly inspiring to witness our students’
unrelenting efforts to continue the tradition of department
magazine overcoming all the challenges and successfully
coming up with innovative thinking reflected both in the
theme and introducing the very idea of e-magazine. I take
this opportunity to congratulate our dynamic students
for this great commitment and enthusiastic participation.
I would also like to express my gratitude to the entire
editorial board for ensuring that our department magazine
remains ever relevant and that “Aawaz” is always heard
when needed the most.
The world is changing every single second, and that’s what
makes it necessary to keep an eye on all that is happening
around us. While theory gives the right tool, it’s the constant
vigil that makes it possible to comprehend the occuring.
‘Aawaz’ has served as the platform for both teachers and
students to bring in light this comprehension. And the
nature being completely democratic, thus empowering
students to ‘voice’ their opinion in the right manner.

Mr. Gaurav Panwar My heartiest wishes goes to each and every person involved
Assistant Professor

in the process of making ‘Aawaz’ the masterpiece that it is,
with the right balance of opinios, critique, art and events.
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Covid19 pandemic is a ‘shock’ to the globalised world
with ‘new’ realities of crisis in international cooperation
over domestic and multilateral health systems, especially
due to border closures and travel restrictions, compounded
by the urgency to produce effective vaccines. In facing
such a global crisis, governments have been put to test
for strengths and weaknesses in dealing with issues, for
instances, migration of labours, job losses, slowdown of the
economy and demand for ramping up healthcare deliveries.
Further, a new trend of diplomacy has taken global stage, for
Mr. Mehdi Hussain
example, India and China, as bulk producers of drugs, are
Assistant Professor
pushing towards ‘vaccine diplomacy’ as global suppliers
of vaccines through strengthening their vaccine supply
chains.
In this background, the Department of Political Science,
Kirori Mal College has brought out the annual magazine
on a pertinent theme, Covid19: Pre-, Contemporary- and
Post- Pandemic Politics to highlight important political
issues and changes over the health crisis prompted by the
pandemic at the domestic, regional and international levels.
I am thankful to the editorial team and La Politique for their
efforts into publication, and contributors for their write-ups
for the 2020-2021 edition of the annual magazine despite
hardships caused by the pandemic.
Wishing the faculty and students for a smooth transition to
‘normalcy’.
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Message from the

Council

Dear readers,
The world has gone through unprecedented profound changes politically,
economically and otherwise in the past one year. As countries across the globe
grappled with the enormity of disease and the destruction it caused and continues
to cause across the world - even the mightiest nations witnessed scenes like never
before.
To put it simply, we found ourselves in uncharted waters but it is in the darkest
times that we learn to survive on bleak hopes, don’t we? So believe me when I say,
in the midst of a full-blown pandemic, there was nothing more profoundly inspiring
than to observe the students of La Politique work collaboratively while collecting,
analyzing and interpreting the finer sensibilities of various issues that continue
to change our world. Our Annual Magazine - Aawaz 2020-21 continues to strive
individually and collectively to expand its reach to achieve its vision of being a truly
representative student publication. The final publication reflects and encompasses
the diversity inherent to the academic and extracurricular spaces in La Politique.
The successful completion of Aawaz, yet another year remains a barometer of our
academic rigour, delivered and supported by stellar students, caring faculty, and
our ever-optimistic editorial board, who contributed to the magazine and made it
a rainbow collection. We dedicate this magazine to their support, leadership and
vision. As Aawaz walks into another year with old legacies and infant dreams, I
seize this opportunity to thank each one of you for your unflinching support and
coordination throughout. I hope all our readers develop a sense of belonging to our
department as they take a trip down the memory lane with Aawaz.
Wish you all a very happy reading.

Pankhuri Jain
President
La Politique
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2020 has been a Challenging year forcing people to adapt to new realities and
Online learning serves as a Panacea in the time of the COVID – 19 crisis.

A wise person should receive a good word or advice even from a child.
Does the small lamp not illuminate a place where the sun cannot reach?
This shloka is self-explanatory as it signifies the importance of learning a good
word or advice from others. Do not judge the source of wisdom, just accept the
wise words.
With the publication of the current edition of “AAWAZ”, The Department of Political science is crossing another milestone, a momentous occasion for us to celebrate. Based on the Notion, “ I do not agree with what you say but I will defend to
the death your right to say it”, Aawaz is the Voice of our Department, a reflection
of opinions, agreements, disagreements and eclectic perspectives of Members of
La Politique.
I wish to felicitate the Editorial Board and all distinct members associated with
the victorious completion of this tedious yet daunting task of putting together a
myriad of thoughts. Kudos for their Hard work and dedication in bringing out this
journal on time and I hope that the culture of the Department as showcased by
Aawaz and various webinars continues in future and the best is yet to come.
May all the students of La Politique soar high in uncharted skies and bring glory
to the world with the wings of Education!

Ujjwal Kumar Priyadarshi
Vice President
La Politique
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The past one year has not only been a severe year
for everyone of us but also has taught us how to
turn challenges into opportunities. And in such
unprecedented times, we the students of La Politique
bring to you our annual E-magazine “Aawaz”. As
the students of Political Science, we firmly believe
and uphold our ideology that everyone has the right
to voice their opinion and thoughts and never surrender when their voice is
being crushed.
I, as the General Secretary of this glorious Department, take immense pride
in the fact that this magazine upholds our ideology which truly reflects in
its name. I congratulate the whole magazine team and the Council to bring
out this beautiful piece of work.

Happy reading!
Anjali Arya

General Secretary
La Politique
There is nothing more powerful than the magic of
spoken experiences and the power of spilled ink.
Having firmly believed in the 3Cs of life – Chances,
Choices and Changes, being elected as the General
Secretary brought with itself innumerable chances to
lead, choices to learn and changes to carry forward the
legacy of La Politique by leaving no stone unturned
in successfully conducting smooth events on virtual platform throughout
the year despite the Covid-19 pandemic with my very efficient team.
As you flip the pages, ask yourself : Have you found your voice? Have you
made it powerful with the experiences of others? And more importantly,
Have you made it heard? This edition of “Aawaz” is an ode to all the voices
that have been found and an aid to lift those voices that still struggle to be
heard. Happy reading ahead!

Yashashvi Suman
General Secretary
La Politique
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Executive Members

Pooja Yadav
3rd Year

Arya Prasad
2nd Year

Ishita Pandey
2nd Year

Pratik Raj

Simrit Arora

Dharmendra
Kumar Jangir

Hari Prasad Sah

Kundan Kumar
Chaudhary

Umang Choudhary

3rd Year

2nd Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

2nd Year

2nd Year

“Coming together is a beginning. Keeping
together is progress. Working together is
Success.”

A

awaz 2020-21 is the collective work of La Politique, Department
of Political Science, Kirori Mal College, which upholds the
spirit of Democracy. In the midst of the critical circumstance of the
progressing pandemic , our council has been effective in delivering it’s
yearly magazine entitled as Aawaz. The executive has worked really
hard to make the possibility of Aawaz, an effective execution. Aawaz
is the aftereffect of sacrificial endeavors of the Executive Council and
the division.
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Our Hallmarks (2020-2021)

https://youtu.be/EbHLNo0lC-I

Webinar: Is Media
Functioning as the Fourth
Pillar of Democracy?

O

n the eve of Gandhi Jayanti, La Politique organized its first event
for the academic session 2020-21, which was an online discussion
on “Is Media Functioning as the Fourth Pillar of Democracy?” Mr.
Ramesh Menon, a renowned journalist and recipient of the prestigious
Ramnath Goenka award for excellence in journalism, was invited as
the guest speaker for the discussion.
The state of media and journalism in India has degraded in recent times.
Andrew Vachss once said, “Journalism is what maintains democracy.
It’s the force for progressive social change.” Evolution is inevitable in
any industry, with media being no exception. However, the purpose of
evolution is upgradation, and does not seem to be the case in journalism.
16

A large section of the media in recent times has become the lap dog of
the government and is no longer reliable. The webinar took all these
points into consideration.
Dr. Oberoi presented the keynote address highlighting how ‘Post-truth’
has become prevalent across the world in recent times and in what
ways the values of media ethics have been compromised and hardfacts suppressed.
Thereafter she invited Mr. Ramesh Menon and urged him to throw light
on the need of a free-spirited and an independent media. Mr. Menon
began by sharing his experience of how the media earlier functioned
as a watchdog of democracy and the way it has gradually transformed
into state-controlled machinery, severely jeopardising the ethics of
journalism. He elaborated on how the media trial, sensational and
aggressive forms of journalism have ruined the state of media in the
nation. He also called attention to the importance of a public-funded
media in times where many media outlets are controlled or financed by
corporations. Mr. Menon advocated the role of the media as a ‘mirror
of society’ and insisted upon the need for it to be independent, objective
and unbiased. He pointed out how in the earlier times, actual news
and legit discussion were shown in the prime time. In contrast to it,
currently the prime time shows mostly comprise social media trends
with the emerging personality cult wreaking havoc to the little leftover
authenticity. He underlined the importance of youth in reforming
the system since it is them who need to have a critical approach and
question the steps taken by the government. The session also consisted
of a question-answer segment, in which the attendees were given the
chance to interact with the guest.
The webinar concluded with Miss Pankhuri Jain, President, La Politique
extending the vote of thanks to Mr. Menon for gracing the event and
enlightening the students on the importance of journalism ethics and
the role of the media in elevating the voice of people. The webinar was
moderated by Yashashvi Suman, General Secretary, La Politique.
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Group Discussion: Gender-Based
Violence and Crimes with Special
Emphasis on Criminal Justice
System in India

O

n 9th October 2020, La Politique organised a bilingual group
discussion on the topic “Gender-Based Violence and Crime with
Special Emphasis on the Criminal Justice System in India” in the
backdrop of the brutal gang rape and murder of a Dalit girl in Hathras.
The discussion was conducted via Zoom meetings exclusively for the
department students.
The session commenced with instructions propounded by the council
members of the department. The participants were given considerable
time to put forth their take on the agenda of the discussion through their
opening remarks. They posed strong arguments delving into their own
experiences and advocating curriculum reforms, structural amends in
schools and societal institutions, need for police reforms and separation
of such matters from political motives.
The participants raised the need to address rape culture as a whole,
educating the citizens to give up prejudice and discrimination. Since
the discussion majorly revolved around the Hathras case, there were
multiple voices asking to emphasise the intersectionality of caste,
class and gender while discussing such cases. The major flaws in the
criminal justice system were highlighted wherein some participants
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called police being an instrument of state repression while others
dwelled upon the lack of empathy in public administrators required to
deal with such gender- based crimes.
All the participants were well prepared and efficiently put forward their
points. They were allowed and prompted to speak out their mind freely.
The discussion heated up when the contentious issue on the role of
capital punishment in reducing the rate of rape cases was raised.
The discussion concluded with participating students suggesting
solutions in their closing statements. The Dalit girl had been denied
dignity in death by the state authorities and therefore there was a
mutual consensus on the need for systematic changes that could put
the insensitivities to a halt. Ideas like that of including sex education
into the school curriculum, putting the investigation of such cases on a
fast-track so as to deliver timely and speedy justice to the victims, and
providing them adequate compensation came forward. The participants
also advocated for awarding stricter punishment to the offenders.
A safe space for feedback was provided and duly taken care of by the
council members. Overall, the session proved to be intriguing, stirring
the thoughts of everyone involved in the hope for better tomorrow. There
was a fair participation by the students and all the participants were
addressed sequentially, wherein they comfortably spoke their minds.
The resolve to provide a safe, open forum for like-minded individuals
was accomplished. The discussion was moderated by Yashashvi Suman
and Anjali Arya, General Secretaries, La Politique.
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Webinar: Indian Economy and
COVID-19: Assessing the Impact

https://youtu.be/boEVr_WkpwY

I

ndia’s economy grew at
3.1 per cent in the JanuaryMarch quarter of the FY20
and dragged the full year GDP
growth to 4.2 per cent. This
growth rate was the weakest since
the financial crisis hit more than a
decade back. COVID-19 hit the country
at a time when the Indian economy had already been decelerating
for nearly two years. It was in this backdrop that La Politique
organized a webinar on 19th October, 2020 on the topic ‘Indian
Economy and COVID- 19: Assessing the Impact’. Professor Partha
Chatterjee, Professor and Head of Department of Economics at Shiv
Nadar University presided over the webinar as the guest speaker.
Dr. Roopinder Oberoi, Staff Advisor, La Politique, presented the
keynote address highlighting the pandemic induced deceleration
20

in economic growth world-wide. Prof. Chatterjee initiated the discourse
foregrounding the trajectory of virus in India. He then elaborated the
growth trends of Indian economy in the pre and post-pandemic period
and explained the various possible reasons for the Indian economy to be
amongst the hardest hit economies by the pandemic all over the world. The
economy had started slipping into doldrums since the demonetization in
2016 and thereafter the unplanned rollout of GST hastened the process. The
pandemic only exacerbated the downfall. Prof Chatterjee’s presentation also
included a comparative analysis of growth trends in G20 countries while
laying emphasis on the high degree of informal workforce in India. The
presentation was followed by the question- answer session in which the
participants asked a diverse set of questions ranging from the Atmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan, FDI from China to the political economy of India. Prof.
Chatterjee keenly stressed the benefits of free trade in a globalized world by
giving the example of ASEAN nations. Dr. Roopak Dattagupta, Associate
Professor, Department of Political Science and Ms. Pankhuri Jain, President,
La Politique and the students’ union members amongst others were present
on the occasion. The session was moderated by Ms. Simrit Arora, a third
year student and a council member.

Workshop: Basic Research Methods
in Social Sciences

https://youtu.be/LaOvBUPseoU
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O

n 30 October 2020, La Politique, organized an online workshop and
certificate course on ‘Basic Research Methods in Social Sciences’
from 10:30a.m to 4:30p.m. The workshop was organized under the aegis
of the students’ council of the department.
Mr. S.K. Sasikumar (PhD), Senior Fellow at V.V. Giri National Labour
Institute and Mr.Vinoj Abraham (PhD) Professor, Centre for Development
Studies were the guest speakers. Besides them, Dr. Roopinder Oberoi,
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science at Kirori Mal College
also took a session. The workshop began as Dr. Oberoi presented the
keynote address and introduced the guest speakers.
Mr. Sasikumar began the workshop by briefing the students about the
importance of research in every field. He highlighted the fact that how
the work of researchers was extremely important since they actively
added to the existing stock of knowledge and moreover helped the society
confront various challenges. He briefed the students about various types
of research like policy research, applied research etcetera. Mr. Sasikumar
then explained the basic technicalities of starting a research effectively,
framing questions, and the technique of navigating in a direction among
other things.
Thereafter, Mr. Abraham spoke on the quantitative methods in social
science research and gave a detailed explanation to the students about
22

various tools used in analysing data like and threw light upon the need
of ensuring uniformity in collection. He then elucidated as to how the
quantitative methods in social science research like mean, median and
mode could be effectively used in comparative research.
Dr. Oberoi talked about the various methods of reviewing literature in
the course of her session. She emphasised on the importance of boiling
down the research to a single issue in order to ensure a strong and solution
oriented conclusion.
Speaking towards the end of the session Mr. Sasikumar briefed the
students on the most crucial aspect of research- a good questionnaire. He
highlighted the various difficulties young researchers face while collecting
their primary data and underlined the importance of effective, good and
strong communication skills. According to him a great responsibility rests
on the shoulders of a researcher to know the knack of getting the desired
information out of the respondents. Finally, he urged the students to not
get swayed by their preconceived notions, ideological leanings and merely
focus on evidence based research.
The event was highly successful owing to the growing enthusiasm for policy
research among students. At the end, the President of the Department, Miss
Pankhuri Jain extended a vote of thanks to Mr. Sasikumar, Mr. Abraham
and Dr. Oberoi for gracing the event and enlightening the students with
the various research methods in social sciences.
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Workshop: Digital Well-being in
the Era of Fake News
https://youtu.be/DYAxkoncAgY

M

edia scholar
Nolan
Higdon defines
fake news as “false
or misleading
content presented
as news and
communicated in
formats spanning
spoken, written,
printed, electronic,
and digital
communication.”
The prevalence of fake news has increased with the rise of social media.
It often has the aim of damaging the reputation of a person or entity, or
making money through advertising revenue. The world saw a flood of fake
news during the COVID- 19 pandemic which not only caused physical
harm to the people but also disturbed their mental equilibrium.

Workshop: Digital Well-being
in the Era of Fake News

It was in this backdrop that La Politique conducted a workshop, in association
with LookUp India, on the topic “Digital Well-being in the Era of Fake News”
with the distinguished TEDx Speaker, Mr. Rijul Arora, on 9th January 2021
at 12pm via Zoom platform. More than fifty participants comprising the
24

students, professors and other faculty members participated in the workshop.
Mr. Arora ardently advocated for using technology in moderation with a focus
on digital wellbeing and personal growth. The workshop commenced with an
opening remark by Dr. Roopinder Oberoi, Staff Advisor, La Politique wherein
she extended her warm welcome to the participants and the guest speaker.
The speaker explained how “fake news” spreads like wildfire on digital
platforms which affects the whole spectrum of politics. Political polarization,
post-truth politics, confirmation bias, and social media algorithms have been
implicated in the spread of fake news.
Mr. Rijul Arora further elaborated on the types of Information Pollution and
the idea of ‘deepfake’. He emphasised on becoming a healthy consumer and
producer using the C.R.A.P. framework (Current, Reliable, Author, and Point
of View), fact checking platforms like IFCN (International Fact Checking
Network) and other methods. It was a very informative session which helped
everyone to imbibe knowledge about digital well-being.
After finishing his address, Mr. Arora responded to the questions and doubts
raised by the participants. The workshop wrapped up with a conclusion agreed
upon by everyone that quitting social media is not the solution to digital
wellbeing, rather it is by controlling the content that we see instead of letting
the content we see to control us. Ms. Pankhuri Jain, President of La Politique,
extended the vote of thanks to the speaker for the insightful session. She also
expressed her heartfelt gratitude to the participants in making the workshop a
grand success. The webinar was moderated by Anjali Arya, General Secretary,
La Politique.
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La Politique Freshers
Retro Revival

17

th January, 2021- an exuberant
evening filled with mirth and
laughter, dance and drama, and
songs of the era gone- by.
The online freshers’ party, based
on the theme of ‘Retro- Revival’,
organized by La Politique was one
of its kind- giving first year students
a wholesome virtual experience of
games, fun- interaction, confessions
and titles.
It served as a medium through
which the freshers interacted with
their seniors in these tough times,
where they had still not seen the face

https://youtu.be/sz8Ur1YRmYQ

of college and the campus. This virtual freshers party proved to a grand
success which impreached the message that in these unprecedented times,
we all stand together in solidarity with each other.
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https://youtu.be/FAQ5JGa6qlg

Webinar:
Evolving Role
of Public
Administration
in Contemporary
Times

L

a Politique organized a webinar on the topic ‘Evolving Role of Public
Administration in Contemporary Times’ on the 6th of February, 2021.
The Chief Guest for the event was Mr. Vivek Atray, ex-IAS Officer, an
eminent TEDx speaker, and author.
Dr. Roopinder Oberoi, Staff Advisor, La Politique, presented the keynote
address highlighting the changing nature and perception of civil services.
She emphasized the fact as to how the bureaucratic red- tapism during
the heydays of mixed economy has given way to the result- oriented
public officers accountable to the common citizens of the country in the
liberalized economy characterized by the deep penetration of information
and communication technologies. Prof. Oberoi concluded by saying that
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the civil services of modern India require revamping to inculcate values
of creativity, imagination, innovation, and transparency.
Mr. Atray spoke to the fifty-odd audience members by using a narrativestyle way of speaking, wherein he weaved in his own personal anecdotes
to talk about the values that make a good civil servant. He talked about
empathy, and how this virtue allows one to serve the common man.
There is a perception around corruption plaguing the civil service, and
unless officers are motivated by the will to do well for the country, this
perception will fester. He discussed the transformative nature of the
service, talking about how the promise of a digital, ‘paperless’ India
can only be fully realized by officers who keep themselves abreast of
all the latest technological developments.
Speaking about the institution of Indian administration itself, Mr.
Atray stressed the need for transformation in terms of teaching recruits
how to effectively deal with the media. He linked this to the idea that
emotional intelligence and Emotional Quotient (EQ) need to be taught
and developed within the halls of Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy
of Administration. The civil servant is the most visible parameter to be
evaluated by the citizens for efficiency and transparency, and they must
be trained in how to remain calm and be quick to think on their feet.
Mr. Atray’s address was followed by the question- answer session
in which the students asked a plethora of questions ranging from
discussing the lateral entry of private professionals in the field of public
administration to what could possibly be the reason red-tapism exists,
to which Mr. Atray’s answer was dual-edged - lethargy and a system
that supports it. He repeatedly emphasized the values of empathy for
the common man, developing and honing emotional intelligence and
always striving for self-development. The students, many of whom
aspire to be in civil services one day, took away a lot of good lessons.
The webinar was moderated by Yashashvi Suman, General Secretary,
La Politique.
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Webinar: The Status of Urban
Governance in India
https://youtu.be/w9JCKjiNOVA

L

a Politique: The Department of Political Science, Kirori Mal College
conducted a Webinar, in collaboration with Praja Foundation, on the
topic “The Status of Urban Governance in India” on 18th March 2021 via
Zoom app. Mr. Aviral Narayan Dubey was the guest speaker for the event.
Mr. Aviral Narayan Dubey is working at Praja Foundation as a Project Officer
in Capacity Building. Harshit Jain, a member of Praja Foundation and a
former student at Kirori Mal College was also a part of the webinar. The
event started with an inaugural address by Dr. Roopinder Oberoi, Assistant
Professor and Staff Advisor, KMC wherein she extended her warm welcome
to everyone. The speaker began by explaining how rapid industrialisation is
leading to an increase in urban population, followed by a video on how the
local government at grassroot level functions. It was an overall interactive
session where the speaker frequently engaged the audience with question and
answers round at regular intervals. The speaker also elucidated the Urban
Governance Index 2020 of Praja Foundation. He further elaborated on the
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role, influence and behaviour of Mayors and/or local councillors, and
laid emphasis on devolution of financial power, taxation process and
active citizen participation.
It was a fruitful discussion which concluded with everyone agreeing
that in order to encourage public participation the government need
to incorporate a “bottom-up” approach as the current “top-down”
approach is not very effective. Finally, Pankhuri Jain, President of
La Politique proposed vote of thanks to the speaker for the insightful
session. She also expressed gratitude to the participants for being active
and interactive throughout the webinar. The webinar was moderated
by Anjali Arya, General Secretary, La Politique.

La Politique Weekly Quiz

L

a Politique has always
upheld its belief in the
adage ‘testing identifies gaps in
knowledge’. It was with this spirit
that the department organized
quiz competitions on its official
Instagram handle to invigorate
the students in the locked- down
months. From making participants
brainstorm on international human
rights instruments for women to
testing their know- how on eminent
international awards and prizes in
various fields, and opening- up the
pandora- box of questions on States
of India and Republic Day, the quiz motivated
students to study plethora of topics,
motivating them to explore
hitherto unknown aspects of issues.
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Frank Thakurdas Memorial
Lecture Series 2020-21
Panel Discussion I: Globalization’s Conundrum –
Are we in a flux?

https://youtu.be/479jC_kCAqU

L

a Politique organized its
annual flagship event Frank
Thakurdas Memorial Lecture
Series 2021 on 24th- 25th March,
2021virtually on Zoom platform. The
event was organized under the patronship of Dr. Vibha S. Chauhan,
Principal, Kirori Mal College.
Prof. Antonio Marcio Buainain and Prof. Miguel Rocha de Sousa presided as
the guest speakers over the Panel Discussion I on the topic “Globalization’s
Conundrum – Are we in a flux?” Prof. Buainain is presently a Senior Lecturer
of Economics at the Institute of Economics of the University of Campinas,
Brazil. Prof. Sousa is Assistant Professor and Economics Department-Head
at Évora, Portugal.
Dr. Chauhan presented the inaugural address paying tribute to the exemplary
contributions of Prof. Frank Thakurdas as the faculty member of La Politique.
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Dr. Roopinder Oberoi, Staff Advisor, La Politique, presented the keynote
address putting into perspective the theme of discussion as to whether the
phenomenon of globalization is increasingly turning into an unregulated,
complacent form of interconnection that has left communities vulnerable to
a potent array of threats.
Prof. Buainain initiated the discourse by highlighting the global nature of
issues like climate change, terrorism, and human rights regime, terming
them ‘problems without walls’. The widening gulf between the promises
of globalization and their fruitful results has put a question mark on the
ability of the multilateral institutions to deliver the benefits of globalization
equitably. Prof. Buainain’s presentation titled ‘Human Rights: Empty
Promises’ highlighted how hunger, war, and joblessness are a threat to the
inherent human dignity and natural rights of individuals. Foregrounding
the discussion around the question ‘Is Brazil meeting the Constitutional
Commitment to Human Rights?’, Prof. cited the absence of the level playing
field as one of the major causes of exacerbating inequalities both at intra and
international level.
Prof. Miguel began his lecture differentiating between the concepts of
global governance and globalization. His presentation revolved around the
three issues of post- pandemic global order, agriculture and climate change.
Prof. extensively dwelled on theoretical concepts like Rousseau’s ‘Social
Contract’, Prisoners Dilemma and John Rawls’ ‘Distributive Justice’ to
substantiate his arguments against the contemporary Euro- centric model
of global governance. He elucidated on the PLA (Proximity, Legitimacy,
Accountability) from his his paper titled “A Global Governance Approach
to FAO” (2013) for preventing the worldwide food crisis.
The lectures were followed by the question- answer session in which the
participants asked a diverse set of questions ranging from the failure of
multilateral institutions to the confrontation between Islamism and the West
and its fallout on global economy vis- a- vis migration and citizenship rights.
The discussion was attended by more than 100 participants including the faculty
members of La Politique and the students’ union members. The discussion
concluded with Miss Pankhuri Jain, President, La Politique extending the
vote of thanks to Prof. Buainain and Prof. Sousa for gracing the event and
giving a wider perspective on the challenges posed by globalization to the
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international order in the post- pandemic era. The session was moderated by
Ms. Simrit Arora, a third year student and a council member.

Website foundation

I

t is often said that the best output comes during the toughest of the times and
it was sincerely proved by the council of La Politique, 2020-21. Year 2020
witnessed the world entering into a new and unprecedented normal. Covid19 pandemic induced series of lockdown measures brought everyone’s life

to a halt. Colleges, schools, offices, malls and markets, everything remained
shut and uncertainty loomed large.
It is during these challenging times that La Politique decided to hold its firstever online election through which the council of 2020-21 was elected and
came to function full- fledgedly in a virtual mode.
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The challenges before the council abound as the union members found
themselves in uncharted waters. However, the anxieties of uncertain times
couldn’t deter the spirits of the students’ union. Every challenge was taken
as an opportunity to innovate. It was with this spirit that an ambitious plan
to launch the first ever departmental website clicked the minds of the union
member. The task was huge and it had to be well-planned and thoroughly
executed.
Notwithstanding innumerable hurdles with respect to coordination that
functioning in a virtual mode brought about, the union and executive 202021, under the constant guidance of Dr. Roopinder Oberoi, Staff Advisor, La
Politique left no stone unturned and launched the website for the Department
of Political Science, Kirori Mal College. The work for the website began in
September itself, just after the council body was elected.
The vision behind the website is simple. When everything took place virtually,
the council wanted to have a platform where all the departmental events
could be displayed and presented systematically. The website would also be
a place exclusively reserved for the students of La Politique.
The launch of the first- ever departmental website is the accumulation of the
sheer dedication, devotion, determination and perseverance of the council
2020-21.
Happy Scrolling!

https://youtu.be/yDQhTV3Bf-E
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Panel Discussion II: Reimagining India’s
Role in the World
https://youtu.be/gmGPoRgIzuQ

L

a Politique, Department
of Political Science, Kirori Mal
College, University of Delhi, organised its second panel discussion for its
annual flag ship event- Frank Thakurdas Memorial Lecture Series 2020-21
on 25th March, 2021. This was an online discussion held using the zoom
platform. The topic for the discussion was “Reimagining India’s Role in
the World”. The honourable guest speakers for the discussion were Amb.
Ashok Sajjanhar, Ex-IFS, President of Institute of Global Studies New Delhi
and Ex-Ambassador of India to Sweden, Kazakhstan and Latvia. Also, Dr.
Sinderpal Singh, Senior Fellow and Coordinator of South Asia Programme
at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.
Before the commencement of the lecture, there was a short 20 minutes
website launch event and La Politique’s department website was inaugurated
with the Principal, KMC, Dr. Vibha Singh Chauhan, congratulating the
department and the council for their hard work they have put in to execute
their vision into reality.
Then the lecture series started off by the council welcoming the guest speakers
and the Principal, KMC, Dr. Vibha Singh Chauhan putting her insights on
the topic. The platform was then handed over to the Staff Advisor and
Assistant Professor, Dr. Roopinder Oberoi, KMC, where she talked about
Indian economy, shifting global configurations, multi-polarity, powers of
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the West and Global South.
The event was then taken over by Amb. Ashok Sajjanhar where he quoted
that “Today is a time of great flux and tensions for India”. He gave insights
on India- China relationship, how the rise of China is changing the world
patterns, South China Sea conflicts, Galwan Valley Case. Increased
cooperation between Russia and China, Global multi-sectoral partnership,
were the topics and issues given major importance.
Dr. Sinderpal Singh also gave insights on the issues but his main focus was
drawn upon India’s relationship with the middle East. He divided India’s
position in three phases and quoted the complications of India with the
middle East. He also talked about the Look East Policy and quoted that to
look East we have to act East.
The platform was then given to the participants for the Q&A session and there
was a wide variety of questions, ranging from India’s vaccine diplomacy,
export and import of rare earth metals, refugees, to population control and
China’s surreptitious acts were asked and were satisfactorily answered by
the panellists.
Finally, a vote of thanks was delivered by Pankhuri Jain, President, La
Politique. Umang Choudhary and Kundan Kumar Choudhary presented the
website. The website launch was indeed a milestone for the department.
The Website launch event and Frank Thakurdas Memorial Lecture Series 2
was moderated by Yashashvi Suman, General Secretary, La Politique.
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Politicana:
The Annual Fest

https://youtu.be/G0A9ihPTIQs

(2020-21)

T

he rich legacy of the annual fest of
La Politique is its indispensable
importance as a platform for students,
providing them an opportunity to
showcase their extra-curricular
competencies.
This year La Politique
organized its annual
fest‘Politicana’,
virtually on zoom
platform on 25th
March, 2021.
The fest was an
amalgamation
of
different competitions
and cultural events
ranging from open
mic
to
singing,
dance and poster
making competitions
wherein
students
across
disciplines
e n l i g h t e n e d
and
entertained
audience
with
thought- provoking words, soothing lyrics and graceful moves.
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Winners of Politicana: The Annual Fest
Open Mic Competition (Open for all):
Position

Name

College

Year

1st

Chitrank Kaushal
Ritika
Deepali Kumari
Kavita Joshi
Jason Gomes

P.G.D.A.V. College
Kirori Mal College
Kirori Mal College
IP College for Women
Kirori Mal College

2nd
2nd
1st
1st
2nd

2nd
3rd

Poster Making Competition (Open for all):
Position

Name

College

Year

1st
2nd
3rd

Pinky Thakuria
Ruchika Mahala
Amisha Mohan
Sanjana

Kirori Mal College
Indraprastha College
Kirori Mal College
Kirori Mal College

2nd
3rd
3rd
2nd

Special Mention: Manya Jain (1st Year)

Dancing Competition (Department centric):
Position

Name

College

Year

1st
2nd
3rd

Devesh Sharma
Vanshika Mehta
Isha Jaiswal

Kirori Mal College
Kirori Mal College
Kirori Mal College

2nd
2nd
2nd

Singing Competition (Department centric):
Position

Name

College

Year

1st
2nd
3rd

Nitin Kumar
Abhay Bisht
Akansha Nainwal

Kirori Mal College
Kirori Mal College
Kirori Mal College

3rd
1st
2nd
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Important National
and International
Days
“My faith is in the younger generation, the modern generation,
out of them will come my workers.”

Poster- Yashashvi
Content- Anjali

- Swami Vivekanand

India celebrates National Youth Day on
January 12, every year. This date was
chosen to honour the birthday of Swami
Vivekananda, one of India’s greatest
spiritual and social leaders. He saw
hope for the future in every child and
believed that with “muscles of iron”
and “nerves of steel” they could bring
about social change.

“Warriors are not conceived,
They are made in Indian
Army”

Indian Army Day is

celebrated on
January 15 every year in recognition
of Field Marshal Kodandera M.
Cariappa’s (then a Lieutenant General)
taking over as the first Commander-inChief of the Indian Army from General
Sir Francis Butcher, the last British
Commander-in-Chief of India. A day to
commemorate our fearless and selfless
warriors, the real pride of our nation as
they strive for “Service before Self”.
Poster- Esha
Content- Sakshi
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Poster- Shreya Saxena
Content- Sagarika

“Let us all pledge together to STOP GENDER
DISCRIMINATION”
In order to spread awareness about
the inequalities faced by the girl child
among the people, and to ensure that they
get equal opportunities and exposure,
the Ministry of Women and Child
Development and the Government of
India established National Girl Child
Day in 2008. The National Girl Child
Day is celebrated in India every year
on 24 January.
The objectives behind celebrating the
National Girl Child Day is to provide
support and opportunities to the girls.

“Tum Mujhe Khoon Do , Mai
Tumhe Azaadi Dunga”.
Netaji was an avid patriot who played an
important role in India’s independence.
His untiring efforts for the freedom
of his nation earned him the greatest
and most respected titles of all times,
“Netaji”. To remember and honour
Netaji’s vigour as one of the greatest
freedom fighters The Government of
India in 2021 declared January 23 as
“Parakram Diwas” to mark his 125th
birth anniversary.
Poster- Prerna
Content- Shubhankar
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Poster- Yashashvi
Content- Stuti

“The sanctity of law can be
maintained only so as long as it is
expression of the will of the people.”
- Bhagat Singh

In order to encourage more young
voters to take part in the political
process, Government of India decided
to celebrate January 25 every year as
“National Voters’ Day”. It has been
started from January 26, 2011 to mark
Election Commission’s foundation day.
The Election Commission of India is
celebrating 11th National Voters’ Day
today and the theme for this year’s NCD
is ‘Making Our Voters Empowered,
Vigilant, Safe and Informed’.

However good a constitution may
be, if those who are implementing it
are not good, it will prove to be bad.
However bad a constitution may be,
if those implementing it are good, it
will prove to be good”
- Dr. B.R. Ambedkar.

La Politique celebrated this special
day in the spirit of nationhood. This
day honours the date on which the
constitution of India came into being
i.e., 26 January 1950, replacing the
Government of India Act(1935). This
day celebrates the spirit of freedom. On
this day, India became an independent
nation; a nation of its own. On this day,
we all feel very specially about the
existence of our nation and we pledge
to feel the same way now and forever.
We, the youngsters have a long way to
go in making our nation proud of us.
Poster- Urja
Content- Esha
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Poster- Yashashvi
Content- Anjali

“Martyrdom doesn’t end
something, it’s only a
beginning.”
In India, Martyr’s day is celebrated
every year on 30th January to pay
homage to the freedom fighters who
sacrificed their lives for the freedom,
glory, welfare and sovereignty of
their motherland. Martyr’s day, also
known as Shaheed Diwas, is specially
celebrated in the memory of Mahatma
Gandhi. On 30th January 1948, Bapu
breathed his last and was martyred. The
Government of India announced the
day as Shaheed Diwas or Martyr’s Day.
2 minutes’ silence is also observed at A day of pride and joy for any democratic
11AM in the remembrance of Bapu and federation, it is important marker of our
democratic virtues and freedom. Today,
other martyrs throughout the country.
we remember the golden heritage and
culture of the country, and its vibrant
history of rebellion and growth.
The Founders Day this year, led to the
completion of 67 years of Kirorimal
College’s glorious journey. Its legacy
dates back to 1954 when it was known
as Nirmala College. Dr. Rajendra
Prasad, the first President of the Indian
Republic laid the foundation stone
of the present college in the summer of
1955. It was named after Seth Kirori
Mal Charitable Trust, a philanthropic
organization dedicated to the spread
of education in the state of Punjab and
Haryana. Kirori Mal College was one
of the few institutions of the University
of Delhi selected for sports training
during the Commonwealth Games in
2010.

Poster- Shivani
Content- Ifra
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Poster- Yashashvi
Content- Navnika

“The experience has made me
stronger. If you’re strong, then you
automatically become a positive
person. Cancer doesn’t mean that you
are going to die”
- Yuvraj Singh (Indian Cricketer)

World Cancer Day is observed every
year on February 4 to unite, sensitize
and the world aware about Cancer,
under one banner. Institutionalized by
the Paris Charter adopted at the World
Summit Against Cancer in Paris on
this day, in 2000, the Day aims to save
millions of preventable losses every year through means and methods like
education, promotion of research, raising awareness and by urging government
and individuals across the world for personal commitment and stanch actions
against this deadly disease. La Politique is in solidarity with the people living with
Cancer and firmly believes in awareness and sensitization of the general opinion
on the same

“We may never be strong enough to
be entirely nonviolent in thought,
word and deed. But we must keep
nonviolence as our goal and make
strong progress towards it”
- Mahatma Gandhi

On 4th February,1922 the unfortunate
chauri chaura event took place in the
Gorakhpur district of the United
Province in British India, when a
large group of protesters participating
in the Non-cooperation movement,
clashed with police who opened
fire at them. This led to death
of many policemen and arrest, detention and martial laws against the
protesters. Completely shook by the violence that set ablaze the whole movement,
Mahatma Gandhi called-off the Non- Cooperation movement. La Politique,
today, stands in solidarity with the voice of weakened but in a non-violent mean.
Poster- Yashashvi
Content- Anjali
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“Until one has loved an animal,

a part of one’s soul remains
unawakened”

Wildlife embellishes our planet in the
most unusual and unexpected forms,
often spellbinding the spectators. Dated
back in December 2013, the United
Nations General Assembly in its
68th session proclaimed 3rd March the day of adoption of the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered
species of wild fauna and flora (CITES)
as WORLD WILDLIFE DAY. The day
is being observed to raise awareness
about protecting our diverse flora
and fauna. This year the day will be
celebrated under the theme - “Forests
and Livelihoods: sustaining people and
planet.”
Poster- Shreya Garg
Content- Sakshi

“Each time a woman stands up
for herself, without knowing it
possibly, without claiming it, she
stands up for all women.”
-Maya Angelou

International Women’s Day is a global
day celebrating the social, economic,
cultural and political achievements of
women. The day also marks a call to
action for accelerating gender parity.
Significant activity is witnessed
worldwide as groups come together
to celebrate women’s achievements
or rally for women’s equality. Marked annually on March 8th, International
Women’s Day is one of the most important days of the year to celebrate women’s
achievements, raise awareness about women’s equality, lobby for accelerated
gender parity, to raise funds for female-focused charities. The campaign
theme for International Women’s Day 2021 is ‘Choose To Challenge’.
Poster- Shreya Saxena
Content- Sagarika
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“At first I thought I was fighting to save rubber
trees, then I thought I was fighting to save the
Amazon rainforest. Now I realize I am fighting
for humanity.”
The International Day of Forests was established
on March 21st, by resolution of the United
Nations General Assembly on November 28,
2012. Since then, each year, various events
celebrate and raise awareness of the importance
of all types of forests, and trees outside forests,
for the benefit of current and future generations.
Poster- Prerna
Content- Esha

“If yet your blood does not rage, then it is
water that flows in your veins. For what is
the flush of youth, if it is not of service to the
motherland”
Shaheed Diwas is observed in India on 23rd
March every year. Indians pay tributes to
freedom fighters who sacrificed their lives for
India’s freedom from the British rule. Shaheed
Diwas marks the death anniversary of young
freedom fighters Bhagat Singh, Sukhdev Thapar
and Shivaram Rajguru. It was on March 23 in
1931, the three were hanged to death in Lahore
jail during British rule.
Poster- Esha
Content- Ifra

Water is the Driving Force in Nature. It’s
the Lifeblood of Humanity, Our Nations, Our
Economies, And Our Well-being.
World Water Day is celebrated on 22 March
every year since 1993. It’s about what water
means to people, its true value and how we
can better protect this vital resource. This Day
is an opportunity to learn more about water
related issues, be inspired to tell others and
take action to make a difference. It is more than
just essential to quench thirst or protect health;
water is vital for creating jobs and supporting
economic, social, and human development.
Poster- Esha
Content- Shubhankar
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“Health is the real wealth”
World Health Day is a global health
awareness day celebrated annually
on 7th April to mark the a anniversary
of founding of the World Health
Organisation in 1948. The celebration
is aimed at creating awareness on a
specific health theme, to highlight a
priority area of concern for the WHO.
The theme of their 2021 campaign is
“Building a fairer, healthier world”.
WHO is committed to ensuring that
everyone, everywhere, can realize the
right to good health. COVID-19 has
hit hard every where, but its impact
has been harshest on vulnerable
communities.
Poster- Katyani
Content- Ifra

“We must stand on our own
feet and fight as best as we
can for our rights. So carry on
your agitation and organize
your forces. Power and
prestige will come to you
through struggle”.

Poster- Esha
Content- Shubhankar

Ambedkar Jayanti or Bhim Jayanti
is an annual festival observed
on 14 April to commemorate
the memory of B. R. Ambedkar,
Indian polymath, father of the
constitution of India and civil
rights activist, who inspired
the Dalit Buddhist movement
and campaigned against social
discrimination
towards
the
untouchables. It marks Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar’s birthday
who was born on 14 April
1891. Since 2015 it has been observed as an official public holiday throughout
India. Ambedkar Jayanti is celebrated not just in India but all around the world.
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Poster- Prerna
Content- Sehaj

“Monuments and heritage
sites are the rich essence of
diversity and reflection of our
culture”.
We have all come from a rich cultural
past, our ancestors taught us to be
cultured in our ways, to lead our lives
truthfully and in a dignified manner.

Kings and rulers of the past built
monuments to commemorate special
days, events, win over enemies etc.
These monuments, of late, have faded
down in history and lost their true
essence. Heritage is our lost treasure. This Heritage Day, the youth of our country
needs to come forward and work for preserving our monuments which are a mark
of the glory and pride of our nation.

“The ultimate test of
man’s conscience may be
his willingness to sacrifice
something today for future
generations whose words of
thanks will not be heard.”
Earth Day is an annual event held on
April 22 to demonstrate support for
environmental protection. This idea
was first proposed by peace activist
John McConnell.The day was chosen to
be April 22, a weekday falling between
Spring Break and Final Exams, to
maximize the student participation.
Today, Earth Day is widely recognized
as the largest secular observance in the
world, marked by more than a billion
people every year as a day of action.
Poster- Yashashvi
Content- Anjali
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Onlining…………

T

he process of virtual learning or online learning or WFH(Work from Home) came to be adopted and
carried out in a big way and universally perhaps out of compulsion in the Covid-19 era. This had
evoked a mixed response and apprehension in equal measures. With the progression of the pandemic,
what was perceived as a temporary arrangement in the academia came to establish itself as a regular
fixture. It was a relief that the quest for knowledge and learning did not come to a halt. An alternate
mode of communication other that the in-person mode became viable. Schools, colleges, institutes
and coaching centres across India and the world adopted it and adapted to it on an unprecedented and
massive scale. Talking about the available tools for effective communication in learning online there
are quite a few depending on the requirements and needs and the nature of pedagogy, but only some
became popular like PPT or links.
In this brief piece I am going to share my experience in a college of Delhi University(DU). Teaching
online was something new to many of us teachers though not unknown. Even in DU’s School of Open
Learning this method has not been the predominant one as students are generally mailed their lessons
and weekly contact classes are arranged for a basic physical interaction with the resource person.
This is not to deny that the fact that e-learning and lectures have been going for many years. To the
uninitiated and tech-unsavvy – those who have always been taking classes in person or evaluating
sheets of assignments physically sitting at an evaluation centre, it was an unfamiliar terrain, though
every one knew about skype, teleconferencing or video call. Since the lockdown came towards the end
of March 2020, only a month was left for the semesters to end, most of the syllabi were covered so
the scope of implementing and experiencing online teaching was limited in time. The real test of the
new system came when assignments were to be submitted by students online and writing the exams.
Assignments that are part of the internal assessment were submitted by our students on line at our
individual mail address. The problematique was the semester end examinations which the University
decided to conduct in the OBE( Open book Exam) mode: students can write exams in papers they
have offered from their locations and submit them online at a dedicated portal in a stipulated period of
time. Since the University itself was not familiar with this mode, the entire exercise came to be marred
with technical glitches and chaos resulting into multiple crashes of the University’s portal. Yet despite
these hassles, the University and its student community could sail through the process. This was in the
months of June and July. Subsequent exams held in November-December 2020 could be carried out
more smoothly.
As long as the pandemic is not eradicated completely, it is of course desirable to continue with the
online pedagogy as the colleges of DU, for that matter many universities and colleges in India have a
student population disproportionate with the available infrastructure rendering pandemic appropriate
behavior like the practice of social distancing impossible. For instance, the college where I teach has
a student population of around five thousand on its rolls and there only forty odd class rooms to carry
out the teaching learning process. The science laboratories too are small and the library and the canteen
are usually full to the capacity at any given period of time. Moreover, classes in many subjects consist
of more than hundred or more students. In this situation online teaching-learning seems to be the safest
bet as is evident from the news that in many parts of India where classes have been started physically,
Covid positive cases have been appearing.
But of course, online pedagogy has its shortcomings, though conducted from comfort of one’s home
through various platforms or links. Face to face interaction has its own charm where the facial
expression of students, their body language and their attentiveness enables us to gauge their interest
and mood or receptiveness of one’s teaching and the paper being taught. It is also being observed
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that a large number of students are not attending the online classes thereby encouraging absenteeism.
This may be deliberate or due to some reasons. Given that India’s yet to be bridged digital divide,
the online method has left many students located in remote areas and places having connectivity and
signal problems high and dry. For instance, a student of mine current staying in Laddakh has hardly
been able to access to my lectures. Moreover, Public universities like DU and its colleges cater to a
student population from a wide range of socio-economic background and diverse places – urban or
rural areas or hinterland. Those from metro or tier 1 or 2 cities and well to do background – the vocal
and the visible, certainly have an advantage in receiving and accessing online education, purchasing
books online, e-books and reading material compared to the economically weak and marginalized and
those living in remote areas. The latter have actually been at the receiving end as many of them may
not even possess android mobile phones, not to talk of laptops or desktops. If at all they do, there may
be only one mobile phone in the family to be shared by its owner and other members of the family.
Out of a sense of despondency and a sense of loss, it has been reported that many students from poor
families were compelled to commit suicide. Many others dropped out of school and stated doing odd
jobs to supplement family income. According to a UN report 27 million school children in India found
themselves left out of the schooling system. For the online teaching-learning process to be 100 percent
successful, as long as the situation does not return to pre-March 2020 state, the problem of digital
inequality needs to be addressed and efforts have to be made by the central and state governments as
well as the NGOs and the corporate sector as a part of their Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR)
towards subsidized or free distribution of Tablets to students from poor and marginalized sections of
our society. Telecommunication service providers and the governments have to make more efforts to
make digital connectivity more widespread. But in cases where online teaching is being carried out,
disturbances and sudden breaks in the link are galore. An irritating feature is frequent disruption in
network connectivity due to erratic power supply. Then there is the threat of the link being hacked. Yet
at the end of the day we can still satisfy ourselves with the fact at least we were able to carry out our
duties and not overcome with a sense guilt of not doing so.
***This write up is transcript of a lecture delivered online at Amity School of Psychology and Allied
Sciences, Amity University, NOIDA as a resource person for Faculty Development Programme.

Dr. Rupak Dattagupta
Associate Professor
Department of Political Science
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Covid Vaccines: New Diplomacy
Tool For India

I

ndia is known as the pharmacy of the world. It is the largest producer of generic medicines, accounting
for 20 percent of their global production. It meets 62 percent of the global demand for vaccines. Since
the coronavirus pandemic began, the country has been at the forefront of supplying medicines and
generic drugs to others. India received requests from more than 100 countries for hydroxychloroquine
(once thought to help treat COVID-19) and paracetamol (a painkiller), and sent supplies to Brazil,
the United States, and Israel. By May 2020, India was spending $16 million on pharmaceuticals,
test kits, and other medical equipment for about 90 countries. Even before multilateral organizations
got on board, New Delhi also consistently supported measures to temporarily suspend COVID-19
vaccine intellectual property rights—which would mean it could produce generic versions at lightning
speed whenever a vaccine was created— and sponsored a WHO resolution calling for international
cooperation to ensure global access to the vaccine.
Despite challenges, India has launched the world’s largest COVID-19 vaccination drive. Companies
such as Zydus, Bharat Biotech, and Gennova are developing indigenous vaccines. Others like Serum
Institute are collaborating with foreign companies, namely AstraZeneca. The most promising two
COVID-19 vaccines are being made-in-India - Covaxin by Bharat Biotech and Covishield, by Serum
Institute. India will need more than a billion doses to protect its own population. But it also aims to offer
20 million doses to neighbouring countries Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, the Seychelles,
and Mauritius by this spring. It will then distribute vaccines to Latin America, Africa, and the former
Soviet Republics. Many of the recipient countries have signed so-called vaccine pacts with India on a
government-to-government basis to finalize the number of doses and determine whether they will be
provided under grant assistance or under commercial terms. While commercial overseas shipments are
likely to start around March, India has already sent 3.2 million free doses of the vaccine Bangladesh,
Nepal, Bhutan, and the Maldives.
If the government can ensure that its domestic vaccine requirements are being adequately met, as
seems to be the plan, there is little possibility of political blowback for PM Modi of sending vaccine
elsewhere. Meanwhile, the foreign-policy benefits in strategic areas could be great. For instance, India
is keen on mending its ties with Bangladesh. New Delhi’s controversial citizenship law enacted last
year and the news of $40 billion in investments from China to Bangladesh had strained ties between
the two nations. The COVID-19 vaccine can let a little slack back in. Similarly, vaccine diplomacy
provides an opportunity for India to resolve outstanding issues with Nepal. Relations between the two
countries recently hit a new low when they entered into a heated exchange over the Kalapani territorial
dispute—an area situated at the strategic ChinaNepal-India trijunction. In Indian Ocean countries like
the Maldives and Mauritius, India’s vaccine diplomacy can help foster stronger ties in the region,
and offset China’s growing influence attributable to its financial investments and social-development
projects.
India’s vaccine diplomacy puts it in direct competition with China—which has made no secret that
vaccine distribution is wrapped up in its broader geopolitical ambitions. In fact, it has even explicitly
included vaccine distribution in its broader Health Silk Road initiative, which aims to bolster China’s
international soft power. Vaccine manufacture and distribution is one area where India has some
comparative advantage over China, but the competition between the two may still be fierce.
The quality and efficacy of Chinese vaccines have been questioned due to concealment of test data
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and lack of transparency in information. Recent reports have revealed that Brazil—which was initially
planning to deploy China’s Sinovac—raised concerns about the efficacy and safety of the vaccine and
ultimately decided to opt for India’s Bharat Biotech. Such outcomes will help India position itself as the
more responsible global power. Simply put, India has longer track record of supplying medicines and
vaccines to the rest of the world, especially to low- and middle-income countries. Nevertheless, China
has one big advantage over nearly every other country: It has largely been able to control the pandemic
within its borders, and its economy is mostly back on track. That means China can potentially devote
more diplomatic attention and resources to its global vaccine outreach. However, unlike India, there
is little transparency about the safety of efficacy of Chinese vaccines. India has distributed nearly 22.9
million doses under its “Vaccine Friendship” programme out of which 64.7 lakh doses have been
supplied as a grant.
Importance of India’s Vaccine Diplomacy:
Strategic Importance- • Earning long term goodwill: By financing shipments from India’s assistance
programmes for cash-strapped neighbouring countries desperately needing such assistance, India shall
earn the long-term goodwill of its immediate neighbours and across Indian ocean countries. It is in
line with India’s neighbourhoods first initiative. Advantage over Chinese: China recently offered its
vaccines to Nepal, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh as it held a multilateral dialogue with the
four countries and Pakistan on anti-epidemic prevention. Early shipment from India in these countries
could help counter China’s vaccine and mask diplomacy in its neighbourhood. Leverage over western
countries: While the affluent western world, notably the US and Europe, are focused almost exclusively
on their own problems, India is being appreciated for helping its neighbours and developing countries,
who could not afford US and European vaccines.
Economic Importance- Make India global supply centre: Beyond India’s immediate neighbours,
South Korea, Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Morocco and South Africa have all shown inclinations to
purchase vaccines from India which is estimated to be 60% of the global supply of inoculants. Boost
Pharma Manufacturing in India: India can become the pharmacy of the world. If Indian vaccines help
developing countries to meet their urgent needs, they can become the future long term destination for
market expansion of Indian pharmas. Help in reviving the economy: If India becomes the manufacturing
hub to corona vaccines across the world, it shall give a boost to the GDP of India.
Rescue from cold war over vaccine: The US-China cold war has been accused of making distribution
of vaccines “political football”, which caused the inordinate delay in commencing the inoculation
programmes by WHO. Thus, early shipment of vaccines by India is seen as a rescue from this bipolar
tussle.
Earning moral right: India’s vaccine distribution comes at a time when WHO director General has
criticised moral corruption of drug manufacturers from rich countries for delaying distribution of
vaccines and targeting shipments to rich countries only. This could help India have a moral right to
have greater say in international forums.
Disrupts vaccine nationalism: Vaccine Nationalism is the mechanism through which a country manages
to secure doses of vaccines for its own citizens or residents and prioritises its own domestic markets
before they are made available in other countries through pre-purchase agreements with a vaccine
manufacturer. The major drawback of vaccine nationalism is that it puts countries with fewer resources
and bargaining power at a disadvantage. India’s intervention by making vaccines available to needy
countries disrupted the vaccine nationalism.
Facilitating global collaboration: India vaccines supply could cater greatly to the global collaboration
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which is being done through the WHO-backed COVAX Facility mechanism India’s vaccine diplomacy
has garnered widespread praise from international media as well as several global leaders. “India has
emerged the surprise leader of the global vaccine diplomacy race. It has exported three times more
doses than it’s given its own citizens and can spare even more without hurting its own rollout”, Eric
Bellman of Wall Street Journal said in a recent tweet. The New York Times said in a report, “India, the
unmatched vaccine manufacturing power, is giving away millions of doses to neighbours friendly and
estranged”. “It is trying to counter China, which has made doling out shots a central plank of its foreign
relations. And the United Arab Emirates, drawing on its oil riches, is buying jabs on behalf of its allies”,
NYT said in a report. “India had stood by Bangladesh during the (1971) Liberation War, and today,
when the pandemic is rattling the world, India again came with gifts of vaccines,” Bangladesh foreign
minister had said after receiving the shipment from India. Nepal’s minister for health and population
Hridayesh Tripathi had said that India has shown goodwill by providing the vaccine in grant. Mohamed
Nasheed, Maldives’ Speaker of People’s Majlis (parliament), had thanked India for its “gift”, adding
that New Delhi has always been Male’s first responder and dependable friend.
India needs to balance its domestic needs with diplomatic commitments. The vaccination drive in India
commenced in January, 2021 is going to be the World’s Largest Vaccination Program. India has the
challenge that while it distributes the vaccine to the world, it should ensure the much needed vaccine
supply to those in India who cannot afford it. Vaccines are the single most powerful health interventions
developed by modern medicine. Universal, equitable, and affordable supply of vaccines for low- and
middleincome countries are needed more than ever. In past epidemics, such as the H1N1 influenza,
many developing countries were on the outside looking in when it came to access. India is now on the
inside, and it can play a crucial role in health and safety in an increasingly interdependent world. India’s
vaccine diplomacy is unlikely by itself to change its relations with its neighbours overnight. But it is a
step in the right direction and, if followed up with less arrogant policies toward its neighbours, could
contribute to them perceiving New Delhi as a gentler giant. It could blunt the propaganda of anti-India
forces in its neighborhood.
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you can become.” I whole heartedly thank the
student council for providing an extremely
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thrive.
Saurav Bansal
3rd Year
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Of COVID 19, Lockdown And Gender
Inequality

T

he global pandemic of the Coronavirus shook the structures and foundations of the world we live in,
and know of. As we all reel from the losses and fatalities of the pandemic, and a worldwide lockdown
that lasted almost a year, there is much to be scrutinized. Besides immense economic loss, there has
been tremendous effect on mental health and societal well-being. For many people, the lockdown has
meant a time of entrapment and physical and emotional abuse. For women and queer people especially,
it has become a time of extreme emotional distress.
Violence and the Private Space
The NCW issued a notice about a spike in domestic violence cases way back in April. This has only
multiplied as the lockdown has continued. This speaks not just for India, but all countries across the
world. Countries like France and Singapore have seen a 30-35% increase in domestic violence during
the lockdown. The UN has called this a ‘shadow pandemic’ that is taking place alongside the disease
epidemic.
However, domestic violence is only the tip of the iceberg. We cannot compartmentalize violence and
name it as important or unimportant. Violence is only a language of inequality, power dynamics and
suppression. What is also important, and often ignored, is the violence that is perpetuated through verbal
abuse, incessant protectionism, families exercising control over women’s access to money, electronics
or the internet, emotional abuse and gender roles. The link to this surge in violence can be traced
directly to the gendered dynamic of the family structure. As all people were pushed indoors and locked
in, women found themselves in the closed space of the private sphere. The private space of the home
and family, which is championed often as a space of comfort and safety, is often a space of abuse for
women. It is also, always, the primary site of oppression. For many women, conditions of jobs, schools,
and universities are their only access to public space. This access is often their only right over freedom
and autonomy. With all these activities shifted online, and this conditional access negated, women got
stripped of almost all their autonomy.
Besides this, many women are co-habiting with abusers in joint families. These abusers can be parents,
siblings, uncles or aunts. The cover entire societies took, having no social protection, or safety nets,
has pushed many into situations of sudden and forced confinement indoors in unwanted places. It
is important to think of lesbian women, transwomen, bisexual women, and other gender and sexual
minorities and marginalized peoples. It is not difficult to imagine the multiplied violence they might be
facing at home at the hands of families.
It is interesting to see a report by the National Commission for Women from a research project conducted
in April-May. The researches designated red, green, and orange areas. In the red zones, there were
stricter restrictions on mobility. These were the areas where cases of domestic violence saw a 131%
increase, in comparison to orange and green zones where violence decreased with increased mobility.
In this same report, it has been mentioned that there has been a decrease in the number of rape cases,
overall. Many people have accorded this to the lockdown, since negligible access to public space has,
indeed, prevented stranger rapes, street harassment, workplace harassment, and molestation. These
figures speak only in numbers, and largely ignore the reality that more rapes take place inside the house
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than outside of it. Stranger rapes have decreased, without question, but there are many cases of sexual
violence within the four walls of the home that have been left indefinitely unreported. One must also
consider the act of marital rape which must have seen a manifold increase in its happening, but which
will not be mentioned anywhere since it is not yet an acknowledged crime or universally accepted as
violence against women. It is still, deeply traumatic and happens more often than one would think.
However, one might say that there is hope still. Support groups and communities have also come up
during these uncertain times. Atreyee Sen in her work with women in slum communities has researched
extensively on marital rape. She has talked about solidarity groups that came up within these areas for
women facing conjugal violence. Constituting of women within these communities, they rescued and
helped many victims of such violence, rehabilitating them with the help of NGOs, teachers, or their
own employers.
Gender Roles and the Pandemic
It is also important to note how the pandemic has intensified gender roles in the family. With all
people at home at all times, which could include toddlers, children, elderly people, husbands and
other members of the family, women have had to take on more caretaking responsibilities. This is not
limited to homemakers or mothers, working women who continue the double burden of domestic and
economic labour they previously performed, but also younger women students who have been forced
to take up more responsibilities at home. At this point, I find it important to mention that in the many
families where all the members had been infected with the virus, it would have been the women – sick
and exhausted, who would still have been doing the work of the entire household – cooking, cleaning,
and caretaking.
Gender roles and domestic work has also directly impacted women’s education. This also provides
a gendered critique of online education, which ignores completely the digital gap between genders.
Women often have conditional access to internet and technology. This gap has only widened during
the pandemic as women have been pushed into doing more housework and taking up caretaking roles
at the expense of their education. In a world that sees education for women as optional or recreational,
and domestic responsibilities their primary duty, it is not hard to understand how women would have
been deprived of this aspect of their lives in the private space. Besides, there have been a huge number
of women dropouts in schools and colleges seen during this time. A huge number of people have lost
jobs and incomes are still dwindling. In such situations, most families prioritize the education of sons
and not daughters, and women are usually forced to withdraw from educational institutions.
Gender and the Migrant Crisis
The pandemic also triggered the biggest migrant crisis India had ever seen, where there was large scale
exodus of migrant workers to their home towns and villages. It is difficult to adequately analyze how
many women would have been abused and exploited during this time, due to lack of toilets, sanitation,
and transportation as people walked on foot for thousands of miles.
Some scholars estimate that many young girls were married off for the little penny, and many might
have been trafficked, sold, or kidnapped on the roads. It is a huge blunder on the part of the state to have
let this happen. The silence and inaction of the government and courts speaks volumes about the state’s
entire working during the pandemic.
Moving Forward
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Non-men people bore the brunt of the pandemic in a more intensified and violent way. While almost
all women faced violence of some kind, factors like caste, class and gender identity changed all these
experiences. Think of the numerous cases of suicides of trans-people in the past few months, of queer
women being forced into conversion therapy, of the woman who was raped and murdered by doctors
in an isolation ward. The pandemic and lockdown give us a clear vision of what happens when women
are cut off even further from the public space and solidarity networks, and gives loud, blaring warning
signs for us to work toward increasing this access, since this is one of the most important tasks to
ensure women’s emancipation.
There is much to be seen, much to be heard, much to be analyzed. In any case, all stakeholders,
including the state, must keep the gender quWestion at the front while implementing post-pandemic
relief of any kind. There is much to be restored, much to be rebuilt. It is imperative to consult all those
affected and only then do anything further. There is a need to analyze all that is wrong, and all the
things that led us here. Only a strong and dedicated effort will pull us out of the spaces we have been
pushed into, and then take us far, far away from them.
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Lifeless Lives In The Pandemic

I

ndia witnessed the largest containment experiment in history, when on 25 March, its 1.3 billion
citizens battened down their hatches in an attempt to flatten the Covid-19 curve. The lockdown
has now ended but across the globe, a new and more dangerous epidemic is emerging. According to
a survey conducted by the India Psychiatry Society, within a week of the start of the lockdown, the
number of reported cases of mental illness in India had risen by 20%.
According to experts, in the coming months and years, India will suffer from a massive healthcare
crisis due to unemployment, drug abuse, domestic violence and economic hardships. Although this
healthcare crisis will spread throughout the country, the most affected would be the poor and the
marginalized households. The pandemic and subsequently the lockdown not only threatened to take a
toll on our physical health but also on our mental health. The amalgamation of unlimited work from
home hours, the lack of personal space in the house, the inability to go out and relax and a number of
other reasons promised to lead to severe mental health issues. The sudden shift of everything to online
platforms and a resultant boost in the screen timing has led to problems like short temper, irritation and
hopelessness. We can’t even think of imagining the number of sleepless nights that the marginalized,
poor and mediocre families lived through. Job, livelihood, survival, and just every other thing at stake.
The authorities claimed that they were doing “everything” they can in their power. Imagine living in
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a condition where you can no longer afford even the basic necessities like food. Imagine having no
job; imagine having kids to feed; imagine the whole country crammed inside their homes; imagine
sleeping with the thought that you might not even wake up the next day. In these hopeless times of
international emergencies, the condition of women in countries like India went from bad to worse. It
is often noticed that in times of crisis as such, the existing inequalities get intensified. India has one
of the worst records in the world of wide gaps between men and women in household works, which
means, cooking, cleaning, taking care of the elderly, etc. During the lockdown, with all the members
of the family at home, with schools closed, this burden of domestic work has increased, therefore
making it very difficult for the women to balance all the domestic as well as job-related tasks. In India,
during the lockdown, the National Commission for Women helplines registered double the number
of complaints of domestic violence in April as they had the month before. In the first week of the
lockdown, one of the 257 complaint calls received by the NCW, was from a father in Rajasthan, who
said his daughter was being beaten by her husband and not provided food since the beginning of the
lockdown. The call highlights the plight of the uncountable number of women who are silently bearing
this mental more than physical load. It can be totally assumed that in such a scenario and because
of the lockdown, due to the absence of support mechanisms, women who are victims of such abuse,
were further isolated. The lack of any alternative infrastructures available to women in such situations
leaves them with no alternative, but to compromise with their abusers. The experience of the pandemic
highlights the need for more shelter homes for women, particularly the victims of domestic abuse.
Moreover, the excessive consumption of alcohol and domestic abuse are seen to be correlated. In many
states, due to the relaxation of lockdown, governments eager to make up for revenue losses, have
encouraged liquor sales even through door-to-door delivery. While we support the demand for more
finance for the state government, direct encouragement for liquor sales has had a terrible impact on the
women. Yes, this pandemic has had a terrible effect on everyone, all over the world. But the section
of the population, that is painfully, but sadly not surprisingly, the worst affected are women. The most
horrific and obvious impact of the lockdown, that was imposed to flatten the curve, has been a rise in
domestic and intimate partner violence. The accounts are painful to read. Women are being battered
by their frustrated partners and threatened to be thrown away if anything happens. One of the biggest
myths about domestic violence is that it is prevailing in the poor sections only. The reality, however,
is that even the rich and middle-class women are not immune to it. Helplines and shelters for battered
women are woefully inadequate at the best of times. It is incredibly hard for women to speak up openly,
even in the most supportive conditions. With the sudden lockdown, when women find themselves
alone, isolated and vulnerable, what are their options/alternatives? Virtually none! The first step for
the administration and law-enforcement agencies is to recognize the gravity of the problem, to believe
in women, and to sympathize with them. At this time, more than any other time, women need a rocksolid assurance that they would be heard and that help will be provided well in time. According to me,
reaching out to women and men in need should be classified as an “essential service”. The second most
important thing that we can do is to acknowledge and accept that domestic violence really happens and
work to reduce the stigma attached to the victims of such violence.
The literature or the theories on domestic violence believe that when men/women are employed,
domestic violence tends to fall as there is limited interaction between them. Under the lockdown,
the interaction time has increased and the families do not have access to the outside world. Many at
this point might argue that the consequences of a pandemic are the same for all. Same for men and
women, same for poor and rich, same for powerful and powerless. Yes, all of it is true! But only in
principle. Not in practice. If only principles worked in the real life. The increased instances of domestic
abuse and lockdown can both be related to frustration, which was an obvious result of what-feltlike-a-hundred-year lockdown. This Covid-19 pandemic, more than anything else in this world, has
worsened the condition of the women. Women, in both huts and mansions. Women, both unemployed
and established. Women, both financially and domestically. Women crammed in all the corners of the
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world, praying day and night that their voices be heard. Women, dying a little every day just because
no help reaches them. Let us all, for a moment, just shut down the tiny materialistic tab in our brains
and look at the actual “bigger” picture. The pandemic didn’t just sink our economies or dug open our
pockets. It destroyed the lives, shattered the hopes, smashed the humanity and took away the only ray
of hope from millions of living-yet-lifeless women all around the globe.

Myself Vani and I am in love with literature.
Vani
1st Year

Coronavirus And Women As Its Victim

I

n her 2012 award-winning book Behind the Beautiful Forevers, Katherine Boo writes: “[S]he lost
two hours of her morning standing in line for water at a dribbling tap…” The operative word here is
she; this task almost always falls to women.
The above lines sum up the lives of millions of women and unfortunately, the unprecedented coronavirus
crisis has made the condition of women even worse. It is not just about this mere routine of women but
even the women from well off families, who had to equally bear the brunt of this pandemic.
There’s the pandemic you know about, and all too well. It’s rightfully crowding the headlines of your
newspaper and occupying the minds of government leaders. It’s taking loved ones, imperilling heroes
in scrubs, threatening neighbours at the cash register, and suddenly turning parents everywhere into
teachers.
Then, there’s the shadow pandemic, which is rapidly unravelling the limited, but precious, progress
that the world has made towards gender equality in the past few decades. As summarized by a new UN
report about COVID-19 and girls and women, this shadow pandemic can be seen in a spike in domestic
violence as girls and women are sheltering-in-place with their abusers; the loss of employment for
women who hold the majority of insecure, informal and lower-paying jobs; the risk shouldered by the
world’s nurses, who are predominately women; and the rapid increase in unpaid care work that girls
and women mostly provide already. The current emergency is poised to deeply exacerbate a stubborn
one: while early reports suggest that men are more likely to succumb to COVID-19, the social and
economic toll will be paid, disproportionately, by the world’s girls and women.
Although the data analyzed to date appears to show a higher mortality rate in men, COVID-19 is
believed to have a larger economic and social impact on women. First, since women account for more
than 70% of health care and social workers, they are more exposed to infection. Moreover, according
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to a report by the International Labor Organization (ILO), women tend to work in a segregated, lowerquality and more precarious labor market, so they have fewer economic resources to help them cope
with the crisis. Job insecurity increases dramatically during a crisis, leading to loss of employment and
social protection. Consequently, women working in more precarious sectors are especially vulnerable.
Second, since gender roles dictate that caregiving is almost exclusively a woman’s task, women bear
most of the burden of the care system. In formal employment (health care, cleaning, social work,
service industry, etc.) as well as in informal jobs (housework, caregiving, etc.), this responsibility
falls mainly on women. Overall, it is estimated that women spend three times as much time as men on
household activities and care. COVID-19 lockdown measures have intensified this burden, leading to
a decrease in self-care and an increase in mental health problems. These measures have also limited
women’s professional development and increased their risk of exclusion from work. For example,
school closures and public neglect of care and education have led to a decrease in women’s formal
working hours and, in many cases, an overload of unpaid work. It is therefore not surprising that early
data from socioeconomic assessments show that women have endured a greater loss of income and
employment, as well as greater job insecurity in the informal economy.
Third, probably the most devastating consequence of the COVID-19 lockdown has been the increase
in cases of sexual, physical and psychological violence—reported or not—and the intensity of these
incidents. Isolation during confinement has made it more difficult for women to report assaults and,
consequently, to receive protection. This difficulty is heightened by the reduced frequency of contact
with relatives and other outside contacts, an increase in the amount of time spent with the abuser, and
tensions in the household arising from socioeconomic pressures, which in turn could lead to greater
abuse of alcohol and other drugs. During the state of alarm in Spain, victims of gender violence
submitted 29,700 requests for assistance—57.9% more than the entire previous year. During the same
period, the number of calls to 016, Spain’s domestic violence helpline, rose by 41.4% and online
consultations increased by 457.9% from 2019 levels.
Finally, there has been a clear imbalance of leadership roles in response to the pandemic. Despite
working on the frontlines of the care system, women are underrepresented in decision-making positions.
One example is the emergency committee for COVID-19 assembled by the World Health Organisation
(WHO), where women account for just 24% of members. The same is true in the political arena.
According to the Inter-Parliamentary Union and the United Nations, only 10 of the 152 elected heads
of state worldwide are women. Meanwhile, men make up 75% of members of parliament and account
for 76% of appearances in mainstream media outlets. Even more evident is the unequal visibility given
by the media to male and female experts. According to Women in Global Health, as of February 2020,
for every three men quoted in media coverage of the coronavirus, only one woman had been quoted.
“Crowded homes, substance abuse, limited access to services and reduced peer support are exacerbating
these conditions. Before the pandemic, it was estimated that one in three women will experience violence
during their lifetimes. Many of these women are now trapped in their homes with their abusers.” Policy
Brief: The Impact of COVID-19 on Women
Addressing imbalances
In each country studied, models showed that taking effective action to reduce gender disparities in
job losses caused by COVID-19 would lead to greater overall economic output by 2030. Recovery
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efforts that invest in the female workforce, tailored to each country’s needs, could significantly boost
employment opportunities and drive inclusive economic growth, the report predicts. This could include
removing gender imbalances in recognizing and taking on unpaid work and child care, and putting
policies in place to distribute these responsibilities more evenly between men and women. Barriers
to women’s digital and financial inclusion and entrenched attitudes about women’s role in society are
also areas to address.
While countries like Iceland, Norway and Finland top the Global Gender Gap Index rankings in the
Global Gender Gap Report 2020, the report forecasts that gender parity will not be realized for 99.5
years unless action is taken to redress gender imbalance.
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Domestic Violence And COVID-19

F

or over centuries, humans have relied on violence to carefully water the roots of their ‘apparent
perfect social norms’. This violence is very crucial for the perfect flow of traditions throughout
generations. The violence may take several forms. One of the most infamous manifestations is domestic
violence.
Domestic violence is violence in a domestic setting, such as in marriage or cohabitation. It can take place
in heterosexual or same-sex relationships, or between former spouses or partners. Comprehensively,
domestic violence also involves brutality against children, teenagers, parents, or the elderly and may
include physical, verbal, emotional, economic, religious, reproductive, and sexual abuse. It may range
from subtle, coercive forms to marital rape and to violent physical abuse such as beating, female genital
mutilation, and acid throwing that results in disfigurement or death. Domestic murders include stoning,
bride burning, honor killing, and even dowry death. As it is rightly said, “every woman is fighting her
own battle”. At the global level, the victims of domestic violence are overwhelmingly women, and
they tend to undergo more severe forms of violence. In contemporary times, when the world is fighting
against a deadly virus that has made the world go topsy-turvy; a situation where every human being
needs to truly uphold the principles of humanity, ironically, there has been a mad upsurge in domestic
violence.
The National Commission for Women (NCW) registered an increase of at least 2.5 times in complaints
related to violence against women after the nationwide lockdown was imposed in March 2020.
Traditionally, there has been a strong connection between pandemics or natural disasters and domestic
violence. The causation of domestic violence during these times is multifarious like stress due to physical
confinement, economic disruption, slowed down businesses, possible unemployment, scarcity of basic
provisions, limited social support. Rise in domestic violence could also be attributed to the household
work-related disparity. India being a patriarchal society, domestic work is primarily considered women’s
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job. The absence of domestic help and people thrown into close quarters increases workload and cabin
fever ensues, adding fuel to the ongoing friction between the couple and results in increased chances
of Domestic Violence. The stress of economic instability itself has resulted in increased consumption
of alcohol, thereby increasing instances of domestic violence independently. During the lockdown, the
perpetrator might inflict violence on the spouse demanding to fulfill his alcohol consumption needs or
might consume alcohol at home, in presence of his family members, as the liquor outlets are closed.
In both above scenarios, domestic violence worsens.
Sexual violence is also likely to increase during a lockdown. India noted a surge of porn usage and
sale of condoms and sex toys, reflecting an increase in sexual activity thereby indirectly indicating an
increase in chances of sexual rights violation.
Perpetrators easily assume their chance to be unchallenged as authorities focus on containing the
pandemic. Taking a psychological standpoint, studies argue that contours of domestic violence might
be responsible for triggering violence against women in the public space. These studies unravel that
often a male child who grows up witnessing heterogeneous forms of domestic violence at home starts
believing that it is a ‘normative standard’ to brutally treat women and begins to imitate the same in
private as well as public spaces. Similar arguments have been meticulously put forward by Pulla in
his lecture on theories of DV. Pulla argues that DV remained unrecognized as a form of violence until
1960 signaling that the world recognized domestic violence as a form of gender-based violence only
60 years ago (Pulla, 2020).
The long-term aftermath of domestic violence can be catastrophic, thus effective measures towards
surveillance and management of domestic violence need to be carefully studied and adequately
implemented, considering it an indispensable part of the fight against COVID-19. Some corrective steps
have been executed to aid domestic violence survivors during the lockdown through the installation
of a helpline and dedicated WhatsApp numbers, there is still an enormous scope to improve upon
these measures. Successful implementation of The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act,
2005, is the need of the hour. This act mandates wide publicity through print and broadcast media to
create awareness in the general public, which can include information about the interpersonal violence
cycle, measures of de-escalating a situation at home, helplines, shelter homes, and legal assistance
available for women. The creation of temporary shelter homes or makeshift homes, basically a place
away from the abuser should also be considered. Educating and using available human resources like
ASHA workers and other health workers, who are currently conducting door-to-door surveys about
covid-19, in identifying subtle signs of Domestic Violence would be prudent. Particularly in a country
like India, where women’s safety is a massive issue even under normal conditions, such measures
could come in handy.
While the world and policymakers are focused on ‘here and now’ at the moment, as said by Mohammed
Naciri (Regional Director of UN Women, Asia, and Pacific), “the differential needs of women and men
in medium and long term recovery efforts also need to be considered”.
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“Caged In, Caged Within” – Surviving
The Shadow Pandemic
Doorbell rings, she sighs in
Door banging, lights are dim
Pushing her on the bed through his way
All she wanted was to flee away
Darkness seemed to engulf her
Everything happened in a blur
Punching, beating, slapping all over
With him, life looked to be in its darkest hour
She sobbed, she cried
Looking at her scars, all day all night
There was pain in her silent scream
How she wished it all to be nothing but a bad dream
With broken wings, trapped like a bird in a cage
She was tired and full of outrage
But scared in, stripped within
She was surviving the pandemic caged in, caged within

H

ome is always seen as a mystic circle that surrounds the comfort, safety and well-being of the family
members known beyond its limits. During Covid-19, it was seen as a stockade from all hardships.
However, the question arises if the home can always be seen as a safe place, especially for women?
Well, the answer is no. The widespread outbreak of novel coronavirus has tested us in ways that we
never expected nor experienced previously, giving us major emotional and economic challenges that we
are still struggling to grapple with. As it created great depredation across the world, jumping national
boundaries, the governments were left with no choice but to impose a series of lockdowns to bring
down the effect of the virus in the absence of any vaccine. However, this resulted in a paradox of social
isolation, economic instability, mental health concerns, reduced social support system and an increase
in domestic violence globally.
243 million women and girls around the world between 15 and 49 years of age were subjected to sexual
Sakshi
Mehta
and/or physical intimate
partner
violence in the year 2020 (UN Women, 2020 Report). Hence, it is not
surprising to see women
a ‘way out’ when the whole world is ‘shut in’. The alarming increase
2ndseeking
year Year
in the domestic violence cases earned the title ‘Shadow Pandemic’ by the United Nations. “Together
we can and must prevent violence everywhere, from war zones to people’s homes, as we work to beat
Covid-19” - Antonio Guterres, United Nations Secretary-General made a universal appeal for measures
to address the global surge in domestic violence cases during the pandemic.
There are many leading causes for the same. With reduced chances of social gatherings and meetups in
the absence of an effective treatment, the chances are high for an increase in violence at homes. From
the sociological and gender perspectives, it is observed that there exists a direct relationship between
domestic violence and time spent with family. In other words, the cases of domestic violence when
people tend to spend more time with their families. With stay at home orders from the government,
the victims are trapped with the abusers at home and there are various factors that fuel it, likewhen
people a shift in responsibilities or an increase in responsibilities from a work from home scenario,
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incompatible behaviour of the partners as exposed due to more time spend with the partner, unemployment, stress, addiction to alcohol and patriarchal pursuit of power of men and masculinity concept of
gender role attached to them.
These causes have an awful effect on the reproductive and mental health of women. Moreover, with the
increase in domestic violence cases, it is likely that the reporting of the cases would also be on a rise
but shockingly that is not the case during Covid-19. The victims have not been able to connect with
the service and report the crime to NGOs and other such services due to social distancing. They have
a fear of the abuser listening to the conversation when going for a telephonic reporting of the crime
and thus bear the consequences. Many services like providing shelter homes, physically examining
the victim and knowing their reproductive health have been curtailed unfortunately during Covid-19.
Many women do not feel the need to go for any reporting or help as they are financially dependent on
the abuser and fear the after-effects. Alas, despite being the most widespread human rights abuse, there
exists very less reporting of domestic violence.
The unprecedented pandemic has put a spotlight on various strands of healthcare crisis including
domestic violence. As people start to live in a new version of normal, it is the responsibility of the
governments worldwide, to join hands to not only acknowledge the issue but also realise that its after-effects are deep-rooted as well as associated with mortality and morbidity, the key indicators of
health and human development index of the population of the countries. The policies, initiatives of
the government have to be well inclusive and well implemented to tackle gender-based violence and
ensure medical care and assistance when any other crisis hits in. We too, as global citizens have the
moral duty to help each other in creating a prompt, aware and interconnected civil society.
Despite its universal significance, gender-based violence has been the most forsaken consequence of
all pandemics. While there are laws for domestic violence, it is not all rosy for the judicial system to
break the chains of patriarchy in society. At the same time, society also shows hesitation and lack of
will to address and recognize the brutalities faced by the victims. The need of the hour is to ‘Ring the
Bell’ for those suffering from intimate partner violence.
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COVID-19 : Barrier Between Indo-China
Business Tactics

“T

he world has enough for both of us”, has come to be a regular refrain of Chinese and Indian
leaders. Even academic commentaries sometimes use this argument to elucidate why Asia’s two
fastest growing economies and increasingly dynamic-billion-plus strong societies won’t clash as they
pursue peaceful development. Today, we can see that the whole world is threatened because of a miasmic environment created by China. Soon the Sino-Indian relations would be hit hard by multipolarism.
Despite seven decades of diplomatic relations, the connection between China and India remains complex. While the two countries are key trading partners, tensions are exacerbated by India’s opposition
to the BRI, China’s ‘all weather’ friendship with Pakistan, also as ongoing tensions over their disputed
Himalayan border, which resulted in a deadly border clash in June 2020. This article will cover how
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the arrival of COVID-19 has further complicated these dynamics and what this might mean for future
Sino-Indian strategic and economic relations.
However, plans came to a halt thanks to the Covid-19 pandemic. As pomp and pageantry are
placed on hold, how will the India-China relationship be impacted by Covid-19?
It can be seen that in the current scenario India tied up with the US whereas, China tied up with Pakistan, which is affecting the Sino-Indian relationship more than ever. Multipolarism has already hit
the relationship between the two. It is also observed that controversies between the US and China
are moderated by India, and other settlements are also done by either the US or India. No doubt, Sino-Indian difficult bilateral engagement also impacts their interactions at a multilateral level and their
mutual trust deficit circumscribes their joint strategies in the multilateral forums.
India-China Trade relations:The bilateral trade between India and China has grown four-fold in the past decade. But the trade was
tilted more in favour of China. India had an unfavorable balance of trade with China. While China
continues to enjoy a huge favourable balance of trade vis-à-vis most other smaller states of the South
Asian region, it’s only the India-China trade that has remained to be China’s most balanced trade in
South Asia. However, both these nations are growing very fast and can propel the future world economy with a pool of the world’s largest skilled workforce.
There emerged a trade deficit between the two a few years ago, and no solution to it has been found.
And now the trade relations will become more daunted after the Covid-19 crisis. While flourishing
trade brought with it advantages such as availability of low-priced items in India, it has also led to the
biggest single trade deficit India is running with any country. India’s trade deficit concerns are twopronged. One is the actual size of the deficit. Two is the fact that the imbalance has continuously been
widening year after year to reach USD 63.04 billion in 2019.
Multipolarism in Context of Sino-Indian Relations :For most Indians, the dominant memory of India-United States relations continues to be the presence
of the USS Enterprise within the Bay of Bengal during the 1971 Bangladesh war. During the 1962
border conflict, it was the US that came to India’s rescue and there were plans to send the USS Kitty
Hawk aircraft carrier to the Bay of Bengal to support India against a possible Chinese invasion. From
then, India-US relationship is also coming close. US and China’s relations are not so good as China is
competing with the US in every aspect to become the superpower and obviously the US doesn’t want
that to happen. Moreover, due to Covid-19, the US has come out to be the most disappointed country
with China.

The Sino-Indian border conflict coincided with the Cuban Missile Crisis and was largely ignored by
the world media. Yet today, upon reflection, it remains a serious issue within the politics of Asia, while
the Cuban Missile Crisis is of educational value after the demise of the Soviet Union . The future
world will bear a heavy impact of this military clash between the two Asian giants. The Sino-Indian
clash sounded a virtual death knell for the Communist movement in India, till then the best organised
political party after the Indian National Congress.
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Yet, on balance, contemporary Indo-China relations seem to mark a clear shift in the centre of
gravity from a bipolar to a multipolar matrix. This shift is now discernible enough to stand scrutiny
and also to guide the future direction of Indo-China equations. Their relationship continues to be
examined in simplistic dichotomies of cooperation or competition, rivals or partners, friends or foes,
etc., ignoring the complex nature of their evolution and interactions.
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India – China Fault Lines

I

ndia and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) have shared an estranged relationship over the years
but the latter and its diplomatic tactics are usually under the public eye; not every time for the right
reasons though. Be it the US-China trade war, territorial disputes with its neighbours or trade dominance, China has always acted belligerently. Quite recently, we saw the border skirmishes at Nathu La
(Sikkim), Doklam plateau along the disputed Sino-Bhutanese border (2017) and the Galwan Valley
incident (2020) which further act as a testament to the deteriorating relationship between India and
China. Although Cultural and Economic India – China relations date back to ancient times with the
Silk Route, Opium trade with East India Company and spread of Buddhism but Economic nationalism, trade strategies and territory crisis have varied the tone of cooperation today. China’s bilateral
relations with Pakistan, funding separatist groups in Northeast India, repeated military incursions in
Indian territory and buffer zones and Indian military and economic activities in the disputed South
China Sea have given rise to mutual distrust between the two greatest Asian economies.
In Global politics, both countries are vital players since they consist of the maximum population and
represent Asia in the International arena but nefarious activities in the recent past have pushed India
to claim its economic independence from China whereby it has strictly scrutinized its investments in
China, cancelled some public contracts with Chinese firms and banned a number of commonly used
Chinese apps thus, redirecting its citizens to self-sufficiency - Atmanirbharta.
The Chinese tactics of excessive trade and investments with smaller neighbouring countries of India
have given rise to the String of Pearls advantage. It is a geopolitical theory that points to a potential
Chinese intention in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) with its network of military and commercial facilities along the sea lines of communication. The rampant economic associations put the poorer countries at a debt risk, making their property/territory its own so as to recover its cost of investment in foreign land. This gives it land and potential resource benefit to charge at the enemies, carry out activities
or launch troops from there. China, this way tries to assert its presence all around India, which includes
Hambantota (Sri Lanka), Gwadar (Pakistan), Chittagong (Bangladesh), Kyaukpyu (Myanmar) and a
powerful presence in the African coast of IOR in Sudan and Kenya as well. The strategic presence of
Chinese ports around India can add as a factor to sabotage India’s territorial integrity,
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threaten National security and assert its power projection in the whole of Asia.
It thus becomes imperative for India to provide a befitting reply with its strategies and policies, a few
of which include - The ‘Look East Policy’, Chabahar Port (Iran) to counter the Gwadar move and the
reintroduced Quadrilateral Security Dialogue, (QSD or Quad) which is an agreement between America,
Australia, India and Japan for joint military exercises titled ‘Malabar Exercise’. Some observers believe
it is a framework to strengthen something that might develop into a “Mini-NATO” that could counter china’s growing power in Asia Pacific. China’s insecurity in relation to Quad is loud but such collaborative
ventures would need alliances for countries in times of crisis.
Another factor worth noting is that China tries to club its political instability with military and economic
actions internationally. A very recent example to cite is the Covid-19 pandemic that became a transnational issue but as the cases reduced, China entered into a border dispute with India, showcasing a sentimental wave for its military amongst the Chinese public thereby diverting some of its core issues.
Concludingly, it’s time to resolve the conspicuous speed breakers in the relationship because the two
countries possess multifarious qualities of a potential hegemon and when combined the simplest yet
the most powerful method to arise is China’s focus on hardware and India’s on software. Before such
emphasis, priority should be laid to redevelop concrete economic, political and diplomatic relations via
concerted efforts and cooperation.
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Lockdown And Protests, Work From
Home, Indian Democracy And State
Elections, A Glance At
Migrant Crisis, Politicization In
Vaccination Process

C

oronavirus has changed the world forever. People all over the world have witnessed the havoc
wreaked upon mankind in this century. The virus which was found in the Wuhan city of China
is said to have its effect for a very long time, given that the mutation of the virus is very fast and
complex. People didn’t immediately become aware of it, but when people started dying in China, it
made headlines in the rest of the world. At first, it was not considered serious but as time went by,
the situation got out of hands as this virus started making its way beyond the borders of the country.
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people who went to China started returning to their own countries, the trouble started.
In India, the first case was found in Kerala on 31st January 2020, in a student who had returned from
China. Gradually the cases increased and the government had to call for a nationwide lockdown for 21
days. The country went into a full-fledged lockdown on March 25, 2020. Almost all the services were
suspended - transportation services were put to a halt and only grocery shops, medical stores, etc. were
given the permission to operate but with following full safety guidelines. It was made sure by the government that every household would be provided with an ample amount of food and other necessaries
until everything gets back to normal, and the entire nation followed it, without much hesitation. Police
took care of the people who tried to move out of their houses, during this period in the regions which
were declared hotspots of the virus but still most of the population abode by.
However, it was not the case in every part of the world, mainly in the developed countries like the US
and Britain, where protests were held against the lockdowns. This is where India set an example of
solidarity, being the world’s largest democracy, not much uproar was seen. The ongoing protests were
called off like the Shaheen Bagh protest, when the leading members saw the grim situation getting
completely out of hands.
After the lockdown was imposed, several side effects of the same were seen, the most important concern being the economy hit throughout the world. People couldn’t be allowed to go out on their jobs,
and neither could they be refrained from work. So, the idea of working from home was decided to
set off in many sectors, given that many people had these services available to work out on. Still, that
didn’t solve all the job-related problems as the services which required physical labor couldn’t have
been converted to the online platform. The laborers were left with no option but to leave their present
working locations. A considerable number of workers lost their lives due to the pandemic, apart from
the direct toll taken by the disease. Government paid the remuneration to the families of those ‘Corona
Warriors ` who lost their lives to this deadly virus. People thanked these warriors in their own way,
by turning off their lights for 9 minutes on 5th Feb. It was a kind gesture which made global headlines.
Migrants faced the challenge of isolation in this lockdown as they were expecting the situation to be
over within a few days but as it became clear that the pandemic was going to last long, the people started fleeing to their hometowns. Without work and money however, the situation worsened for them,
many states sent the buses to bring them back to their homes, but the number of migrants was so high
that not every one of them could take the buses. One major problem that became apparent post their
migration, was the record-breaking upsurge in the Corona cases throughout the country.
Post lockdown, the GDP was at an all time low. Every sector of the economy was in negative growth,
except for farming. But with the situation coming close to normal, it is likely that the economy will
bloom like before. WTO has also addressed this, and the remarkable work done by India by making and
distributing the vaccine with the highest efficacy in the world has also received worldwide recognition.
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Mental Health For All

“O

ne out of every four people in the world are affected by mental/neurological disorders at some
point in their lives. Currently, around 450 million people suffer from such conditions. And still
there is only 1 psychiatrist per 1,00,000 people in over half the countries in the world!”
-World Health Organization
A study published in Lancet in December’19 titled “The burden of mental disorders across the states of
India: The Global Burden of Disease Study 1990-2017” highlights the scale of challenge mental health
poses- making it one of the leading causes of non-fatal disease burden in India.
Mental health refers to the psychological well being of a person. It includes how one thinks, feels and
behaves. However, due to some factors, this process gets disrupted. The pandemic has been a catalyst for
stress upsurge and thereby negatively affecting the psycho-neuro immunology. However, it is the tragic
death of Sushant Singh Rajput, allegedly by suicide due to depression, that has once again triggered the
quest for much-needed attention over this.
The pandemic adversely affected the citizens, with the question of stability, order, normalcy continuously revolving in a loop, and placing them in a vicious circle of stress and confusion. The concern
for jobs was like a fishbone lodged in the mouth of an individual. It was coupled with the disquietness
over wages, meals, etc., completely affecting the mental well being of people. Quarantine, self-isolation
added fuel to the fire and it was difficult to cope with the changing time. Reports depict that the number
of people struggling emotionally rose to a great extent during the pandemic and it became absolutely
necessary to seek professional help.
However, even though on the face, seeking professional help seems easy, it is not so. Approaching professional help for mental well being is not as easy as seeking help for physical ease. The lack of awareness and sensitivity on this topic has stunted the growth of society. There are various stigmas associated
with people suffering from mental health issues. People spew out offensive remarks, categorise them
as lunatics and constantly tag them with derogatory words. Also, there is a serious shortage of mental
healthcare workforce in India. Even though some online healthcare counselling facilities with free or
inexpensive sessions have come up, the problem of expensive therapy still hovers around.
In India, according to WHO, over 90 million Indians (i.e 7.5% of the population) suffer from mental
health issues. Prima facie, there appear five reasons behind it: stress, overthinking, peer pressure, being
active on social media but inactive, unaware socially and a very ‘busy’ lifestyle. According to Anand Chulani, lifestyle coach & motivational speaker, “There’s so much external pressure for achievements. We
confuse success with happiness. But what we require is the sync of internal and external game - which
is a necessity and could only come through education.”
The WHO looks to stir global awareness through its recent report entitled ‘New Understanding, New
Hope’ which seeks to break the vicious cycle of neglect and urge governments to seek affordable and
available solutions. But, on an individual level, what must be understood is that mental illness is nothing
to be ashamed of – it is a concern just like physical illness needing to be addressed. Learning from Best
Global practices and recovery models, using technologies like VR (Virtual Reality) for cure, making
specific provisions for mental health in health budgets, creating awareness drives and giving attention
and lots of love to the ill can relieve them and achieve on a wider level one day- mental health for all, the
thing that the society needs at the earliest.
It has been rightly pointed out by Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, Director-General of WHO, “Mental illness is not a personal failure. In fact, if there is a failure, it is found in the way we have responded to
people with mental and brain disorders.
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A Glance At The Migrant Crisis

W

ith the vaccines being rolled out, humans have somewhat forestalled one of the worst pandemics
which shadowed the whole world and made everyone realize their helplessness against the forces
of nature. This pandemic also made us realise that be it rich or poor, everyone is the same in front of
these forces.
2020 has been a roller coaster ride for the whole of humanity but one of the worst affected sections of
the population were the migrant labourers and the marginalized classes. With the factories and workplaces coming to a halt due to the imposition of the lockdown in the country, millions of migrant workers had to deal with loss of income, food shortage and most importantly, uncertainty about the future.
So, let’s just step a little back in time and recall what can be called as one of the most discussed and
concerning issues of 2020, the migrant crisis.
Every person lives with a story of his life which fills him with emotion. We all try to have a happy and
good story but that isn’t how life works. This pandemic shall leave an everlasting imprint on the minds
and hearts of humans.
Ramesh too had the same dreams; he just wanted a simple story and life. But the 22nd day of march
changed everything. On this day lockdown was imposed on the world’s largest democracy and 2ndlargest country by population. Ramesh was an ordinary worker in the textile factory in Surat, Gujarat. He
moved here almost 6 years ago with his wife and two children in search of work and a better livelihood,
from his hometown in Meerut, UP. With the imposition of the lockdown, he lost his job and soon his
savings started to end. In such a situation, he made a decision to travel back to his hometown but due to
unavailability of transportation, he set out for the journey of 1,300 km by foot with his young children,
wife and elderly parents who had just moved with them a year ago. Although it has been almost a year
yet Ramesh and his family still get emotional when they remember those days. Days when they had to
walk continuously with no food, no money and no place to rest.
This is not just the story of Ramesh; millions of migrant workers who moved from their home town in
search of work to other cities and states faced the same situation. The difficulty being that the journey
to home soon became their fight for survival.
According to few reports, there were at least 1,461 accidents over the course of the nationwide lockdown from March 26 to May 31. One hundred and ninety-eight migrant workers lost their lives in
road accidents during the lockdown period according to data compiled by the Save Life Foundation,
a road safety NGO. Still, these numbers are approximate and a very minute representation of the real
situation.
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The miscommunication and lack of resources echoed the initial ban on interstate travel when the
lockdown began. Faced with mounting migrant crisis, states such as Uttar Pradesh and Haryana,
among others, seemed able to violate guidelines to bring migrants home across state borders.
But all these processes were not relieving as they didn’t provide any immediate solution or were
mainly limited to a certain group. Also, the people on roads were at a higher risk of catching an
infection and other diseases with no proper healthcare facilities being made available to them.
The effects of this situation were more emotional than physical and financial. It created a fear,
resentment and distrust between people. sudden influx of migrants increased the risk of infection
in states of UP and Bihar; the two major states which saw inward migration.
During this time, we also saw an increase in fake and manipulative content on social media platforms which affected these migrant workers as they were cheated on many points in the name of
transportation and accommodation.
The whole of mainstream and social media was filled with the heartbreaking and distressing images of thousands of migrants trekking back to their villages and towns with old parents, pregnant
wives, ill family members and young children. Their eyes were filled with fear, hearts toiled in
distress and hand and feet numb due to the long and painful journey.
This showed how shattered their faith was in the fact that the state would bring home safely, that
they took such a long painful journey on their own. This period also brought into focus the real
heroes who don’t wear capes but provide people with hope, who don’t throw pomp shows on
the media but work with whole devotion, it is situations like these that make us keep our faith in
humanity and work with unity for a greater cause.

At last, the things just come at the point that’s being repeated over and over in the period of history
that; ‘No matter who commits the crime in the society the worst sufferers are always the marginalized and lower strata of the society.’

It also calls the government to learn from this situation and be calculative and realistic before
taking such a massive decision and plan accordingly.

With so many things in life how can my pen ever
run dry
Abhay Bisht
1st Year
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From Exodus To Crisis: The
“Pandemic” Of Internal Migrant
Plights

I

ndia, in her inceptive stage of COVID-19, paid a lot of heed to the international migrants with travel
bans and social distancing norms being in place. However, in response to the domestic migration of
the labour force, there was improper anticipation on the part of the government and the images of the
migrants soon incurred the feeling of a “modified crisis”.  
A World Bank estimate suggests that internal migration is often about two-and-a-half times that of international migration. Within India, about 40-50 million out-of-state migrant workers from factories,
construction sites and retail shops considerably adding value in urban areas often at low wages, were
severely hit by the onset of lockdown and were left with little to no alternatives but to harrowing journeys home.
An attempt has been made to understand the root causes and pre-existing vulnerabilities, the challenges
that have been posed, responses and what lessons could be learned from the very images that had disheartened the nation.
PRE-COVID VULNERABILITIES: This lockdown-induced crisis was rather a “modified” one as
the plights and susceptibilities of the migrant workers weren’t a brand new establishment. However, the
unfortunate realities were surely exposed by the lockdown presenting some new challenges before India.
The very state of agriculture can be identified as one of the root causes. According to an FAO estimate,
the net cash returns even at the productivity of 2.5 tons of wheat per 2.5 acres sold at an MSP of Rs
1800/- per quintal is less than one-twentieth of what a migrant worker roughly earns per year in big cities
about 75% of which is remitted to family in rural areas. It is no surprise that millions of people cross the
state borders and migrate to urban areas expecting better opportunities, whether the sources of income
are regular or not.
On top of this, only around 20% of the workforce were employed in salaried jobs and the rest 80% were
engaged in the informal or unorganized sector. A considerable part of the unorganized workers is the
seasonal workers who are in a more vulnerable position.
The working conditions of the unorganized workers aren’t a bolt from the blue wherein they have to
work for unpleasant hours, at low and irregular wages rarely shielded by social security measures. Clearly, there has been a poor implementation of protections under the Inter-State Migrant Workmen Act
(ISMW), 1979. Otherwise promised by the Act, there has been a lack of social security and health benefits and poor implementation of minimum safety standards law, lack of portability of state-provided
benefits especially food provided through the public distribution system and lack of access to affordable
housing and basic amenities in urban areas.
These migrant forces working in more developed areas are often unwelcomed and are considered as
“second-class citizens.” Moreover, often unable to speak the local languages, they are rarely represented
by any union or social entity which makes them even more vulnerable to the control and injustices of
employers, government institutions, other citizens and workers.
Workers from indigenous regions of states like Jharkhand, Odisha, or Chhattisgarh have long agonized
from the deeply infiltrated oppressive structures at the hands of which their indigenous wealth is exploited by outsiders leaving fewer resources for the local people and driving them out of their hometowns.
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Furthermore, the migrant workers from historically disadvantaged communities are often subjected to
the stigmas of caste and region even by the local workforce. All these social circumstances also worsen
the susceptibilities these workers are already grappled with.
LOCKDOWN INDUCED CHALLENGES & GOVERNMENT’S RESPONSE:  With the imposition of lockdown and its apparent extension, workers were left with little to no travel options but to
opt for extreme measures. Some who found their homes were denied entry or were stigmatized as virus
carriers by neighbours and even police in some cases. Some faced all sorts of misfortunes on their way;
we saw images of parents carrying their infants on their backs, pregnant women travelling kilometres on
foot, with little facilities to rely upon. For women workers who are also “expected” to be caregivers, it
became even more of a problem.
With a lot of workers engaged in the unorganized sector, came a lack of data on the scale of internal
migration which further complicated the regulation and management. Many of them not having written
job contracts were unable to access any social security benefits.
In response to the crisis, Shramik special trains and buses were allotted by the central government in
coordination with states.
In March 2020, in response to COVID-19, the Indian government instituted the Pradhan Mantri Garib
Kalyan Package (PMGKB), a $22.6 billion relief package. This support worked alongside other existing
initiatives such as the Public Distribution System or Direct Benefit Transfers.
As reported by the PRS India, more than 58 lakh migrants were transported via 4,197 special trains,
many of which were terminated to Bihar and Uttar Pradesh and 41 lakh migrants were transported via
road in the monthly duration of May-June. States were directed to use the State Disaster Response Fund
to finance relief camps alongside highways with medical facilities, sanitation and food arrangements.
Under Aatma Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan, the Finance Minister announced that free food grains would be
provided to migrant workers who do not have a ration card for two months which would benefit eight
crore migrant workers and their families.
The Aatma Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan also launched a scheme for Affordable Rental Housing Complexes
for Migrant Workers and Urban Poor to provide affordable rental housing units under PMAY. Some
state governments like Bihar, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh announced one-time cash transfers for
returning migrant workers. The UP government announced the provision of a maintenance allowance of
Rs 1,000 for returning migrants who are required to quarantine.
INADEQUACIES & LESSONS TO LEARN: The Supreme Court reviewed the situation and took
note of inadequacies and lacunas in the government response to the situation.
As revealed in a proceeding, relief camps were housing about 6.6 million workers which were not
enough. The apex court further pointed out workers being charged with train or bus fare, lack of publication of free food being provided to stranded migrants, slow and cumbersome process of registration of
migrants for transport, delay in providing transportation to registered workers and thereby, directed the
government to amend the same.
Recent Lockdown relaxations and migrants returning to the cities have not, in any terms, reduced the
problem in its entirety. A major lesson to learn from the exodus is that there is a need to make long-term
reforms to reduce the migrant crisis altogether.
One recommendation is that the migrant welfare must be directly administered by the Union government
so that they never again fall between the cracks as they did during COVID-19. On the problem of registration, it can be ensured that every migrant is bio-registered with the Union government for the issue of
a migration certificate which would facilitate portability of their votes and benefits.
A major root cause of the crisis, lack of development in rural areas and agriculture must not be neglected.
Budget allocations must be proportionate to about 890 million Indians who call it home. Health care,
education, sanitation, drinking water, electricity, internet and all-weather road access are major areas to
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focus upon strengthened by a robust law and order rural administration.
Migrants must not be seen merely as an object of charity that needs support. They are the key income
generators, the absence of whom have severely affected the economy, especially in the initial stage.
The lockdown-induced crisis prompted a wake-up call uncovering the extent to which the internal
migrants have been overlooked. With political will and investment at federal and state levels; India’s
spending on public social protection excluding health is just 1.3% of the GDP, this could be an opportunity to transform livelihoods.
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A Mass Exodus Following
Lockdown

T

he four-hour notice preceding the first lockdown left everyone wonderstruck. Everyone started
rushing towards markets and started stocking up their houses with essential commodities and
ration. A sense of unease and distress spread across the country. While everyone was busy meeting
their own ends, one group that received woefully little attention, the most vulnerable and neglected
community, was that of migrant workers. This section of the society went through a double whammy
impact of the COVID-19 crisis and concomitant adverse occupational crisis.
At the onset of the crisis, these migrant workers were totally oblivious of the tragedy waiting ahead for
them. But, just after few days, they found themselves jobless, with all the firms and companies closed
for an indefinite period of time, their earnings replenishing at a faster rate and falling short to meet their
daily expenditures. COVID-19 cases were spiking up with each passing day and very meagre chances
of restoring normalcy, they were left with no pennies in their pockets. Overnight, the cities they had
helped build and run seemed to have turned their backs on them. Trains and buses were all suspended.
The looming fear of hunger forced millions of workers to begin arduous journeys back to their native
places. They started their journeys with all the means that they had, like cycles, tuk-tuks, lorries, and
those with no means resorted to walking to cover hundreds of kilometres. They had blisters on their
feet after walking for days, but giving up was no option. They kept walking for miles along with
their families and few belongings that they had. Few women gave birth to children on the road and
continued walking with the new-born. Many of them witnessed various unfortunate accidents on the
way back to their homes and hundreds of them died, leaving behind their families helpless. During a
media coverage, one migrant worker shared his sufferings, “My knees would hurt, but I kept pedaling,
feeding on puffed rice only, I reached my village after eight days of continuously riding my bicycle.”
This mass exodus evidently increased the distress sale of assets and also domestic violence, a large
number of people fell into debt traps, sliding into abject poverty, affecting the mental health of many.
According to reports, about 3.5 million new enrolments have been observed under Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment Guarantee (MGNREGA) scheme, since April 1, 2020 till May 20, 2020.
After witnessing such catastrophe, a large number of workers are unwilling to come back to cities,
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even after the arrival of the normalized economy and social life again on the right path. Prof. Mehrotra
has claimed that the reverse migration to villages has set the Indian economy back by 15 years.
Thus, the inability of the ruling government to address the multi-dimensional vulnerabilities faced by
migrants contributed to the unprecedented scale of crisis during the lockdown. And a large number of
migrants also remain cut out from various governmental schemes, due to their ‘neither here, nor there’
status.
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Much Ado About Everything

T

he yearbook of 2021 had a major setback after witnessing a multitude of unexpected and horrific
events that took place in 2020. The world was in the grip of the deadly coronavirus, and several
other problems crawled up which adversely affected the lives of people.
To contain the spread of the pandemic, the Indian government announced the nationwide lockdown,
initially for a period of 3 months (25th March 2020 to 31st May 2020) and then simultaneously added
various phases comprising of a little relaxation. During the lockdown, activities not contributing to the
production of essential goods and services were completely or partially suspended. Passenger trains
and flights were halted. The lockdown put a halt on the movement of the citizens, disrupting the daily
routine and completely paralysing various sectors of the Indian economy.
With factories and workplaces completely shut down, the fear of unemployment was ingrained in the
minds of daily wage earners. With no social security available, millions of migrant workers had to deal
with the loss of income, food shortages and uncertainty about their future. Since there was no means
of transport available, they started walking towards their hometowns. On 14th September, Labour and
Employment Minister Santosh Kumar Gangwar stated in the Parliament that the information collected
from state governments indicated that an estimated 10 million migrants attempted to return home as
a result of the covid-19 pandemic and consequent lockdown. Many migrant workers died midway on
the journey because of hunger, exhaustion and disease. Some even died as a result of road accidents,
while some were arrested by the police for breaking the lockdown norms.
There was a complete fiasco on the part of the government and the measures for the amelioration of
the worsening conditions were taken after a long time. On paper, there were several schemes launched
by the government but in practice, this was just an illusion, with no real-life impact. The government
issued directives to states to provide food to the poor, but completely forgot the fact that many of them
did not have ration cards. It also announced restarting of buses and shramik trains to help the migrant
workers. However, this was also chained by the condition that both the origin state and the destination
state jointly made the request. However, shifting of blames to different states and different opinions on
the requisite number of workers to be sent at a time slowed the pace of the already slow government.
Instead of taking the much-needed matter into its own hands, the centre very conveniently passed
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it onto the state which adversely affected the overall process. Moreover, there were fewer facilities
provided for the workers who were travelling by shramik special trains. Migrants travelling from shramik
special trains reported that food and water provisions were either not provided or simply dumped at
the entrances of the trains, leaving workers fighting with each other to get their share. The pain of the
underprivileged sector is rightly expressed in the following words, “The rich will get all the help, getting
rescued and brought home in planes from abroad. But we poor, migrant labourers, have been left to fend
for ourselves. That is the worth of our lives. “
- A weeping migrant worker, stuck in Delhi, who could not see his dying son in Bihar.
The slower outreach of the initiatives adversely affected the lives of the workers. However, several relief camps and transport arrangements aided in changing the scenario. By 5 April, 75 lakh people were
being provided food across the country in food camps run by the government and NGOs. As of 12th
April, 37,978 relief camps and 26,225 food camps had been set up. To cater to the needs of migrants
and in order to prevent them from leaving the camps, the government of Kerala changed the food being
provided by even adding North Indian dishes to the menu, providing carrom boards and recharge facilities for phones, and even provided other necessities like masks, sanitisers and medicines. Other than
that, the government also announced relief measures. By 3rd April, the central government had released
₹ 11,092 crore to states and union territories under the NDRF to fund food and shelter arrangements
for migrants. To help provide jobs and wages to workers, the average daily wages under the MNREGA
were increased to ₹ 202 from the earlier ₹182, as of 1st April. A large sum from the PM cares fund was
also allocated for the support of migrant workers. The government made transport arrangements by
introducing buses and shramik special trains. As of 23rd May, 40 lakh migrants had travelled to their
homes by buses. However, the condition of buses and trains were generally poor with no social distancing norms being followed and higher fares being charged than promised.
The events circling the migrant crisis came in as a reality check. It awakened us to urgently address
underlying poverty and inequity and create supportive ecosystems that are disaster-proof. It also highlighted the need to establish a skills directory and migration institutions. Some reports cited that Yogi
Adityanath and Nitish Kumar were working to ensure better economic and social security bargains
for them and MoUs with host states. It was also decided that home states will draw upon the Centre’s
Migrant Workers Welfare Fund and other poverty eradication and economic empowerment schemes,
including enhanced MNREGA. But the schemes have failed to have a large-scale impact. Many of
them have not even reached the masses, once again raising concerns about the implementation and its
impacts. The government needs to regulate and reconsider the goals of the policies.
The migrant crisis highlighted the truth of the poverty eradication schemes and food security programs
initiated by the government. The Centre as well as the states need to initiate plans, should focus on the
timely implementation of policies and wider outreach of programs because it has been rightly said,
“Ideas are easy. Implementation is hard”.
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COVID-19 Lockdown Stringency Innovation In Isolation, Migrant
Crisis, Work From Home And
Struggling Democracy
Overview/Abstract:

T

he article is about how the COVID-19 pandemic affected the lives of people all around the world.
After facing the economic crunch of demonetisation and GST, various economists were not sure
if India would manage to deal with yet another major crisis. The government’s negligence of warning
by the WHO about the spreading virus was the basis of the argument. The 40-day lockdown coupled
with the migrant crisis was alarming. Work-from-home situation was affecting the mental wellness
of the employees, blurring the line between personal and professional. People started to go after their
long-forgotten passions and hobbies. On the other hand, the Indian democracy was struggling as there
were no experts on the seats to handle the situation, and a rise was seen in the aspiring politicians.
Politics was at the backstage and the focus was on journalists, the stuttering economy and the jobless
people.
Article:
Struggle is inevitable, be it education, health, job, money or faith, one has to struggle or fight for
something at some point of time. In 2020 the biggest challenge that landed in our hands unexpectedly
was the COVID-19 pandemic. The virus spread like wildfire, no one knew how to control it, and the
most hard-hit countries or the major hotspots were China, Italy, USA and UK.
As Winston Churchill said, “Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it
is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.” We are seeing some faint signs of progress in the struggle to
contain the pandemic. But the risk of resurgence is real, and though the virus does not prove to be
seasonal, the effect is probably minimised. Amidst the pandemic, the Indian Government took stringent
measures in comparison to other countries, all praise to the 40-day lockdown. As much as this tough
decision of complete lockdown should be appreciated, people were questioning the government’s
move believing that, had the government taken the warning of WHO in January 2020 the situation
might not have become grave. I fully agree with Avani Bansal who, in her article wrote that we don’t
need democracy, rather what we need is “epistocracy”, which refers to a government run by those
who have knowledge or are experts in some way and not by whoever gets majority votes. No wonder
that when the ship of our nation faces rough weather, especially during a heightened emergency, all
we can do is pray that the people we have elected will ‘know their job’. The COVID-19 crisis is an
illustration of the same.
While the lockdown made people question the government’s move, it had other major challenges as
well, apart from social distancing and compulsory face mask, work from home and online education
was becoming the new normal. Seeing that the situation did not seem to be getting better anytime
soon, organisations and authorities around the world had no other option but to provide a flexible
working environment to their employees which included work-from-home. We must face the fact
that working from home is nothing new and has been around for a while. It was not thought up at
the moment when the pandemic happened, but it was already a reality. Work-from-home had been
followed my many organisations even before the COVID-19 pandemic in order to provide flexibility
to their employees but it was a new thing for those organisations who had never had it as a part of their
work atmosphere, it was a saviour for many companies that would have otherwise shut down and cost
many professionals their jobs. As of now, some of the companies are afraid of reopening their offices
and going back to the traditional way of working as they understand the responsibility and the risks
of the virus. Even a single employee getting infected can wreak havoc in the workplace, which will
spell nothing but disaster for the entire company. Organizations that have their employees working
from home are taking all the possible measures to prevent the further spread of the virus, and the best
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example in this case can be University of Delhi (DU) which is closed for both - employees and students,
partly to minimize the risk of spreading the virus and partly to save on government expenditure. One
thing is assured that when the offices reopen, everyone will be making huge changes to ensure a safe
and virus-free environment in their workplaces.
Working remotely could sometimes lead to differences between managing your own personal and
professional space. Usually, when you work from an office setup, the mindset is fixated in the direction
of work and home chores are the least of your concerns, which turns out quite opposite in a home-setup.
Also, staying inside home for long periods of time can also take a toll on one’s mental well-being.
Hence it is tremendously important for establishments to create a corporate culture in which they are
in continuous touch with colleagues and there are plenty of digital meetings happening for employees
even when they are far-off in a remote location.
We cannot deny the fact that the outbreak of the disease has posed great challenges to the worldwide
economy and people’s daily lives and will have far-reaching consequences beyond the spread of the
disease. At the same time, crisis is also a “strong driver of creativity and innovation.” Certainly, if
inspected closely, one can already detect abundant creativity and innovation emerging at the national,
institutional, organizational, and individual levels within the countries affected by COVID-19. Amidst
the lockdown, people started taking time to work on their hobbies. Some learnt the art of gardening, some
held their brushes and started painting the world through their eyes, then there were some influencers or
fitness experts like Chloe Ting who started 2 weeks, 21 days and 28 days free workout plans for people
who were not able to go to gym. Not only this, there were few women who started Instagram pages and
YouTube channels and uploaded their food recipes. The best thing that happened was that parents were
able to time out for their children and spend some quality time with their families.
On the other hand, COVID-19 pandemic fuelled a crisis for democracy around the world. When people
started questioning the government, it responded by engaging in abuses of power, silencing their critics,
and weakening or shuttering important institutions, often undermining the very systems of accountability
needed to protect public health. Yet even amid devastation and disruption, some have responded to the
pandemic with hope and rejuvenation. Journalism has thrived in certain countries as people seek out
factual information, and investigative reporting has persisted in several of the most hostile environments.
As one expert on Cuba said, “Activists and independent journalists have been willing to risk fines and
imprisonment to report accurately on what is taking place in the country.” Freedom House, a USbased non-profit NGO, published a Special Report 2020 titled “Democracy under Lockdown: The
Impact of COVID-19 on the Global Struggle for Freedom” in October 2020. It describes five aspects
of accountability that have been weakened: checks against abuses of power, protection of vulnerable
groups, transparency and anticorruption, free media and expression, and credible elections.
The developing or underdeveloped countries which were hit hard by an economic crunch because of
the pandemic are on their way to reprise their country from the dire situation just like a raging Phoenix
rising from the ashes. In India, the ruling party at the centre and those in states are facing the brunt of
criticism for mismanaging the Covid-19 crisis, with visuals of migrant workers walking back home and
dying on rail tracks and roads flooding the social and traditional media, and millions of people staring
at livelihood questions amid an economic slump. But, these images, believe many politicians across
party lines, will fade away sooner than later and the narratives of governments will gain prevalence. In
the event of the pandemic affecting more and more people in the coming months and years, and the
stuttering economy causing more job losses, the ruling parties may be on the back foot. Politicians
have taken everything at their advantage, while seasoned politicians are still weighing their options,
coronavirus may have delivered a big blow to aspiring and emerging politicians. Chandrasekhar Azad
of the Bhim Army, for instance, was emerging as a menace to Bahujan Samaj Party’s Mayawati,
mobilising Dalits across the country through rallies and agitation programmes in sharp contrast to her
Twitter-driven politics. Many others such as Kanhaiya Kumar, Pawan Kalyan, and Hanuman Beniwal
were similarly making their presence felt. They have subsequently disappeared from headlines, with
their images fading away from public memory. Such is the impact of coronavirus that is known to
target the weak and the disadvantaged — as much in health as in politics. If politics continues to remain
limited to people whose key talent is political scheming and a bias for emotional connect and rhetoric,
then democracy is bound to be a futile experiment. The stir of ‘expertise’ in decision making, by roping
in healthcare and economic experts to weigh in on dealing with the COVID-19 situation, may just be
what saves millions of lives.
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PM CARES: Need, Scheme And Concerns

W

ith the novel Coronavirus causing a rampage globally, all major economies have come to a
standstill due to stringent measures such as national lockdowns, travel restrictions in place to
tackle the contagion. In such dire times, civil society and philanthropists always lend a helping hand
towards the state. Having said that, Prime Minister (PM) Modi launched Prime Minister Citizen
Assistance and Relief in Emergency Situation (PM CARES) fund through a thread of tweets on 28
March to gather public contributions in a bid to boost the response of the state towards the pandemic.
Within a few minutes of the launch of the fund, a string of donations started pouring in as numerous
corporate houses, philanthropists, prominent members of civil society pledged massive amounts towards the fund. After its creation, various critics openly questioned the utility of such a fund when
Prime Minister’s National Relief Fund is already in place. But what many failed to notice is that the
PM Cares fund is much better suited to deal with distress or emergency situations like the COVID-19
pandemic and providing relief to the affected. The following similarities exists between both the
funds,
1. All the donations made to both funds qualify for 100% exemption under 80G benefits of the
Income Tax Act, 1961 and for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) obligations under the
Company Act of 2013.
2. Both the funds don’t receive any budgetary support and are composed solely of public contributions and are recognized as trusts under the Income Tax Act.
3. Both receive foreign donations and are exempted from the Foreign Contribution (Regulation)
Act 2010. The only minor difference being that PMNRF has been receiving foreign donations
from 2011.
PM CARES fund is a more democratic, constitutional and legitimate manner of building a war chest
for the Coronavirus crisis and other exigencies:
A) PM Cares Fund’s trust comprises of PM as the chairperson of the trust; Home Minister, Defense
Minister and Finance Minister as ex officio trustees apart from 3 trustees nominated by the PM who
are eminent experts in the field of research, health, science, social work, law etc. PM CARES delegates the power of deliberation and decision making to the ministers in-charge of crucial portfolios
in the cabinet thereby ensuring more accountability and democracy. While PMNRF’s management
since 1985 has rested solely in the hands of PM who may appoint a secretary from PMO for its management.
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B) PM Cares Fund accepts even micro-donations like Rs 10 so that even the micro contributions in
dealing with the pandemic can go a long way in a populous nation like ours while minimum donation
to PMNRF stands at Rs 100.
C) Historically PMNRF has failed in its adequacy to deal with natural disasters. It has been turned
into a vehicle for investments as ever since record are available for 2018-19, PMNRF invested 1301
crores in state development loans. While with more democratic and constitutionally sound trust in
place, expectations would be that PM CARES becomes a war chest that India can readily rely on in
emergencies when the future of an entire country is at stake.
However, the PM CARES Fund has once again brought the legal issues related to such type of funds
into the mainstream. The very nature of the Public vs Private Trust has been long debated in the case
of PMNRF and even Delhi Court’s Division Bench failed to clear the final status of trust of PMNRF
in Aseem Takyar vs Prime Minister National Relief Fund (2016). But even if the ‘private’ nature
of trust is accepted the government cannot refuse to disclose the information to the Indian citizens as
section 19 of the Indian Trusts Act, 1882 which says “A trustee is bound (a) to keep clear and accurate
accounts of the trust-property, and (b) at all reasonable times, at the request of the beneficiary, to
furnish him/her with full and accurate information as to the amount and state of the trust-property.”
Hence, the citizens have the right to seek information from the trustees as the objective of such funds
is to benefit the public so that they rightly contend as constructive beneficiary.
The accountability of such funds has to be ensured in a transparent manner. High constitutional
functionaries like PM and cabinet ministers control the trust as ex officio trustees and in a representative
democracy should set high standards of political morality by enhancing the accountability factor of
such funds. Such funds including PM CARES and PMNRF need to covered by the provisions of
Article 151 (1) of the constitution and be audited by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India
instead of third party auditing which will ensure more transparency and accountability. The trust of
PM CARES could consist of the Leader of the Opposition for ensuring the opposition oversight over
trust thereby making the fund more transparent and all-inclusive.
Many critics and opposition ruled states raised apprehensions over the CSR obligations after the
Ministry of Corporate Affairs clarified that contributions to CM Relief Funds and Corona Funds
do not qualify for CSR. But what these states fail to notice that corporate contributions to the state
disaster management authority (SDMA) funds qualify as CSR expenditure. Though SDMAs operate
at the state level, 75% of the contributions to these funds are being made by the Centre, in the case
of the special-category states, the Centre’s SDMA share is even higher at 90%. Centralization of the
CSR funds is essential to ensure their optimum utilization for the worst affected states and avoid
disparity of funds between more industrialized states versus the less industrialized ones.
The creation of such funds stands for the incoherence of Articles 266, 283 and 284 of the constitution.
Article 266 (2) states that “all other money (other than consolidated and contingency fund of
India) received by or on behalf of the government shall be entitled to the Public Account of
India.” The supervision of the legislature is crucial for such funds while sessions and meetings of
various legislatures are disrupted due to pandemic. Novel mechanisms to facilitate the working of
legislatures through video conferencing needs to be explored such as in Britain or for the time being
President needs to frame proper rules for such funds. A petition was filed in the Supreme Court in
this but however the plea was dismissed by the bench of CJI S.A. Bobde terming it as ‘misconceived
petition.’
Conclusion
Prime Minister’s Office denied access to the details about the PM CARES fund on an RTI plea. While
PM CARES Fund no doubt is better suited to serve as a war chest in any unwarranted exigencies but
the government needs to enhance the transparency of the fund by giving access to information sought
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by citizens about the fund and making the trust all-inclusive. The cybercrimes related to COVID-19 are
on a steep hike including fake links of PM CARES fund. The government needs to generate awareness
about the same and indulge in constructive ways to work out a more transparent framework such as
including of opposition leaders in the trust, making the information about fund accessible to citizens,
operating a separate website for the fund which publishes the name of beneficiaries on an annual basis,
ensuring the timely disbursement of fund for pandemic, addressing all the legal concerns associated.
We are at a critical juncture in the fight against COVID-19 and let’s hope that the huge popularity
endowed by the fund will strengthen state response against COVID-19.
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The Inevitable Consequences Of
Unbridled Power Exercised By
The Executive And The Crumbling
Federalism

T

he inevitable consequences of unbridled power exercised by police and bureaucracy in a country
ridden with caste, class and gender inequalities, perpetuated by institutional power structures, once
again came in the public gaze in the backdrop of the countrywide restrictions imposed on public
movement due to Covid-19.The coronavirus pandemic induced global health crisis changed our lives
in the crudest of the ways we could have ever imagined. There were too many unknown unknowns
to talk the least about the known unknowns. The impacts of pandemic go well beyond the disease
itself, causing economic, political and societal disruption. The global turmoil due to the pandemic
gave governments across the world an opportunity to unleash state power in the name of mitigating
these adverse impacts. Hitherto deemed draconian acts - border closures, surveillance and lockdowns
- gained acceptance as legitimate forms of state action in the larger public discourse in no time. India
was no exception. Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the first 21-day national lockdown on
24th March, 2020 to bid time and invest capacity in the public health system. Under the shadow of
Covid-19 induced nationwide lockdown, dubbed by a section of the media as the ‘world’s strictest’, 
the most pernicious elements of state coercion were unleashed on citizens. The Indian state, it seemed,
was stubborn in its refusal to deliver a modicum of justice and uphold the rights of all its citizens.
Furthermore, the centralizing tendencies of Indian state laid bare its penchant for using coercion over
building trust and investing in the public health system.
India went into lockdown in pursuit of flattening the COVID-19 curve. The reality of India’s broken
public health system and a deep distrust in its ability to respond to increased infections legitimized
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successive lockdowns. Epidemiological models predicting millions of infections, combined with
the global obsession for flattening the curve also played a part. Lockdowns were the instrument
of consensus - Indian elites had joined the global chorus seeking swift governmental action weeks
after the first Covid-19 patient was detected. Though the state governments had begun making some
investments to mobilize disease surveillance and strengthen the health system in the initial days, state’s
own disenchantment with the health system, however, prevented it from drawing its own experience of
dealing with zoonotic diseases, with relative success – NIPAH, H1N1 – and the dominant narrative of
a weak state overshadowed any debate on the consequences of lockdowns. Although the political focus
shifted on managing lockdowns rather than the health system, there has been relatively little debate
on the political consensus to lockdown as a measure of first resort. Despite politicians and bureaucrats
being well aware of the realities of poverty and the fact that the everyday lives of Indian’s are not
conducive to social distancing and lockdowns, the decision to lockdown had wide elite acceptance. The
hasty announcement of the national lockdown with four hours’ notice, its severity and subsequent state
failure to provide adequate economic relief intersected with the cognitive maps about the state, and its
limited capacities, and gave further legitimacy to this elite consensus.
Debraj Ray and S. Subramanian describe this elite consensus as the ‘Politics of Visibility’ which implies
being draconian on high profile measures such as lockdowns and weak on the measures that are less
easily observed. The dominant narrative of weak state capacity legitimizes this politics of visibility.
It also reveals the ease with which the state marginalizes concerns of the poor by undermining the
state’s capacities to deliver. Through the lockdown, the prime minister sought to create a new political
mobilization via a new nationalism. Citizens were asked to bang thalis and light lamps. India’s middle
classes and elites enthusiastically responded to this call for action. But what captured the eyes of the
world was a far larger but hitherto invisible group of citizens – India’s casual and daily wage workers,
many of whom migrate to cities from rural India. Stripped of their livelihood and basic rights, workers
refused to be locked down by a state that routinely abandoned them. They needed to make their way
home. When the state blocked all transport, by rail and road, they walked. And in their determination,
these millions of citizens deployed their own ‘politics of visibility’, forcing the world to take note –
the ‘migrant crisis.’ This long walk home remains the defining image of India’s draconian lockdown.
India’s broken social contract and failure to uphold the promise of equal citizenship were laid bare. Once
workers began walking, the bureaucracy reacted through orders and coercion. First, it ordered them
to lock themselves up into state-sponsored shelters. When the walking continued, the state responded
with greater defiance. It refused to organize transport, food or shelter for walking migrants. Shelter was
available only for those willing to abide by lockdown rules. On April 19, in a bid to begin economic
activity, the Ministry of Home Affairs issued guidelines that allowed laborers stuck in government
shelters to travel within the state to work but refused them the right to travel home. It took till early May
for the Ministry of Finance to extend the PDS ration subsidy to ‘migrant workers.’ The state refused
to offer any cash transfer linked income security. ‘We simply do not have data (on migrants)’, was the
excuse the Ministry of Finance repeatedly offered, in a tacit admission of how deeply broken the Indian
welfare state was.
The executive had a free pass partly because mainstream politics failed to mobilize. The lockdown had
suspended normal sites of political action – Parliament (the question hour was omitted in its monsoon
session last year), rallies, and street protests. The violence of the lockdown could have been an opportunity for large-scale political mobilization but for a brief encounter with the demand for jobs in the
Bihar elections, the horrors of the migrant crisis failed to mobilize politics and channelize distress into
a political demand for change.

Discrimination and othering were normalized. State coercion converted Covid management into a law
and order problem. Police were deployed to ‘manage’ containment zones, barricades were set up to
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restrict mobility, returning migrant workers being ‘jailed’ in quarantine and sprayed with disinfectant.
The most egregious pursuit of state-sponsored discrimination was in the Tablighi Jamaat incident. In
late March, when Covid-19 patients were traced to a religious congregation organized by the Tablighi
Jamaat in New Delhi, the ruling BJP deployed its entire propaganda machine to demonize the Muslim
community.
For the executive, managing Covid-19 was about controlling people rather than controlling the virus.
The torrent of confounding orders was issued which sought to manage supply chains, border movement, curfew timings and even seating patterns inside private vehicles. In May 2020 a database run
by PRS legislative research services collecting Covid related government circulars had a collection
of 4000 such orders. The executive, therefore, legitimately empowered itself in unprecedented ways,
policing citizens everyday lives. The death of P Jeyaraj and his son J Bennix due to alleged custodial
torture in Sathankulam town near Thoothukudi in Tamil Nadu was one of its manifestations. The father-son duo was taken into police custody for violating Covid-19 curfew hours on the evening of June
19. They died four days later.
The lockdown also set the stage for new tensions in centre-state relations that undermined fundamental
tenets of the federal bargain. The executive sought its power through a unique legal regime. In late January, after the first Covid-19 case was detected, the Epidemic Disease Act, 1897 was invoked to initiate
contact tracing and quarantine measures. In mid-March, the Government of India declared Covid-19 a
national disaster and hours before implementing the national lockdown, issued an order placing control
over Covid-19 management under the National Disaster Management Act, 2005. All union ministries,
state governments and district administrators are obligated to follow the orders of the central government under the Act. However, states are meant to be at the frontlines of Covid-19 management. Public
health is a state subject and social security on the concurrent list. A localized disease pattern requires
an agile and location-specific health response which needs to be managed at the state and local government level. Early successes in Kerala and Dharavi were proof of this. In June, 2020, the Government
of Delhi briefly flirted with the idea of reserving hospitals for ‘residents’ of Delhi- creating new lines
of discrimination in citizenship rights drawn by state borders.
The real victim of these ordeals was the relief effort. The Indian welfare requires shifting gears away
from a ‘top-down’, expert-led approach to Covid-19 management to a long-term community-led approach. The state requires investing in local governments, in ASHAs and in the local health system.
Kerala offers important lessons on the role of local governments in disease management and building
local trust.
Crucial investments are needed in basic public health infrastructure. Investing in public health infrastructure requires Indian elites and the Indian state to shed its disenchantment and begin believing in
its health system. This could be the foundation of a new social contract that India so urgently needs
to forge.
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Politics In Pandemic

A

wave came
Pandemic, that became

Spreading its clutches all over the world
Every age, each human, a disaster hurled
Events happened with such a rapid speed
Number of deaths each passing day increased
With the best healthcare services, Italy failed
The superpower of the world saw its worst phase
Our Nation, like many developing nations, with resources limited
Too somehow tackled and battled.
Cries prevailed all over the globe
Coming under this horrible envelope
Not only physical casualties reached the top
But mental health cries proliferated non-stop
Jobs lost, income deprived
Poverty rose, GDP declined
Many individuals committed suicide
Many lost their wise insight
Depression, anxiety and mental disturbance led to low productivity
Low efficiency and brakes on creativity
Although some started their own work
But adversity on the majority continued to lurk
Cases of domestic violence caused times to be further problematic
Described by UN as ‘SHADOW PANDEMIC’
Experiencing a 10 year high
So much pain that none could sigh
Politics, in each nation
Faced multiple complications
On one hand, the limits on public healthcare exposed
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On the other, severe mental and social issues disclosed
Despite of limited resources, within a fortnight, hospitals were constructed
International, national, regional and local webinars for mental heath conducted
Politics saw its experimental and transitional face
Where different models to deal with this pandemic were chased
Where both, efficiency and inefficiency, were traced
Though a very dangerous stage
Where humans saw nature’s rage
But this pandemic truly taught a lesson
And public healthcare, domestic violence and mental health got the required attention
Since each challenge brings hopes for the future
Similarly, this brought new colours to international political flavour
This pandemic brought new colours to international political flavour!
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The Twin Sagas

2

million years, that’s how long the “upright one”, the fascinatingly tenacious sibling of ours- “Homo
Erectus” inhabited the earth. Its gloomy grave the result of its own languor, armed only with the
rusting tools for another age. Perhaps this is our saga too, as we too are plagued by the same inertia,
which makes it so unfathomable for us to see the ginormous challenges that our species confronts.
Nothing is more illustrative of this than the Covid-19 Pandemic that continues to ravage our species
as a collective, in spite of the numerous vaccines.
It is perplexing that ignorance holds so much power over us that we in spite of all the evidences
continue to see ourselves as the victims and not as the perpetrators of this catastrophe. It is true that
we, humanity has borne agony, monumental agony to be precise- the early demise of our cherished
ones, the trauma of isolation, helplessness, fear, despair, apathy, joblessness, economic uncertainty-all
this is true, but the more fundamental truth is that we have brought this on ourselves. For an eternity
we have been warned that our propensity for destruction and cruelty-in the form of the dramatic
acceleration in land use, unprecedented levels of migration, unsustainable push for urbanization, the
homicidal urge for habitat destruction, the unsettling levels of increased proximity with wildlife, the
appallingly dingy conditions of wildlife markets, the unabated wildlife poaching and trade, unfettered
consumerism- will be retorted to by the scorn of the beloved earth and still we have been caught
napping.
It isn’t surprising that the virus, responsible for all our woes came from a wet market in Wuhan, China
but so did SARS in 2003. In the West African nation of Guinea, years of deforestation, resulting
from a long drawn conflict culminated into the diabolical Ebola killing 12,000 people. The outbreaks
of Zika, dengue, Japanese encephalitis, West Nile virus- these are all our modern Frankenstein’s
monsters- we created them and then abdicated their responsibility on nature.
This cataclysm has given us an opportunity to acknowledge that we have unleashed these brutish
machinations- it is time for collective rethinking. The only way to address this is to take a
multilateral, multidimensional and integrated approach. Our modus operandi, institutions, strategies
and mechanisms need to go through a sea change if we are to achieve- prevention, prognostication,
preparedness and banishment of any future pandemic. A multilateral approach is the need of the hour
because even though we are now armed with multiple vaccines we must not forget this has come after
months of uncertainty, rigorous lockdowns, unprecedented wealth and livelihood destruction and the
untimely death of at least 25 lakh people. In addition, we now need to focus our attention towards
the speedy, equitable and safe distribution of vaccines while accounting for the multiple strains of
the virus.
Multilateralism has been in a crisis forever, because of disenchantment with globalization, which
might have led to unprecedented economic growth but also managed to exacerbate social cohesion
and environmental destruction; the rise of China, India, Brazil, ASEAN and the tech giants; weakening
of state power and a general suspicion and disregard of international institutions resulting from the
spread of populism around the world etc. COVID has just made the cracks grotesquely evident. The
resolution of these issues is not a child’s play and might even take another generation to even be
understood but we must address a more elemental predicament- our survival. For long this has been
our forte and might in fact be our unifier after all, especially as we enter a phase marked by novelty
and uncertainty, an era of monumental change driven by technology, with great powers and echoes of
another cold war, it is important that every nation as the stakeholder of humanity receives reassurance
through representation.
Multilateralism allows for accommodation, grievance redressal, and maximization of opportunities for
confidence-building and enforcement of accountability. As it is well evident by now, in the aftemath
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Iraq invasion unilateral actions only serve to foster acrimony, while bilateral agreements might be more
enticing than multilateral ones when it comes to trade and security owing to their enforceability, more
often than not they involve strong-arming on the part of the dominant power. Multilateral agreements
based on consensus tend to be fairer, more beneficial even though they might appear onerous at first
glance. The Paris Climate Accord (2016) negotiated by 196 nations with all its shortcoming, exemplifies
the potential of the multilateral approach. Multilateralism gives an elbow space to countries to pursue
policies that conform to the revered principles of justice without the danger of a disproportionate
retaliatory action resulting from the malice of a greater power, as the Chinese high-handedness against
Australia illustrates. The trade agreements of NAFTA and EU might be contentious, while those of
SAFTA and SAARC might even be unenforceable; TPP might be off the table; UN, WTO and WHO
might have turned into unresponsive relics for a new world- it is now time for switching our focus to
our collective health.
Health care is central to the global economy as close to 10 per cent of global economic output is spent
on it, human life holds a reverential status in all religions of the world and if we have learnt anything in
the last 1 year it is that we are ready to endure any amount of economic, social, political and personal
hardship just to live. Today we live longer than ever, with the sheer might of our efforts we have
eradicated dreadful diseases such as smallpox in 1980, reduced instances of polio by 99 per cent and
AIDS by 50 per cent and have even achieved the miraculous feat of developing the fastest vaccines.
Therefore, we must once and for all end our resistance to grim realities and focus our energies on
building consensus on priority issues, set our policies straight, put in operation an organized governance
framework to streamline the enforcement of preventive measures like lockdowns, pooling of resources,
gathering of information and research, regulation of air travel regulations related to workplace and
consumption etc., following the success in the prevention of communicable diseases we must then
extend our efforts in combating non-communicable diseases which are projected to cause nearly 5
times as many deaths as communicable ones by 2030. In all this, the World Health Organisation,
International Health Regulation 2005, the United Nations must all play a role especially after their role
in the initial mishandling of Covid-19 to reinforce people’s faith.
If done right, perhaps we still have time to inscribe a new saga indeed, one where all our achievements,
from the tiny glowing spark to the tiny step on the moon -all become of significance. We together face
a crisis, of the same magnitude that our siblings did, they were decimated long ago. We are still here.
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Strengthening India’s Public
Healthcare System Is The Need
Of The Hour

I

n December 2019, a global pandemic named Coronavirus, also known as Covid -19 emerged
from Wuhan, China and resulted in an outbreak in many parts of the world. The pandemic devastated
the lives of millions of innocent people. The developed countries with well-developed healthcare
apparatus had the strength to somehow deal with the virus, but in the least developed and developing
countries like India, where 65 -68% of the population lives in rural areas that also have the highest
overall burden of disease globally, the pandemic had an immense impact. The outbreak of Coronavirus
in India exposed the inadequacy of proper public health facilities and the importance of spending and
strengthening the country’s public healthcare sector.
The Covid -19 pandemic has been a major global crisis with far-reaching implications on our health
system with most of our low and middle–income countries struggling to achieve universal health
coverage. The underdeveloped and developing countries like India have been particularly hard affected
by the unprecedented challenge for a proper and specialized public health care system.
As when the pandemic hit India, the country’s public health care system came under probably the most
intense scrutiny that it ever had. As much it tried to cope with the situation, the task of dealing with the
deadly novel pathogen that infected hundreds of thousands at a fast rate did expose the chinks in the
system. The pandemic in India has shown the fundamental problems plaguing the Indian healthcare
system, be it physical infrastructure, manpower and health management.
India’s health care sector provides a wide range of quality of care, from globally acclaimed hospitals to
facilities that deliver care of unacceptably low quality Although the number of facilities has increased
over the years, the workforce availability is substantially below the recommended levels as suggested
by the World Health Organization; Rural India has 3.2 government hospital beds per 10,000 people.
Sadly, despite the National Health Mission and the government‘s commitment, adequate and affordable
healthcare is still a mirage.
India’s public investment in healthcare is one of the lowest in the world. India allotted 1.28%
of GDP as health budget in the financial year 2018 as compared to the national target of 2.5
%. As an outcome there is only one government doctor for every 1445 Indians, much lower
than the WHO’s prescribed norm of one doctor for 1000 people. The availability of government
beds is abysmally low with only 0.7 beds per 1000 population. This lack of resources had put a lot
of obstacle on India’s COVID response. The Global Health Security Index 2019, (which basically
measures a country’s pandemic preparedness) ranked India at 57 out of 195 countries; much lower
than the world‘s global Covid -19 hotspots china at 51 and Italy at 31. This response to this emergency
was and continued to be steered by India‘s public healthcare system, a system that has been sidelined
and plagued with long chronic underfunding.
Despite the drawbacks in the public healthcare system in India, a crippled public health system
equipped with a weak arsenal continued to shoulder the responsibility of blunting the Covid -19
outbreak. On the other hand, the privileged private sector which constitutes 70% of the healthcare
system had a latent role during the crisis. While privatization of government district hospitals was on
the cards a few months ago, several state governments had instead moved to temporarily ‘nationalise’
the private health sector to address the Covid -19 crisis. Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan, Chattisgarh,
Madhya Pradesh and Uttarakhand had ordered the taking over of private hospitals.
In March 2020, the honourable Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced Rs 15,000 crore for
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improving the healthcare system. However, most of the money was to be spent on importing
safety and and PPE equipment, testing kits, ventilators and other such items which were urgently
required to combat the Covid-19 outbreak. It was not enough or even designed to address the
historic gap in the public healthcare sector.
There is no alternative or option to infusing significant new resources into the public health system.
This includes a substantial increase in the public health budget; ramping up human resources and
other infrastructure; improvement in governance to ensure quality health care. No amount of strategic
purchasing or outsourcing to private sectors can replace a robust public health system in India which
is for everyone but particularly for India’s poor and the lower middle class.
Thus, it is a wakeup call for every one of us to understand that the Indian public healthcare system
needs to be strengthened with capacity building of staff prioritized and syndromic and presumptive
surveillance by healthcare workers need to be strengthened by continuous capacity building, training
and supervision. Laboratory networks must be expanded with basic testing facility available at all
peripheral health and wellness centres of the country.
The country’s public healthcare system need to be abreast with advancements in technology and
their applicability for the health of the citizens. Local and state public health agencies need data on
the current health status of the people in their communities and guidance from public health experts.
To improve access to information resources, state-of-the-art technologies must be deployed to create
integrated information and communication systems linking all components of the public health system (medical colleges, local public health structures, and private healthcare establishments). More so
during pandemics, such a framework of data sharing will facilitate timely guidance by experts and
prompt action by health establishments. It is only when such systems are existing that they can be deployed at the time of emergencies. Moreover, public health laws must ensure the active participation
of the private health sector in disease surveillance mechanism.
It is time to understand the importance of the public healthcare system in our country and instead of overlooking the faults in it, it is important to find a solution for its improvement and
betterment as ‘health care is vital to all of us some of the time but public health is vital to all of
us all of the time.’
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The Misty Road Towards
‘Single-Use-Plastic’ Free India

I

t’s been more than a year since Prime Minister Narendra Modi ambitiously announced in October
2019 that India would phase out Single-Use Plastics by 2022. Presently, in 18 Indian states &
union territories, some types of single-use-plastic (SUPs) are entirely or partially banned, with heavy
penalties for those found to violate such laws. Regardless of this strict legal configuration, at state and
local levels, there has been dismal progress. What reasons account for the poor performance of antiplastic regulations? What challenges does phasing out of the plastic pose? How are other countries
countering the plastic crisis? Are effective alternatives present?
Bumpy Road Ahead
The novel coronavirus pandemic has not just been a bumpy speed-breaker for the enforcement of antiplastic regulations but has even relegated the progress made across the globe. Along with the virus,
single-use face masks, plastic gloves & PPEs have also crept into our lives. Biomedical litter is now
a common sight. Dealing with this surge in single-use-plastics was not something the governments
of the time knew, mostly when public health was of immediate importance. Hence, the governments
started to relax the existing anti-plastic restrictions to ensure a smooth supply of protective equipment.
However, with coronavirus now becoming a normal part of life coupled with the approval given to
many vaccine candidates, we must urgently revisit the ‘plastic mess’.
The Global Dumping Grounds
It is not just India that wishes to eliminate single-use plastics shortly, but many other countries are
heavily invested in touching the zero SUP waste targets. For instance, take China, which, until 2017,
used to be the world’s largest importer of plastic waste, has now announced a ban on single-use plastic
bags by 2022 and other related items by 2025. Since then, the pressure has shifted to south Asian
countries like Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar, and India. Countries in the West are
struggling with their waste management, and it is only a matter of some time that their international
dumping grounds in the global south would close their doors. As per the World Bank, 93% of global
plastic waste is dumped into poor-income countries. Recently, many poor and developing countries
have pushed back the waste imports to the land of their origin, creating a commotion in the West.
To get rid of plastic waste, which is nearly ubiquitous & perennial, merely shifting it from one place
to another won’t help. It hits back.
Re-Thinking Recycling
Plastics are cheap, convenient, easy to transport, almost indestructible and readily available. Within a
few decades, they have now replaced nearly everything. Once symbolic of modernity, plastics today
pose a dire threat to our ecological systems. With excessive plastic waste generation, out of which only
9% is recycled globally and 12% incinerated, our oceans & landfills are managing hard to tolerate the
burden of the rest 79%. Not all plastics are problematic in themselves, but how they are used. In some
instances, some plastics can prove to be more eco-friendly than their near alternatives if used, re-used &
recycled responsibly. However, there are three issues specifically which make this complicated. Firstly,
the existing technologies with the help of which plastic waste is recycled are not cost-effective and are
often operated without technical know-how, which leads to unsound recycling practices. Secondly,
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not all types of plastics can be recycled. Hence, even when we develop technologies that successfully
recycle plastic waste, we would still be left with overwhelming quantities of non-recyclable items,
which as per popular estimates, constitute the central part of the landfills’ plastic waste proportion.
Thirdly, recycling is not an ultimate panacea. A virgin plastic can only be recycled 2-3 times post,
which it loses its properties and turns out to be more harmful for the environment. As wretched as it
sounds, it is almost impossible to manage entire plastic waste through recycling.
What’s wrong with Incineration & Energy Generation?
If not recycling, why not generate energy out of waste? At least 11 states and union territories in India
are currently sending their non-recyclable plastic waste to kilns, cement plants, and energy production
units, where it is co-processed. Co-processing means that waste materials are used as alternative fuels
or raw materials to recover energy or resources, which will reduce the use of conventional fuels or raw
materials. However, as noted by the Central Pollution Control Board, India, the burning of plastics
generates toxic emissions which are harmful & polluting.
Weak Implementation & Lack of Clarity
The Plastic Waste Management (Amendment) Rules 2018 lays down various procedures while
managing plastic waste. Under its broad scope, the local bodies, the gram panchayats, the producers,
the manufacturers, the street vendors, the retailers, and the civic bodies are responsible for the effective
implementation of rules. Under these rules, plastic bags of less than 50 microns of thickness are banned
for manufacture, production, sale and use. All the bags made from recycled plastic must be labelled
with the appropriate ‘Recycled’ code. The rules also provide for ‘Extended Producers Responsibility’
wherein the producers need to establish a system for collecting back the plastic waste generated due
to their products. Manufacture and use of multi-layered plastic which is non-recyclable or non-energy
recoverable or with no alternate use, if any, should be phased out in two years starting from 2018.
Despite all such provisions, the on-ground situation is not particularly praiseworthy.
If we wish to phase out single-use plastic in the coming year, the government must clarify the term
itself. Single-Use Plastic has not been defined in the PWM Rules. The government uses different legal
definitions to describe SUPs. Such legal lacunas are often used to escape penalties and invalidate the
progress made. Strict implementation of existing laws and executive bans is also the need of the hour.
The annual reports furnished by the CPCB ( 2018-2019 ) out of 5857 plastic manufacturing/ recycling
units, 4337 are registered, and 1084 companies are running unregistered. Moreover, the decision to
ban single-use plastic has been left with the discretion of respective state governments, and no such
policy has been taken on a national level up-till now. What is more concerning are the socio-economic
impacts of the Single-Use-Plastic ban. In 2019, India’s plastic industry generated a total of Rs 3.5 Lakh
crore revenue while generating livelihoods for lakhs of workers engaged in the industry. Even on the
Single-Use-Plastic manufacturing units, which roughly constitutes around 10% of the entire industry,
a ban would mean the loss of thousands of jobs, adding to India’s already soaring unemployment rate.
Leading from the grassroots
Plastic is addictive. Our dependency on the plastic makes it seem almost impossible to do away with
it. As per the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry, India’s per capita plastic use is
projected to rise to 20 Kgs by 2022 compared with the 11 Kgs in 2014-15. However, it must be noted
that most of the countries in the global south generate far less per capita plastic waste as compared to
their northern counterparts. For Instance, an average American produces 34 times more plastic waste in
a year than an average Indian. The story is similar to many other countries in Southeast Asia and Africa
when compared to the West. Such countries can and must come forward to lead the world towards
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sustainability. A 2019 survey titled “A Throwaway World - The challenge of plastic packaging and
waste” indicates that at least 71% of people worldwide want a strict ban on SUPs as soon as possible.
Hence in the world where most people are eager to switch away the single-use plastic, young people
in the global south, specifically India, having the potential and force, must lead our world towards a
sustainable tomorrow. The transition from plastic to sustainable alternatives would require cognitive
awareness & behavioural change in people. The youth should take up this responsibility and manifest
it through community organizing, volunteerism, innovative entrepreneurship & international capacity
building, exchanging knowledge & resources with our global neighbours. This time the rise must be
from the grassroots.
The Race For Alternatives:
Banning plastic even before placing a feasible alternative in place can lead to economic ruckus
causing great difficulty to our people. Natural fibres, plant-based polymers, fungi & algae-based
polymers etc., are some of the most viable alternatives to plastic. With better research funding in
India and worldwide, young entrepreneurs are coming up with breakthrough solutions to reduce our
over-dependence on plastic products. From bamboo brushes to environmentally conscious clothing,
things are slowly changing. However, the biggest challenge is to make such alternative technologies
cheaper and readily available. It must also be noted that almost every alternative to plastic has its
vulnerabilities and are not necessarily carbon neutral. However, this does not indicate that plastic must
not be switched. In a world where annually, over 100 million marine animals die because of plastic
waste, around 1 million humans die because of ill-managed waste and related accidents, plastic is not a
favourable policy. By the time you’ll finish reading this article, approximately 4 million plastic bottles
would have been bought by people worldwide, around 2800 metric tonnes of plastic would have been
produced, and about 50 metric tonnes of plastic waste would have been dumped in our oceans. Plastic
is a multidimensional problem and cannot be dealt in isolation. Post pandemic world provides us with
an opportunity to realign our policies and lifestyles. It’s time we all come together and move forward
to a plastic free future.
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The shaping of new Political demography
The backdrop of the 2020 Presidential elections was the killing of George Floyd, which sparked
‘Black lives matter’ protests all across the US. The protests led to the fall of the long-standing iron
curtain which had hidden the grave discrimination and stereotypical thought process that existed in
the ‘ideal democracy of the world.’ The aftermath of black lives matter might have awakened the
world regarding the need for ensuring equality and justice, but the country continued to be divided.
The aftermath of capitol violence is a testimony to the fact that the process of ‘healing’ and ‘building
back better’ is a road uphill. Under the Trump administration, the world witnessed the Jeopardising
of the authority of international and multilateral organisations. The United Nations, built after the
Second World War had a primary role of increasing cooperation on combating global challenges. The
coronavirus pandemic saw the United States emerge as a leader in the total number of covid cases
and fatalities, instead of braving and forging international alliances to ensure strengthened response
mechanisms, information sharing and vaccine development models. America’s exit from the World
Health Organisation (WHO) also changed the political fabric. Now it was transformed into a country
which evaded responsibility instead of fighting back effectively. The rejoining of WHO was the first
and foremost step by Biden, a portrayal of responsibility, ownership of damage and a strong resolve
to ‘build back better.’ While people expect an onset of an era of peace and cooperation it is important
to note that although Joe Biden received a record number of votes, Trump also saw an increase in
the number of votes, particularly centred among the poor and downtrodden sections of the society (
The Hindu Datapoint) Hence Biden faces challenges at home which require a multi-pronged strategy
consisting of stability of the American democracy.
South Asian policy through a Chinese Lens
South-Asia continues to be a dynamic region of vibrant political, ethnic and cultural diversity. Over
the years it has successfully emerged as a significant player in both economic and political terms. The
building of the SAARC back in 1985 had further provided a formal outlay for cooperation across
different arenas however, the dream was short-lived and plagued by bilateral tensions, border standoffs between south Asian nations. Although South Asian countries have a shared history of subjugation
at the hands of foreign powers,yet each country poses a unique challenge and diverse set of bilateral
relations for the Biden administration. China, the world’s most populous country has started gaining
significant influence in the region. Given its immense economic clout and ongoing Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI), It is perhaps plausible that the US’s policy of South Asia will be doctored through
a Chinese Lens. The ongoing Ladakh stand-off between India and China might force the USA to
counter the growing influence of China in the South-Asian region through enhanced cooperation
with India. Although President Donald Trump and Narendra Modi shared a cordial relationship, with
the latter advocating a second term for Trump, it seemed likely that the Biden administration would
exercise an upper hand in relations with India. However, it has become imperative for the term Biden
administration to be redefined and include the crucial role of Vice- President Kamala Harris, who
garnered Indian-American votes for Democrats. Hence cooperation with India to counter China might
be a predicted card to be played by Biden. Moreover, India will possibly take the same route due to
its increased economic dependence on China for imports of crucial items ( All India Conference of
China Studies)and avoid a direct brush off with China. Even though the Democratic President might
pass the hurdle of tackling domestic terrorism in his country, yet an ever-pervading challenge of
global terrorism looms over the head of the international community, of which Pakistan continues to
be a haven. Both Trump and his successor continue to be on the same page when it’s related to foreign
policy issues like global terrorism. The US under Trump had suspended the $2-billion programme in
2018, forcing Pakistan to crack down on terrorist groups residing within its boundaries, Hence even
though Biden is expected to take a strong stand against Global Terrorism, any such move is dependent
on the outcome of peace talks and developments in Aghanistan Peace Deal.
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Like his predecessor, Biden had advocated against Troop upsurge in Afghanistan during President
Barack Obama’s presidency. Therefore Biden is expected to act similarly and advocate for peace and
stability in the region. Pakistan’s relation with the US would be determined by its efforts to combat
terrorism and its alliance with China from whom it continues to get economic favours masked in the
form of projects like CPEC and BRI. The newly appointed Secretary of State, Tony Bilken in his
senate-confirmation hearing said that he would take a tough stand against China and this would be his
“top priority.”Therefore even if the US-China relations takes a step further for worse, Pakistan would
emerge as a battleground for both the countries.
Conclusion
Biden, unlike his predecessor, is committed to principles of global diplomacy and stability while at
the same time acting against terrorism. In the South-Asian region, India would likely emerge as its
“natural partner” with whom cooperation is expected to extend beyond security issues and countering
the China-Pakistan nexus. Since the Biden administration realises the importance of South-Asian
region, in all likelihood it would play its Trump card by pushing American interests through revamped
and rejuvenated international organisations. Lastly, for countries like Nepal and Sri Lanka, which are
witnessing political instability, their relationship with the US will be determined by Chinese actions.
Since China has major economic investments in the two countries. However, a relationship with the
US is likely to benefit South-Asia minus China, if Chinese realise that competition can co-exist with
cooperation.
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COVID-19 And World Politics
Abstract

T

his article seeks to examine the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on world politics with a
special mention of U.S. elections as the U.S. has always been a major deciding factor in global
politics. It also briefly touches upon the politics that ensued after the discovery of the virus as well as
discusses difficulties faced in vaccination exercise being undertaken.
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s call to his countrymen of “aapda ko avsar main badalna hai”
(turn disaster into opportunity) while encouraging Indians to give a tough fight to the COVID-19
pandemic has certainly not gone unheeded, especially in the global political corridors. Just like a
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lion who sits back and keeps a strong vigil on the first possible opportunity to hunt down its prey,
politicians are always on the lookout for an opportunity to bank upon to keep themselves relevant.
For the past one-year, global politics has revolved around a pandemic that has taken toll of more than
two million lives, ravaged livelihoods, siphoned off billions of dollars, and derailed infrastructure
development projects and initiatives for world peace. While the pandemic challenged the sanity of
even the most well- off, all holed up inside their homes, millions of displaced people around the world
living in most filthy of conditions without any public health infrastructure to support them, eking out
their livings by doing petty jobs were caught unawares. An already bleak future became bleaker.
The Politics of Virus
Such a spine-chilling scenario did not, however, deter global politics from becoming hot. Many
conspiracy theorists turned politicians launched whodunit probes rather than alleviating the suffering
of billions in need. Former U.S. President Donald Trump, showing his covetable skills seems to
have had solved the case in the very beginning when he called COVID-19 as “China-virus”. WHO
scientists who are now probing the origins of the virus should know as Donald Trump would have
said, “YOU ARE LATE! I SOLVED THE CASE ALREADY! I’M THE GREATEST SCIENTIST
THE WORLD EVER HAD! MY NUMBERS ARE GREAT!” Well, he certainly had good numbers
although some might not find them amusing.
China’s repressive policies with strict censorship on speech and expression took the sacrifice of Dr.
Li Wenliang, the first to blow the whistle on a strange illness from Wuhan’s wet markets. The world
naturally became suspicious of what China had to hide. A key committee of the US Congress, ahead
of then US President Donald Trump’s decision to stop funding for the World Health Organisation, had
penned a letter to the Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of World Health Organization,
alleging him of praising China and giving credence to Chinese propaganda which delayed response in
the global fight against the pandemic. Thus, WHO also got embroiled in a political war between the
USA and China, further degrading its ability and credibility while dealing with the pandemic. China’s
information blackout coupled with WHO’s reluctance to admit human-to-human transmission of the
pandemic led to the loss of precious time in our fight with the pandemic.
The world today looks at 79.5 million forcibly displaced individuals which computes up to 1% of
the world’s population. These people stare at lack of clean water, soap and even hygienic conditions
of living. The very potent weapons that boast of limiting the COVID spread are not available to our
brethren without any fault of theirs. 93% of COVID cases in Singapore occurred in dorms housing
migrant workers. At the same time, international aid for organisations working with refugees suffered
a setback as many countries occupied with the plight of their domestic economy started looking
inwards. The United Kingdom, in July 2020, cut its global aid budget by $3.7 billion dollars due to the
pandemic. Similarly, the United Nations World Food Programme faced budget cuts and up to a 30%
reduction in its food rations to refugees in Eastern Africa.
Elections in Pandemic
In the background of such tumultuous international politics, many countries went for elections, of
which the U.S. general elections were of great significance as the U.S. has always been a major
influencer in world politics. Donald Trump, allegedly “the greatest President since Abe Lincoln”,
sought approval of his policies. His anti-China rhetoric and ingenious ideas to treat COVID-19,
normalisation of Israel’s relations with some African and middle-eastern nations as well as promise
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to end wars abroad were touted against Democrat nominee Joe Biden, a two-time Vice President and
an experienced politician. A realist, with a life dotted with ups and downs, made Trump’s handling of
the pandemic a cornerstone of his campaign.
While Donald Trump asserted the greatness of his COVID response, things kept on getting worse.
Many White House staffers and the president himself caught COVID. Pandemic did not only alter the
political calculations in the U.S. but also the electoral habits of people as well. More than 80 million
Americans voted by mail or early in person, surpassing the 57 million total early votes cast in the 2016
elections. Fears of infection coupled with Trump instilled scepticism of credibility of elections played
against him in elections. His post-election rhetoric on elections being “stolen” from him that resulted
in a massive riot on the Capitol Hill which had convened to certify Biden’s win, did not do him any
favour other than creating a record of him being the only President to be impeached twice and whose
impeachment trial is continuing even after his leaving of the office.
While Franklin D. Roosevelt got elected for four terms as the President to lead U.S. through the Great
Depression and the Second World War, Trump, “the greatest President U.S. ever had” was ousted
by the Americans even in the middle of the pandemic. However, Kamala Harris’ election as the
Vice-President of India is a welcome sign. The U.S. has been able to redeem itself post a long white
supremacist regime that threatened the social fabric of U.S. and its standing abroad.
In a marked contrast to the U.S. elections, New Zealand saw Jacinda Ardern return to power who has
been widely praised for her government’s response to COVID-19. What 74-year-old Donald Trump
could not do, 40-year-old Jacinda did. She has been vocal against terrorism and a strong supporter of
involving ethnic communities in New Zealand’s governance.
Politics of Vaccine
While the pandemic has completed more than a year of its existence, many parts of the world are seeing
some respite from the unrestrained march of the virus. However, the world is still far from attaining
normalcy. While global politics was churning out new dimensions every day, scientists left no stone
unturned to formulate a vaccine to relieve the world of its shackles. However, vaccine distribution
around the world has turned out to be a contentious issue. How to distribute vaccines? Many nations
facing civil wars such as Libya have seen a derailing of their existing immunization programmes.
In November 2020, WHO and UNICEF raised alarm over 2,50,000 children at risk of vaccinepreventable diseases in Libya. While the COVAX programme of WHO, Gavi, The Vaccine Alliance
and the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) as well as vaccine diplomacy of
nations like India, Russia and China seek to make available equitable access of COVID-19 vaccine to
allnations, things are unfortunately not so easy. Extremists groups like Boko Haram are rumours that
seek to threaten response towards COVID-19. Moreover, lack of healthcare facilities and vaccine cold
chains are also great impediments. Countries across Europe are battling vaccine shortages, vaccine
makers are battling uncertainty of vaccine efficacy towards new virus mutations. South Africa halted
the use of Astra Zeneca vaccine after it was found ineffective against mild or moderate illness caused
from new variant. However, resilience is hallmark of life. As Dr. Ian Malcolm in Steven Spielberg’s
1993 classic Jurassic Park remarked, “Life finds a Way”, it certainly will do so now as well. But we
need to remember that we all are sailing on one boat and to thrive, we will have to cooperate. Rowing
in different directions would only drown us all.
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India’s Vaccine Diplomacy

T

he entire world was in the midst of Covid-19 worldwide lockdown with continuous deaths all
around the world. Worldwide recession pushed the entire world in absolute darkness. But the
worldwide endeavour to create a safe and effective Covid-19 vaccine was finally achieved. Now, the
world has a handful of vaccines to fight against Covid-19, and many more such vaccines are in the
stage of development.
India is among one of the countries that have been able to successfully manufacture Covid-19
vaccines. India manufactured two vaccines; namely, Covaxin manufactured by Bharat Biotech, and
Covishield manufactured by Serum Institute. Companies like Zydus, Bharat Biotech and Gennova are
still indulged in developing indigenous vaccines for India.
Covid-19 as a global pandemic taught the entire world the need for international co-operation. It
emphasized the fact that global challenges require a global solution. Understanding this aspect, India
has been at the forefront of supplying medicines and vaccines to its neighbouring countries.
With the thought of ‘sarve santu nirmaya’, that is, may all be free from diseases, India sent around
3.2 million free doses of vaccines to Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Maldives, Mauritius and Seychelles.
The exchange of covid-19 vaccines is capable of developing friendly relations among and around
the countries, so becoming the world’s pharmacy in the contemporary scenario is an inevitable part
of country’s foreign policy. Different countries in the world including India have now added global
health diplomacy including vaccine diplomacy as a major part of their foreign policy. India is now a
major provider of covid-19 vaccine to its neighbouring countries like Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka
and Myanmar under it’s ‘neighbourhood first policy’.
India gifted two million doses of vaccine to Bangladesh. On 5th November, a tripartite memorandum
of understanding was signed between the Bangladesh government, Beximco Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
and Serum Institute of India for 3 crore vaccine doses. This is a wonderful step by the government
of India as it will strengthen the relations between India and Bangladesh. The two countries have
experienced a strained relationship for the past few years, the controversial Citizenship Amendment
act of India affected its relationship with the neighbouring nation. Amid the situation where trade
relations between China and Bangladesh are increasing, it is important for India to strengthen its
relations with Bangladesh, and this vaccine exchange will for sure mend the relations between the
two countries.
India provided 1 million doses of covid-19 vaccine to Nepal. This can be seen as a very diplomatic
step to mend its relations with Nepal. Recently, India and Nepal had talks on a border dispute related
to Kalapani region which is the trijunction between India-China-Nepal.
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Bhutan was the first country to receive help from India. India sent 1, 50,000 doses to Bhutan. India
and Bhutan share a unique and special relationship. India ensured a continuous supply of trade and
essential items to Bhutan despite the covid-19 restrictions in place. India and Bhutan entered to air
travel arrangement or transport bubble agreement.
India sent 1,00,000 doses to Mauritius, 1,00,000 doses to Maldives and 50,000 doses to Seychelles.
This will help India in building strong relations with all these countries. All these steps will make
India a stronger nation in the South Asian region, which would enable it to become capable of posing
a direct threat to Chinese supremacy in the region.
Recently Sao Paulo, one of the provinces of Brazil, refused the Chinese vaccine, Sinovac, which led to
Brazil signing the vaccine pact with Bharat Biotech of India and received 2 million doses of vaccine.
India provided 56 lakh doses of coronavirus vaccines under grants assistance to a number of countries
while 100 lakh doses were sent under commercial supplies, the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA).
MEA spokesperson Anurag Srivastava said that Indian vaccines are scheduled to reach the Caribbean
countries, Pacific Island states, Nicaragua, Afghanistan and Mongolia, in the coming weeks.
India will face direct competition in this vaccine drive from china. but India has an edge over China
in terms of manufacturing and distribution because of the lack of transparency that has come to be
associated with the Chinese government. All these factors will decide the future relations between
India and China. Diplomatic relations between all the countries in South Asia will change with this
vaccine drive. India aims to provide the vaccine to the countries with lower middle income. through
this step, it is trying to remove regional disparities.
Many recipients have already signed vaccine pacts with Indian government and many are in the queue
to get the vaccines. India has to cater to its own population and at the same time, it needs to provide the
vaccine to its neighbouring countries. It needs to offer 20 million doses to different countries and at the
same time, it requires more than a billion doses to protect its own population. India needs to balance
between the two. Ministry of External Affairs said that, “it will ensure that domestic manufacturers
will have adequate stock to meet the domestic requirement while supplying abroad.”
India is one of the world’s biggest drugmakers, and an increasing number of countries have already
approached it for procuring the coronavirus vaccines. It would be an interesting situation to watch
how India strikes the balance between the two and how it will benefit humanity in fighting the crisis,
and at the same time strengthen its own situation.
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India’s Shift To Vaccine
Diplomacy

C

ountering the diversified obstacles that the world faced head-on includes the acknowledgement
of a human-to-human transfer disease, World Health Organization declaring a global health
emergency, a majority of countries announcing a series of national lockdowns, coming to terms with
the loss of numerous lives around the globe, people horrified while watching the news updates on the
COVID-19 and what not. Last year we became acquainted with a lot of vocabulary, be it ‘quarantine’,
‘lockdown’, ‘pandemic’, ‘asymptomatic’, ‘comorbidity’, ‘containment zone’, and also a number of
medical terminologies. And now after a year, slowly yet steadily returning to that most-awaited and
yearned lifestyle because of the united efforts of everyone, by quoting Helen Keller “Alone we can
do so little, together we can do so much”.
Here we are now all surrounded by the optimistic and promising news about the efficacy of the
vaccines, namely Covaxin developed by the pharmacy company ‘Bharat Biotech’ and Covishield
by Oxford and AstraZeneca. The recent news clips suggest low side effects, cheaper prices and
easier storage of both the vaccines. India now stands firmly more than ever with all the demand
concerning the commercialization of the vaccines by the South Asian countries and numerous other
countries including Brazil, South Africa, Morocco etc. which India calls it “Vaccine Maitri” or
“Vaccine Friendship”. This diplomatic move can strengthen the nation’s ties with not only South
Asian countries but also the countries located across the continents with chances of greater triumphs
in future endeavours which may call for backing from other states. Also, India resides the largest
percentage of pharmaceutical companies whose work during the pandemic was laudable as it
supplied huge quantities of Hydrochloroquine, Paracetamol and Remidisiver across the Indian states
and internationally as well. And now the commercialization of the vaccine will benefit the Indian
pharmaceutical firms in the longer run.
To elaborate, the countries to which India is providing the vaccines, include Nepal, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Afghanistan, Seychelles and Mauritius. Interestingly, countries namely
Nepal, Pakistan, Bangladesh were in talks with China for the supply of COVID-19 Vaccines but the
talks seem to have not gone well with Bangladesh as China was asking for a share in the cost of the
vaccine trials which at the end resulted in breaking the talks with them. This propelled Bangladesh to
turn to India for aid, in which a positive response was seen. Pakistan seems to have been maintaining
distance from India as it had not asked for any assistance ( which India confirmed by stating that
Islamabad has not asked for any vaccine supplements) which many nations did during the pandemic
which also includes the world-leading nation ‘United States Of America’ in terms of PPIs, medicines
and now supplementing the Vaccines by completely harbouring their needs from not any nation but
only one nation that is China, which can only be supplied later in February only.
Now, let’s take a leap backwards and recall the dispute that arose between India and Nepal due to the
varying interpretation of the origin of the river Kalpani and its various tributaries that slice through
the mountains. On one side Nepal claims that the territory east of Kali is based on the Limpiyadhura
origin, and on the other side India claims that the river actually takes the name Kali near Kalpani. But
despite that, India is kind and mature of the ongoing challenges and the widespread disease that it is
willing to lend a helping hand to Nepal as well. This list of controversy also includes Sri Lanka with
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which India shares a somewhat complex relationship which has further deteriorated recently with
the news of the Tamilian Fishermen found dead near the waters of Sri Lanka which seems to have
worsened the pacts on which the Indian Navy and the Sri Lankan government nodded their heads
on, but in defiance of the current scenario, India has provided Sri Lanka with the Vaccines whose
consignment process started from January 27.
What does this vaccine diplomacy mean for India? Precisely, all this goodwill and the current practice
of the ‘hand in need is a friend indeed’ will emanate in healthy relations between the South Asian
nations. This would help India gain a leading position among others, strengthening its power. Plus,
with the successful administration to Brazil and African Countries, which cannot afford Moderna
and Pfizer vaccine due to lack of facilities required to store them as compared to Covaxin and
Covishield which as stated before can be easily stored, will boost ties with them and can lead to the
latter equipping India with mineral supplement found within its territories. And as far as the Central
Asian countries are concerned, which are the lands rich in minerals, strengthening ties with them will
help India to have an influence regarding the cost and quantity supplement of resources from those
regions. India is shaping its core elements of structure in the form of self-reliance or ‘Aatmanirbhar’
which oxford named as the Hindi word of the year 2020, is doing admirably well and the witness is
the whole world, lauding the admirable efforts of India during the pandemic. But most important of all
the developments would be of the shift of several countries which continued to have ties with China
to India in terms of trading of goods such as textiles, investments, supply of hoards of medicines, raw
materials etc. This shift is giving a major blow to China and the Chinese economy.
So is it all glitter and gold? Well, surely not. Every deal has both its pros and cons and India is no
exception. With a population as large as India it would be too soon to say if India would be able to
satisfy the domestic needs as well with the extent of help that it is providing to other countries. Many
analysts state that this change and development is transient and not forever as gratitude does not last
long between nations as it was evident in the past how China was openly hostile to Soviet forces
despite the aid they provided the former in terms of defense. Chiefly, India imports about 68% of API
(Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient) from China, as the report submitted by the ministry of chemicals
and drugs stated which further results in the production of drugs and vaccines, so, it would be quite
difficult for India to reduce its dependency on China regarding the imports of such vital drugs in this
Corona era.
Solely on the prevailing standing, India cannot be all blissful and overlook thechallenges that lie
ahead of her but paying heed and understanding the whole situation will help the diplomatic relations
to extend to a longer span of time resulting in a more powerful and strategic position among the other
richer and more prosper countries. There is indeed a need for India to shift its import from China to
other countries to mitigate its reliance on other states and be independent in the near future.
With the deportation of American scientists to China to investigate the source of the virus, we are
gradually coming to a stage of normalcy but it is too soon to declare it that way. The origin of virus
may be China but the one harbouring the other states is India. Steadily moving forward with negotiable
and preferable policies can polish its current spot resulting in it to level up eventually. It is high time
for India to be more ambitious towards its goals and future. By quoting Abraham Lincoln.
“Every man is said to have his peculiar ambition. Whether it be true or not, I can say for one
that I have no other so great as that of being truly esteemed of my fellow men, by rendering
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myself worthy of their esteem. How far I shall succeed in gratifying this ambition, is yet to be
developed.”
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India’s Vaccine Diplomacy: Balancing
Act Between Domestic Needs And
Neighbourhood Request

T

he world of December 2019 was a different place, almost as if it took place simultaneously in two
different realities. On one side, the Chinese population in Wuhan was grappling with the outbreak
of a deadly disease that was making its way through different parts of the country, and inevitably,
to the world. On the other side, the rest of the world looked forward to the upcoming year of 2020,
marking it as a new decade, rife with new opportunities for growth and happiness. We didn’t know
what was coming. As such, when Covid-19 went global, so to speak, it triggered our emotions such
as rage, fear but most of all confusion - what happens now?
Students such as myself would remember the month of March 2020, when it was announced that
universities and schools (among other things) would be subjected to a nationwide lockdown since the
Coronavirus was now officially classified as a pandemic. Colleges, for which our bags were packed
were cancelled, and all our future hopes for 2020 were brought to a halt.
While every country struggled to grapple with its lockdown protocols and containment for the
Coronavirus, India faced one of its biggest challenges in recent times. The economy wasn’t doing
well, and the lockdown resulted in a massive exodus of migrants walking back to their hometowns.
The months following lockdown revealed the loopholes in our healthcare infrastructure and social
media and by extension, the internet was replete with videos highlighting the unfortunate instances
that our essential workers had to go through. The initial 21-day lockdown was only successful in one
regard - giving people hope. What followed after those 21 days, was nothing short of an entire year
grounded for all. Masks and social distancing were our new realities.
All hopes were now set for a vaccine. It was a known fact after months of hardship that it takes a
global village, if you will, to tackle a global problem, and international cooperation was the only
possible solution. However, the spirit of competition remained relevant, because it was an unspoken
understanding that whichever country produces a vaccine, would exercise major regional influence
and would be showered with international acclaim and appreciation, adding to its soft power. A
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pandemic sets in motion a global race, with each country striving to get medicines, medical supplies,
and Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) for its own people, and soon this global demand turns into a
situation where the host/export country turns inwards, imposing export prohibitions and restrictions to
cater to their citizens.1 Furthermore, the problem of Vaccine Nationalism, with rich countries hoarding
vaccines by striking pre-purchase deals with pharmaceutical companies, was a worrying sign that
global cooperation would take a backseat and global power dynamics would emerge victorious.
This was to be countered by the concept of Global Health Diplomacy, and more importantly, Vaccine
Diplomacy. Global Health Diplomacy (GHD) refers to international diplomatic activities that address
issues of global health importance, and is concerned with how and why global health issues play out
in a foreign policy context.2 Vaccine diplomacy, at its most basic, is the use of vaccines to increase a
nation’s diplomatic relations and influence over other countries.
This type of diplomacy during the Covid-19 pandemic would no doubt allow its practitioner(s) to
assume a major role in determining how global affairs pan out.
Seems like a perfect time to introduce India in this context. We are already renowned globally as the
‘pharmacy of the world’3 by virtue of being the largest producer of generic medicines, accounting for
20 per cent of their global production. It meets 60 per cent of the global demand for vaccines.4 When
Hydroxychloroquine was thought to be effective against Covid-19, India stepped up5, providing the
anti-malarial drug to 55 countries. While the effectiveness of HCQ was quickly debunked by relevant
authorities, it cemented India’s position as a core player in the global arena in regards to supplying
medical goods and equipment. When it came to PPE, we went from being nowhere to being the 2nd
largest manufacturer6 of PPE kits in the world. Thus, when Covaxin was developed by Bharat Biotech
in collaboration with ICMR and the National Institute of Virology, and Covishield by the University
of Oxford with AstraZeneca and manufactured by the Pune-based Serum Institute of India, all eyes
were set on India. Numerous countries approached us to get vaccines. India was now in the global
limelight - a rising star of Asia being approached by its neighbours who have, for years deemed it to
be a ‘big bully’. What will it do? India’s response was to help its regional neighbours by initiating its
‘Neighbours First’ and ‘Vaccine Maitri’ (Vaccine Friendship) policies, sending, as of January 22nd,
2021, 150,000 doses to Bhutan, 1 million doses of SII’s Covishield to Nepal, 2 million doses of SII’s
Covishield to Bangladesh, to name a few, all for free. On a grant assistance-basis, India has supplied
Myanmar with 1.5 million doses and Mauritius with 150,000 doses. Additionally, on a commercialcontract agreement basis, India has supplied countries like Brazil and Morocco with 2 million doses
each.7 Surely, this act of goodwill won’t go ignored, right?
There are a few problems with this. Many intellectuals and scholars in India have raised concerns about
the efficacy of such a move. In terms of gaining international goodwill, Manoj Joshi, a Distinguished
Fellow at the Observer Research Foundation, writing for the Wire stated - “In international relations,
gratitude is usually a highly overrated commodity. In the 1950s, the Soviets undertook the largest
transfers of capital equipment in history by providing China with the wherewithal to set up entire
industries, machinery, aircraft, cars, trucks, precision instruments, etc. But by the mid-1960s, the
Chinese viewed them as enemies. Likewise, in the 1960s the United States provided India with
massive aid to modernize its education, scientific and technical capacity, food aid, and biotechnology
for the Green Revolution. But by 1971, India and the US almost came to blows.”8 This shows that the
international arena is volatile, and appreciation is a rare, fleeting commodity. However, the important
question is this - can we afford to help our neighbours at a point in time when our own infrastructure
is suffering from a host of problems? Granted, India has embarked on the path to the world’s largest
immunization drive, seeking to vaccinate 1 billion people9in phases, starting with essential workers,
but in the absence of data for Phase-3 clinical trials for Covaxin, such a move may bring up more
harm than good. Moreover, people have to sign consent forms before getting a shot of this vaccine
candidate, since the national drug regulator has approved its rollout in “clinical trial mode”. The data
for phase-3, involving about 25,000 volunteers, is expected to be available around March 2021. In a
situation where we could help our own people, or choose to help our neighbours, have we done the
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right thing by choosing both? Our indigenous vaccine’s efficacy is currently
questionable at best, and then we choose to send it out to our neighbours. The fear of vaccine-related
death due to Covaxin’s unknown nature has already cast a shadow over the treatment.
There are two ways to look at this issue. From a Global/Vaccine Diplomacy perspective, it’s difficult
to ascertain what we want from helping other nations. At a time when a small group of rich countries,
comprising just 16% of the world’s population, have locked up 60% of the global vaccine supply10,
our ‘neighbourliness’, albeit with untested vaccines, will lend us much power and influence. Moreover,
international relations is a minefield, difficult to navigate and even more difficult to judge where
we will be after crossing it. From a domestic point of view, it seems like a tact to gain some quick
influence at the expense of our own people. The world may laud India as the ‘Great Pharmacist’, but
it doesn’t hide the fact that our healthcare infrastructure is beset with many problems, one of which
is the accessibility of information and knowledge. Can vaccines truly be delivered to the remotest
corners of our country? Can we afford to be expendable in this situation? In my opinion, the year 2020
was harsh for us all, and as such our first priority should be mass-producing vaccines for our own
people. If we really do possess the capability to help others, we can do so later on, when 50% of our
own population is vaccinated.
New Delhi’s vaccine diplomacy is a risky tactic, bearing appreciation now but uncertain of what
the future holds. China’s Sinovac and economic recovery lends it much power, but the spectre of its
secrecy during the initial Covid outbreak still haunts it. As for India, the most tangible solution is to
ramp up our own vaccination efforts, and then we can assume the role of a global helper.
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Vaccine Maitri: Made In India,
Shared With The World

A

n uninvited Guest knocked our doors in December 2019. The novel strain of Coronavirus – SARS
- CoV2 was first detected in Wuhan, a city in China’s Hubei Province with a population of 11
million. The virus has now spread to more than 200 countries across the globe and was characterized
as a Pandemic by the World Health Organization on 11 March 2020.
Countries of the world foisted Nationwide lockdowns. As on 31 January 2021, more than 102 million
cases of COVID- 19 have been reported in more than 192 countries and territories, resulting in more
than 2.22 million deaths. It has devastated economies around the world, made millions jobless and
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forced a 5.2 per cent contraction in global GDP in 2020.
It will take decades for the world to come out from Covid-19’s economic and health consequences.
If the COVID-19 pandemic has taught us anything, it is that global responses are needed to confront
diseases that can spread around the world with shocking speed. It is no wonder, then, that the concept
of — VACCINE DIPLOMACY—has become a major foreign-policy talking point everywhere from
China to the United States.
Over it all, however, it was always clear that a Global Pandemic also requires Global Solution.
While governments are taking increasingly drastic domestic measures, they must also not neglect
the international dimension. If the rapid spread of coronavirus makes one thing clear, it is that what
happens abroad can have major impacts at home. Prime Minister Narendra Modi recognized early that
India could play a unique role in providing a global solution.
Acting as a Brother and being a responsible supplier of pharmaceutical products to the world, as
part of our humanitarian aid and commercial supplies we have sent HCQs and Paracetamol (PCM)
to countries across the globe. India as a true friend and partner had been the first responder globally
and also shipped equipment for laboratories and hospitals, medical aid, essential drugs and life-saving
antibiotics; and medical consumable was also in the basket. Despite challenges, India has launched
the WORLD’S LARGEST COVID-19 VACCINATION DRIVE last month. Companies such as
Bharat Biotech are developing indigenous vaccines. Others like Serum Institute are collaborating
with foreign companies, namely AstraZeneca. The most promising are the made-in-India Covaxin by
Bharat Biotech and Covishield, by Serum Institute. On the launch day of the vaccination, 2,07,229
beneficiaries had received the jabs -- the highest number of people vaccinated in any country on Day
1, according to the Health Ministry. India will administer shots to three crore frontline workers in
phase one. There are 3,006 session sites across the country, where 100 beneficiaries each will be given
either of India’s two indigenous vaccines, Covaxin or Covishield.
Days, after it began vaccinating its own population against the novel coronavirus, has begun
dispatching millions of doses of its indigenously manufactured COVID-19 vaccines to its South Asian
neighbors and key partner countries further afield. In keeping with its “NEIGHBOURHOOD FIRST”
initiative, the first consignments of the Covishield vaccine — which is developed by AstraZeneca
and Oxford University and manufactured by the Serum Institute of India — and Covaxin, a locally
developed and manufactured vaccine by Bharat Biotech and the Indian Council of Medical Research
has gone to its immediate neighbors, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Myanmar, and Nepal, Sri Lanka,
Mauritius and Seychelles.
The scale of India’s vaccine gifts is unparalleled. No other country has delivered millions of free
vaccines to other nations — not even China, which has pursued its vaccine diplomacy in a bid to
repair the damage to its global image from the spread of the deadly coronavirus from Chinese soil.
The gifts help to highlight India’s tremendous vaccine-manufacture capacity.
Bhutan’s Prime Minister Lotay Tshering articulated how important India’s support at the present
crucial juncture was by saying: “It is of unimaginable value when precious commodities are shared
even before meeting your own needs.” Indeed, India’s goodwill comes at a time of complex ties.
Brazil’s President Jair Bolsonaro tweeted an image captioned “Dhanyawaad Bharat” and “Obrigado
India”, depicting the epic hero Hanuman carrying vaccines by air, all the way from India. India’s
vaccine diplomacy rests on the qualitative and quantitative leverage. Furthermore, vaccine diplomacy
provides an opportunity for India to unravel outstanding issues with Nepal. Relations between the
two countries recently hit a new blow when they entered into a heated exchange over the Kalapani
territorial dispute—an area situated at the strategic China-Nepal-India trijunction.
It does not take a lot of persuasion by New Delhi for countries to ask for Indian vaccines because
their track record is proven, given the multiple dozens of Indian vaccines which have previously
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been pre-approved by the World Health Organization. New Delhi is aiming that by earning public
benevolence and helping neighboring governments at a time when they are battling severe public
health crises, Vaccine Maitri will enable India to erode Chinese impact in South Asia. Both India
and China supplied Asian and African countries with medicines during the pandemic. Their vaccine
diplomacy is a follow-up effort to win hearts, minds and influence, especially in the developing world.
India looks like to have gained a head-start over China in this regard, especially in, South Asia.
Chinese vaccines are yet to reach the region. Vaccine manufacture and distribution is one area where
India has some comparative advantage over China, but the competition between the two may still be
intense.
With China ending 2020 as the only major economy arising out with a positive economic growth
rate, some have adjudged it as the big champion riding out the storm of a global pandemic that
China itself had spawned. But given its plummeting soft power arising from hegemonic overreach, as
understandable from public opinion surveys, and the cloud hanging over Chinese vaccines owing to
their safety and debt trap risks, it is obvious that others have to step up and show leadership in a world
reeling from the pandemic.
To argue that India rose to the occasion and is winning the hearts and minds of the world is not a
public relations claim but an internationally recognized reality. It bears reiteration here that India’s
generosity does have substantial goals and objectives. The goodwill being accumulated from India’s
vaccine diplomacy is expected to yield longer-term benefits of increased bilateral and regional trust
and faith, which is why New Delhi prioritized neighboring nations to be the initial beneficiaries.
Nonetheless, at the same time, this diplomacy must not be at the cost of its population. So protection for
vulnerable Indians should not be halted as that can mean more illness and death. It is the constitutional
duty of the government to provide the vaccine to its population as enshrined in the Directive Principles
of State Policy. Health is a fundamental right, which has as its prerequisites social justice and equality.
It should be accessible to all.
Vaccine Maitri’s SCALE, SPEED AND POSITIVE RECEPTION in the country after country marks
India’s finest hour as a net provider of international security. Playing to one’s strengths and maximizing
potential gains from them in the global arena have been cardinal principles of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s foreign policy. India’s traditional strengths in pharmaceuticals have combined with political
and moral leadership and single-minded focus on execution to provide a global solution to a global
health crisis. This proves that a nation need not step on the toes of others to rise.
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India’s Vaccine Diplomacy:
Opportunity For Strengthening Ties
With Global South

R

ecently news came up that the American pharma giant Pfizer is reportedly asking for military
bases and sovereign assets as a guarantee for vaccines in Brazil. This can be appropriately called
‘Corporate social bullying.’
On the other hand, there is great scepticism in the world regarding China in every field due to the
origins of the virus.
So, India has a unique opportunity to emerge as a leading partner in the global south using its
#vaccinemaitri.
The COVID-19 pandemic has given rise to various new, repurposed or newly popular terms. The
newest entry to the pandemic lexicon might be “vaccine diplomacy”, with some countries using their
jabs to strengthen regional ties and enhance their own power and global status.
In early 2020, India responded to COVID-19 with a strict lockdown, mask mandates and a broad
shutdown of schools and recreational centres. The disease burden - as the country with the secondhighest number of total COVID-19 cases- meant that India spent much of the year battling internal
issues, but the current lack of global leadership from the US and the EU and the renowned pharma
strength of India gave it the opportunity to strengthen its ties with various countries by gifting them
covid vaccines.
POWER VACUUM
India is able to take the mantle of leadership from the US and the EU through vaccine diplomacy. The
US has spent the past year recommending unproven treatments and hoarding vaccine supplies instead
of coordinating a global response. The EU was more involved in aiding international endeavours,
but the needs of developing countries were clearly low on their list of priorities; delays in vaccine
production have already led to the EU threatening to ban vaccine exports to the UK, nevermind the
rest of the world.
More importantly, developed countries have already reserved the vaccine doses necessary. Canada has
enough doses earmarked to vaccinate its population more than five times over, and don’t seem deeply
invested in ensuring LMIC/LDCs receive them. The COVAX facility was set up to aid developing
countries and claimed to have sourced 200 million doses, but has not delivered any of them yet. South
Africa is paying more than double what the EU is paying for every dose of the AstraZeneca vaccine.
Attempts to halt patents for the vaccines on humanitarian grounds- sponsored by South Africa and
India- were blocked by the US, the EU, the UK, and Canada.
This is not an unfamiliar role for India; the push and pull of being the loudest voice for developing
countries has played out in an international forum multiple times, often leading to a sense of diplomatic
isolation. Now, however, India has the chance to not only be a standard-bearer, but also the knight in
shining armour. Already, India remains one of the only countries exporting vaccines, to the point that
more than ninety nations have approached India for vaccine supplies as opposed to the US, the EU or
China. The export of vaccines- the release of more aid, not just in dispensing vaccines but developing
the infrastructure for vaccine drives- must be increased in order to provide real, substantial aid to the
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countries that need it most. India won’t be adversely affected by generosity. The Indian government
is ensuring it maintains the necessary amount of the vaccine within its borders; it’s even ordered the
Serum Institute of India not to export the vaccine for several months to ensure that all such exports
are done through the Indian government and therefore reach other countries’ healthcare workers first.
It must be noted that releasing vaccines to other nations is not the same thing as opening one’s walletthis is not, in other words, a zero-sum game. Vaccines are not money; they go bad if left unused.
We are seeing vaccine doses being disposed of in these conditions due to a lack of infrastructure in
developed countries like the US, implying that India’s vaccination plans will be flawed as well, at
least in the beginning. The answer to this is not to hoard vaccines but rather to ensure that as few of
them go to waste as possible. If the problems lie in the beginning of the vaccine rollout, then we must
ensure that we release the full arsenal only after the birthing pains have faded. The potential in each
vial is too important to allow bureaucracy or selfishness to limit its use.
INDIA VS CHINA AT VACCINE DIPLOMACY
India’s vaccine diplomacy has helped soothe some prickly relationships with neighbours in South
Asia, “where it has been fighting an increasingly sharp diplomatic battle with China,” said Nicholas
Thomas, an associate professor at the City University of Hong Kong,
In early February, half a million doses of the Chinese Sinopharm COVID-19 vaccine arrived in
Pakistan, before soon also reaching 13 other countries including Cambodia, Nepal, Sierra Leone and
Zimbabwe. The Chinese ambassador to Pakistan declared it a “manifestation of our brotherhood”, a
sentiment echoed by the Pakistani government. Russia has similarly used its own Sputnik V vaccine
to win friends and support, providing access to countries as yet unable to start their own vaccination
programmes.
India has been donating supplies of the AstraZeneca/Oxford jabs produced in the country to regional
neighbours including Bangladesh, Myanmar and Nepal, bolstering not only its reputation as a supplier
of cheap and accessible vaccines to the global south but also challenging China’s efforts at regional
dominance at a time of heightened tensions between the two countries.
So far, New Delhi has managed to ship nearly 6.8 million free vaccines around the world. China has
pledged around 3.9 million, according to publicly available information compiled by Bloomberg,
some of which have yet to arrive.
Chinese encroachment on Bhutan last June acts as a glimpse into their aims to reduce India’s primacy
in the region. India’s own conflicts with China don’t seem to be slowing down, so it’s important that
the government maintains, constructs, and nurtures relationships in the region. The vaccines currently
shipped to the Maldives, Bhutan, Nepal and Bangladesh are therefore utterly necessary in maintaining
these ties.
CONCLUSION
Chinese economy is roughly five times in size than India. In the past few months, we have seen an
assertive china on various borders be it land or naval with various countries. China is the major rival
to India in its ambitions of emerging as the most dominant regional power in Asia and a global power
as well.
India’s vaccine diplomacy provides it a very unique opportunity to strengthen its ties with many
global south nations; by building effective trust and showing help even in the most adverse of times.
India should take this bond with the receiving countries to the next level as it has done with Mauritius;
by signing an FTA and a defence line of credit agreement of many million dollars.
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India’s Vaccine Diplomacy

I

ndia’s drive to provide countries with the COVID-19 vaccine, popularly known as Vaccine Maitri
(Vaccine Friendship) has evoked a positive response globally. Neighbouring governments, like
Nepal which have been wrangling with India in recent months, have expressed gratitude while others
like the U.S. applauded India’s gesture.
India’s gesture of sharing its vaccine supplies with other countries stands in sharp contrast to
several rich countries that are cornering and hoarding vaccine supplies as we believe in ‘Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam’ (the world is one family). Although a handful of rich countries account for just 16 per
cent of the world’s population, they have already cornered 60 per cent of the vaccines bought globally.
Thus, India’s Vaccine Maitri initiative will help ease the “vaccine inequality” in the world by making
COVID-19 vaccines more accessible to developing countries.
India faces a delicate task in ‘vaccine diplomacy’, that of balancing domestic requirement for
Coronavirus vaccine with growing demand worldwide for the same. In consonance with the
“Neighborhood First” initiative, the first consignments of the Covishield vaccine which is developed
by AstraZeneca and Oxford University and manufactured by the Serum Institute of India and Covaxin,
a locally developed and manufactured vaccine by Bharat Biotech and the Indian Council of Medical
Research, have gone to its immediate neighbours, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Myanmar, and
Nepal, and key Indian Ocean partners, Mauritius and Seychelles. India has also set in motion the
commercial supply of vaccines to several countries, including Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Brazil, and
Morocco.
India has displayed empathy for poor countries’ needs and has taken the position that a significant
percentage of the approved doses will be permitted for exports. While its exports to neighbouring
counties will be under grant mode, the initial shipment of vaccines to the least developed countries will
be free of cost. This reinforces the need for having coordinated global efforts in bringing COVID-19
under control which consolidated India’s name as the world’s pharmacy. In fact, India is one of the
largest manufacturers of vaccines in the world; it supplies around 60 per cent of the global requirement
of DPT, BCG, and measles vaccines. Indian vaccines have shown fewer side-effects, cost less and are
easier to store and transport. Vaccine Maitri will add further credibility as a reliable vaccine producer.
Importance of India’s Vaccine Diplomacy:
1. Countering China - India’s vaccine diplomacy puts it in direct competition with China, which has
made no secret that vaccine distribution is wrapped up in its broader geopolitical ambitions. It has
enhanced the soft power of India and generated goodwill among these developing & least developed
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countries helping to dispel the perception amongst the neighbourhood that India is hegemonic and
a “Big Brother”. Instead, it shows that India is a “Responsible Power”. More importantly, it will
serve as a powerful soft power tool to counter China’s considerable influence in South Asia, Africa
and elsewhere. Further, it will enable India to erode Chinese influence in South Asia and battle out a
serious public health crisis. Early shipment from India in these countries could help counter China’s
vaccine and mask diplomacy in its neighbourhood. The quality and efficacy of Chinese vaccines have
been questioned due to the concealment of test data and lack of transparency in information. Recent
reports have revealed that Brazil, which was initially planning to deploy China’s Sinovac, raised
concerns about the efficacy and safety of the vaccine and ultimately decided to opt for India’s Bharat
Biotech.
2. Economically, it will make India a global supply centre accounting for 20 per cent of global
production and meets 62 per cent of the global demand for vaccines. Also, it will boost pharma
manufacturing in India, which would eventually help in reviving the economy.
3. The US-China cold war has also been accused of making the distribution of vaccines “political
football”, which caused the inordinate delay in commencing the inoculation programmes by WHO.
Thus, an early shipment of vaccines by India is seen as a rescue from this bipolar tussle. India’s vaccine
distribution comes at a time when the WHO director-general has criticised the moral corruption of drug
manufacturers from rich countries for delaying the distribution of vaccines and targeting shipments
to rich countries only. This could help India have a moral right to have greater say in international
forums.
4. Facilitating global collaboration, India’s vaccine supply could cater greatly to the global collaboration
which is being done through the WHO-backed COVAX Facility mechanism. On 25th Feb, Ghana
among 92 countries became the first nation to get Covid vaccines under this initiative, with a delivery
of 600,000 doses of AstraZeneca vaccine made by the Serum Institute of India.
Currently, India is prioritizing its population but India’s ability to manufacture vaccines was always
going to outstrip the nation’s ability to inoculate all of its citizens. And the country’s leaders can now
deploy those millions of surplus vaccines to win friends and influence abroad. With an export count of
more than 33 million shots - three times as many doses as it has administered domestically, the slow
pace of vaccinations has prompted criticism and the new option for some of securing jabs at private
clinics.
India has launched the world’s largest COVID-19 vaccination drive where there is a need for more
than a billion doses to protect its population. If the government can ensure that its domestic vaccine
requirements are being adequately met, as seems to be the plan, there is little possibility of political
blowback for Modi of sending vaccine elsewhere India needs to balance its domestic needs with
diplomatic commitments. The vaccination drive in India commenced in January 2021 is going to be
the World’s Largest Vaccination Program. India has the challenge that while it distributes the vaccine
to the world, it should ensure the much-needed vaccine supply to those in India who cannot afford it.
Until then let’s pray that we get back to normal life which now seems a dream for many of us.
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Vaccine Diplomacy: India’s
Potent Card

s the COVID-19 pandemic raged on in 2020, some hope began to emerge. Scientists throughout
the world collaborated on developing a vaccine, and a number of leading candidates emerged,
including vaccines developed by Pfizer, Moderna, and Oxford-AstraZeneca. While this was an
aggressive timeline, major government investments, such as Operation Warp Speed in the United
States has ensured that vaccines began rolling out within a year of the pandemic, much timely than
the normal vaccine development timeline.
While India was not a participant in the initial research and development efforts, it was a foregone
conclusion that it would eventually have an important role to play in vaccine manufacturing and
development. India is known as the “pharmacy of the world,” and manufactures about 60 per cent
of all the world’s vaccines. India also homes the Serum Institute of India, which is the world’s
largest vaccine manufacturer. The Serum Institute has signed multiple deals with vaccine developers,
including with Oxford-AstraZeneca and Novavax. After signing the deal with Oxford-AstraZeneca
to manufacture one billion doses of Covisiheld, Adar Poonawalla, the CEO of the Serum Institute
announced that the doses will be split 50-50 between India and the rest of the world.
With the Serum Institute leading the sale of doses around the world, the door is wide open for India
to play a significant role in ensuring the world gets vaccinated, especially as higher-income countries
focus on taking care of their own citizens first. And with growing Indo-China competition in the
immediate neighbourhood, India can effectively use vaccines as a mechanism to pushback against
Chinese influence.
India’s Vaccine Diplomacy Takes Shape
Besides the manufacturing deal, Poonawalla also signed a USD $150 million contract with the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation to supply 100 million vaccines to the Global Alliance for Vaccines
and Immunizations (GAVI) and its COVAX facility, which will benefit 92 low and middle-income
countries. This was an impactful message to send, especially because at that time the US had declined
to join the COVAX vaccine initiative. In addition, it highlighted India’s continued commitment to
humanitarian efforts, as well as an acknowledgement of the role it will play in ensuring the world gets
vaccinated.
Fast forward to January 2021, and India’s significance to global vaccination efforts is open for all to see.
The moment India’s domestic vaccination campaign started on January 16, a wide range of countries
began asking the country for vaccines. Given that India has set an ambitious target of vaccinating 300
million citizens by July 2021, politically, it would be easy for PM Narendra Modi to impose export
controls on vaccines. However, as was seen with India’s exports of hydroxychloroquine, India is
managing to balance both the requirements of its citizens while fulfilling its global responsibilities.
While there are commercial benefits, vaccine diplomacy is an extension of Prime Minister Modi’s
continued investment in promoting India’s soft power abroad.
In addition, the Covishield vaccine is much more manageable for lower-income countries. Vaccines
developed by Pfizer and Moderna require being stored at extremely cold temperatures, at -70 degrees
Celsius and -20 degrees Celsius respectively. In contrast, Covishield only needs to be stored at a range
of 2-8 degrees Celsius, which for countries that miss on significant cold chain infrastructure, is much
more manageable.
Neighborhood First Means Vaccine First
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With the kick-off of India’s vaccination campaign, the Ministry of External Affairs also announced
the initiation of the Vaccine Maitri campaign, as part of which India has donated doses of Covishield
to Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, the Maldives, Mauritius, Myanmar, Nepal, Seychelles, and Sri
Lanka. Since the initial donations, India has also managed to send doses to Oman and will send to
various CARICOM countries. Beyond these donations, the Serum Institute has been selling doses at a
lower rate to low-income countries, and a number of countries have signed up to buy vaccines made
in India, including Bangladesh, Bahrain, Brazil, Morocco, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nicaragua, Saudi
Arabia, and South Africa.
That India has focused on its immediate neighbourhood first is not startling; it is constantly tussling
with China for influence in the region, and Modi has prioritized a “Neighbourhood First” policy.
While China aimed to lead the pack with its vaccine diplomacy efforts, India continues to remain
the preferred option for many countries. Part of this is concern over the effectiveness of some of the
vaccines developed in China; a vaccine developed by Chinese biopharmaceutical company Sinovac,
was recently found to be only 50.4 per cent effective against the coronavirus, and there are questions
about China’s transparency with trial data. This is in contrast to the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine,
which was found to be about 90 per cent effective, and published its phase three trial data.
Interestingly, India has donated the vaccines, while in contrast, China has tried to make some countries
pay for costs associated with the vaccine. To add, India is offering a World Health Organization
(WHO) approved vaccine, which is vital for countries such as Sri Lanka which lack the institutional
capacity to conduct vaccine trials but are still grappling with the pandemic (no Chinese vaccine has
been approved by the WHO yet).
Outlook Bright for Indian Diplomacy Efforts
Besides Covishield, there are two more vaccines in the pipeline that will positively contribute to
India’s diplomatic efforts. First is Covaxin, India’s indigenous vaccine manufactured by Bharat
Biotech. While it has been granted emergency use authorization in India, the lack of published phase
three trial data has raised concerns that India is also promoting vaccine nationalism in the spirit of
the aatmanirbhar bharat (“self-reliance”) campaign, even if the vaccine is potentially not effective.
However, the phase three trial data now has shown a high-level of effectiveness, which can be argued
to be another arrow in India’s diplomatic quiver.
Similarly, the recent disclosure that Novavax’s vaccine candidate was 89.3 per cent effective in phase
three trials conducted in the United Kingdom and the near 90 per cent effectiveness also bodes well
for India. The Serum Institute has partnered with Novavax to manufacture two billion doses of this
vaccine (Covovax) and has already signed a deal with the Philippines to supply 30 million doses in the
latter half of this year. As more vaccine candidates are found to be effective, India will find itself in a
position to expand the Vaccine Maitri campaign and donate/sell more vaccines to the rest of the world.
And, as the Serum Institute expands its manufacturing capacity, more vaccines will become available.
India’s willingness to purchase vaccines and donate them to the immediate neighbourhood, increasing
commitments to the GAVI alliance, and also allow the exports of vaccines stands in stark contrast to
the US, Canada, the EU, and other high-income countries who have reserved doses that far exceeded
the population they have. This reflects the continued evolution of India’s foreign policy under Foreign
Minister S Jaishankar, where he has made it a priority to reach out to countries beyond India’s normal
partners; this will undoubtedly generate significant goodwill for those efforts. As Jaishankar has
stated, “the scale and intensity of our global engagement would be difficult to recognize for someone
dealing with it even a few years ago.”
While there are certainly risks, so far, there has been limited backlash within India regarding offering
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COVID-19 vaccines to other countries while the country is still vaccinating its own. As Prime Minister
Modi said in his recent speech at the World Economic Forum at Davos, “India has also fulfilled its
global responsibility at this time of crisis by practising thousands of years old invocation of
i.e., may the entire world remain healthy. […] Right now there are only two ‘Made in India’ Corona
vaccines, but in the coming days, many more vaccines will come. These vaccines will help us support
other countries at greater scale and speed.”
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India’s Vaccine Diplomacy: Explained

T

he coronavirus pandemic which has claimed millions of lives to date has brought mankind to a
halt. Whereas, the vaccine for the virus – one of the most in-demand commodity in recent times
has become the new currency in world diplomacy.
It has also brought India into the spotlight for being the knight in shining armour, as India has been
sending millions of doses to its neighbours as a part of its VACCINE DIPLOMACY.
OPPORTUNITY FOR INDIA - If the Covid-19 pandemic has taught us anything, it is that global
responses are needed to confront diseases that have the ability to turn into global havoc at great speed.
It is no wonder, then, that the concept of global health diplomacy – including vaccine diplomacy – has
become a major foreign policy talking point, everywhere from the USA to China.
The global challenge of this magnitude reflects that it requires a global solution and international
cooperation.
The Indian government led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has recognized it early that India could
play a crucial role in this process when rich countries are nowhere taking the stand, India could take
this opportunity to drum up international support and goodwill.
This vaccine diplomacy is necessary to bolster India’s image globally and also provide a bulwark
against Chinese influence in the neighbourhood.
Taking advantage of being the largest producer of generic medicines; 20 per cent of the global
production and 62 per cent of global demand for vaccines, India received hundreds of requests for
hydroxychloroquine and paracetamols (earlier approved for emergency uses) and supplied them to
Brazil, the USA and Israel.
Days after a massive COVID 19 vaccination drive began in India to immunize 300 million high-
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risk individuals first, India also started reaching out to its South Asian neighbours and key partner
countries with its ‘vaccine diplomacy’.
In keeping with its “Neighborhood First” initiative, the first consignments of the Covishield vaccine
— which is developed by AstraZeneca and Oxford University and manufactured by the Serum
Institute of India — and Covaxin, a locally developed and manufactured vaccine by Bharat Biotech
and the Indian Council of Medical Research, has gone to its immediate neighbours, Bangladesh (20
lakh doses), Bhutan (1.5 lakh doses), Maldives (1 lakh doses), Myanmar (15 lakh doses), and Nepal
( 10 lakh doses), and to key Indian Ocean partners, Mauritius and Seychelles. Sri Lanka will begin
receiving vaccine consignments from January 27 carrying 5 lakh doses. Countries like Afghanistan,
Oman, Barbados have been added to the list.
In addition to this, India has also set up a commercial supply of vaccines to countries like South
Africa, Brazil, Morocco.
India has called its drive – ‘VACCINE MAITRYI’ that is Vaccine Friendship on a humanitarian basis
which has garnered applauds and positive response globally.
VACCINE SUPERPOWER: REGAINING CHARGE IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD – Chinese
influence over the region in every sphere is something that can’t be ignored. In addition to this, IndoChinese relations have hit an all-time low.
Given the circumstances, it becomes important for New Delhi to watch out for Chinese domination
and balance it out with its own strategy. It is important to note that China was one of the first countries
to make a diplomatic vaccine push, promising doses even before its efficacy was proven for mass
production.
Importantly, Vaccine Maitryi will serve as a powerful soft power tool to counter China’s considerable
influence in South Asia, Africa and elsewhere. New Delhi is hoping that by earning public goodwill
and helping neighbouring governments at a time when they are battling serious public health crises,
Vaccine Maityri will enable India to erode Chinese influence in South Asia.
India’s gifting of vaccine is serving to polish its global image, especially in South Asia where it is
often criticized for its “big brother” behaviour.
Seeking to steal the march over Chinese rival ‘Sinovac’ that has also promised to deliver shots of
vaccines (though it hasn’t supplied it yet and therefore India filled the vacuum), the Indian government
is all geared up to use its strength of being the largest pharmacy and vaccine manufacturer, and use
this opportunity to regain leadership in the region and have an upper hand over its regional rival.
A visible example of it is the recent approval of vaccine shipment of 1 lakh doses to Cambodia which
happens to be a close ally of China.
It also gives India a chance to mend relations with countries like Nepal, Bangladesh as relations with
them have been slightly strained and vaccine diplomacy can let a little slack back in.
For India, its soft power vaccine drive has given it a rejoinder to China.
‘India’s neighbourhood has become more crowded and competitive, says a Delhi-based think tank.
BALANCING THE DOMESTIC NEEDS – There has been debate over how New Delhi is going to
balance India’s own large domestic needs while keeping its international commitments. The strategy
carries risk. India has a huge population to provide doses to.
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Concerns have been raised if the massive population of India will be able to get their supply of doses.
When people of one’s own country are dying, how is it justified to provide vaccines as grants to other
nations?
Manoj Joshi, a distinguished observer at a Delhi-based think tank calls it a false sense of moral
superiority.
This is where the rubber meets the road. India has already begun its vaccination drive for the frontline
health workers in a phased manner which is one of the largest drives in the world.
It also has to ensure the internal system of rolling out the vaccines for its own citizens. The formation
of special Covid-19 fund is in the same direction. The Indian Government has been assuring that the
required amounts of vaccines are being kept within the borders.
The Prime Minister has already expressed the intentions of an Indian gesture based on the humanitarian
cause when the rich and powerful nations cornered themselves and are even hoarding the supplies for
their own use.
Vaccines, on the other hand, have shelf lives. Covishield has a shelf life of 6 months. The decision to
supply limited quantities of vaccines to other countries before they reach the expiry date, therefore,
makes sense.
India’s vaccine diplomacy is unlikely by itself to change its relations with its neighbours overnight. But
it is a step in the right direction and, if followed up with less arrogant policies toward its neighbours,
could contribute to them perceiving New Delhi as a gentler giant. It could blunt the propaganda of
anti-India forces in its neighbourhood.
Therefore, this Vaccine Diplomacy of India is something that carries enough importance to be closely
followed.

I am a keen observer who loves to connect
with people and the world. Books , movies
and music are my favorite escape from the
real world. I find the company of my friends
and loved ones very comforting. I like to keep
things simple and natural.
Khushi Bagrecha
2nd Year
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dksjksuk egkekjh ds nkSj esa Hkkjr dh Hkwfedk

dks

jksuk ok;jl] ;g Hk;kud jksx dksfoM&19 dk /kkjd oqgku ‘kgj ls fudykA blus ogk¡ ls fudyrs gh] phu ds vf/kdrj
laLFkkuksa] xkaoksa] ‘kgjksa dks çHkkfor djrs gq,] ;wjksi ds bVyh] Ýkal] fczVsu vkSj Lisu tSls ns’kksa esa dksgjke epk;kA blds
ckn blls fo’o ds cM+s rkdroj eqYdksa dks Hkh dkQh ijs’kkuh gqbZ] vkSj cM+s iSekus ij vkfFkZd uqdlku vkSj lkekftd uqdlku
gqvkA nf{k.k ,f’k;k Hkh blls vNwrk ugh jgkA cM+s iSekus ij xjhc ns’k ;k os ns’k tgk¡ dh tul¡[;k vf/kd Fkh] mudk uqdlku
T;knk gqvkA lewps fo’o ij ladV ds ckny eaMjk, vkSj ladV dk funku Fkk oSDlhu vFkkZr VhdkA
10 tuojh 2020 dks tSls gh phu us blds tsusfVd eVsfj;y ds lEcU/k esa tkudkfj;k¡ lkoZtfud dh mlh gh fnu ls Vhds dh
[kkst ‘kq: gqbZA bldh [kkst esa cM+h&cM+h daifu;k¡ Qkbtj] eksMsZuk] ,LVªktsfudk] Hkkjr esa lhje bafLVVîwV] Hkkjr ck;ksVsd
yxsA blds ckn fo’o LokLF; laxBu us Hkh le;&le; ij ifjfLFkr;ksa dk vkdyu djrs gq, QSlys fy;sA 30 tuojh 2020 dks
dksjksuk ok;jl ds dksgjke dks ns[krs gq, LokLFk vkikrdky dh ?kks”k.kk dh] 13 ekpZ 2020 dks bls oSf’od egkekjh ?kksf”kr
fd;kA vçSy 2020 esa xjhc ns’kksa dh enn gsrq] dksjksuk ok;jl ls yksxks dks lqjf{kr djus ds fy, MCyw-,p-vks us dksokWDl vfHk;ku
‘kq: fd;kA bl vfHk;ku dk edln Fkk fo’o ds 192 ns’kksa rd oSDlhu igq¡pkukA
vxLr ls oSDlhu ds vkus dh [kcjsa vkus yxhaA 6 fnlEcj] 2020 dks oSDlhu dh igyh Mkst fczVsu esa ,d MkWDVj dks nh x;hA
;s lewps fo’o ds fy, g”kZ dh ckr FkhA Hkkjr esa Hkh dksoSDlhu ij dke ‘kq: gqvk] Hkkjr ck;ksVsd vkSj vkbZ-lh-,e-vkj ds
la;qä ç;klksa ls blds vkikrdkyhu ç;ksx dh Loh—fr feyhA blesa cM+h Hkwfedk fuHkkbZ lhje bafLVVîwV us] blus dksfo’khYM
oSDlhu rS;kj dhA ckn es dksfo’khYM ds Vªk;y ds urhts ls ;s fl) gqvk dh ;g oSDlhu 62 izfr’kr dkjxj gSA Hkkjr esa nksuksa Vhds
Vhdkdj.k esa ç;ksx gksus yxsA
Hkkjr dh oSDlhu eS=h dh ‘kq#vkr 20 tuojh] 2021 dks gqbZA bl eS=h dk y{; Fkk iMkslh ns’kksa vkSj xjhc ns’kksa rd oSDlhu
igq¡pkuk vkSj MCyw-,p-vks ds dksokWDl (Covax) çksxzke esa lgk;rk djukA bl çfØ;k esa Hkkjr us lcls igys 1-5 yk[k Mkst
HkwVku]1 yk[k Mkst ekynho] ckaXykns’k dks 20 yk[k] vQxkfuLrku dks 5 yk[k rFkk ekWjh’kl] czkthy ,oa dukMk tSls ns’kksa dks
oSDlhu miyC/k djk;hA bl rjg Hkkjr us fo’o iVy ij oSDlhu dks igq¡pkdj viuh fo’o ca/kqRo dh Hkkouk dks çnf’kZr fd;kA
vÝhdh ns’kksa esa viuh mifLFkfr ntZ djkus dh] iM+kslh ns’kksa ls laca/kksa dks etcwr djus dh] ysfdu blls Åij fo’o dY;k.k vkSj
ekuo fgr ds fy, Hkkjr dh ltxrk dkQh ljkguh; gSA
teSdk] f=funkn vkfn dSfjfc;kbZ ns’kksa ds lewg ds ,d çfl) v[kckj esa ;g fy[kk x;k fd& tgk¡ cM+s&cM+s ns’k iSls ds ne ij ekWMjuk] Qkbtj dh oSDlhu dh çfr O;fä 10 Mkst lqjf{kr dj fy, oSls ns’k ihNs jgs vkSj Hkkjr us t:jr ds oä lcdk lg;ksx
fd;kA bl rjg Hkkjr us losZ HkoUrq lqf[ku% ds fl)kUr dks pfjrkFkZ fd;kAz

eSa ‘kkyw oekZ] jktuhfrd ‘kkL= esjk ilUnhnk fo”k; gSA
jktuhfrd ‘kkL= dk Nk= gksus ds ukrs jktuhfr ds fofHkUu
igyqvksa ij fy[kuk&i<+uk&cksyuk esjh #fp gSA bl vuqPNsn dks
fy[kus dk esjk edln ;g crkuk Fkk fd Hkkjr tSlk fodkl’khy
ns’k dksjksuk tSlh oSf’od egkekjh dk lkeuk djrs gq, oSDlhu
eS=h ds tfj, ftl rjg ls fo’o dh een dh la;qä jk”Vª la?k
ds lqj{kk ifj”kn dh LFkk;h lnL;rk j[kus okys ns’k Hkh u dj
ldsA vfHkO;fä ds fy, eap çnku djus okys La Politique
Council dks esjk /kU;okn!
‘kkyw oekZ
f}rh; o”kZ
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egkekjh ds nkSjku cnyrh Hkkjr&phu fons'k uhfr ,oa
vkxs dk jkLrk

o

rZeku le; esa tc lkjh nqfu;k dksfoM 19 egkekjh ls tw> jgh Fkh] Bhd mlh le; phu us vius foLrkjoknh uhfr;ksa dks
veyhtkek igukus dk lgh vkSj lVhd oDr le>k] pkgs oks nf{k.k phu lkxj ds e/; fookn gks ;k xyoku ?kkVh esa Hkkjr ds
lkFk mitk fooknA
gkykafd dksjksuk egkekjh dks ysdj Hkh phu ges’kk oSf’od ifj–’; esa lansg dh –f”V ls ns[kk x;k ijarq lk{;ksa ds vHkko esa bl
lansg dh lR;rk dks lkfcr djuk vc rd laHko ugha gks ik;k gSA ,sls pqukSrhiw.kZ oDr esa vkf[kj Hkkjr dks Hkh phu ds lkFk lkefjd&O;kikfjd egRo ds fo”k; ds uhfr;ksa dks ysdj nqckjk u, fljs ls lkspus dh t:jr iM+hA ,slk geus fons’k ea=h t;’kadj ds
}kjk vyx&vyx varjkZ”Vªh; laLFkkuksa esa fn, oäO; esa Hkh ns[kkA
vktkn Hkkjr dh phu dks ysdj uhfr ges’kk vyx&vyx ifjfLFkfr;ksa ls gksdj xqtjh gSA pkgs oks frCcr dk ekeyk gks ;k usg:
}kjk çfrikfnr iap’khy dh vo/kkj.kk vkSj mlds ckn phu dk Hkkjr ds Åij 1962 esa vkØe.k dj nsukA
orZeku le; esa phu viuh uhfr;ksa vkSj vkfFkZd fodkl ds ne ij dksf’k’k dj jgk gS ,d ubZ oYMZ vkMZj cukus dk ftlds dsaæ esa
phu jgsaA bldh pje ifj.khfr gesa vesfjdk&phu ds gkfy;ka o”kksaZ esa mits O;kikfjd ;q) esa Hkh ns[kus dks feyk gSA
,sls oä esa Hkkjr dks vc vius phu ds çfr –f”Vdks.k esa cnyko ykus dh ,oa fons’k uhfr esa phu ds ,f’k;k ij çHkqRo tekus dh
dksf’k’k dks Hkh ukdke djus dh dksf’k’k djuh iM+sxhA ;g dksf’k’k fuf’pr gh vklku ugha gS ijarq laHkkoukvksa ds ns’k Hkkjr ds
fy, ;s ukeqefdu Hkh ugha gSA
,sls esa loky ;g mB [kM+k gksrk gS fd Hkkjr vkf[kj fdu&fdu fcUnqvksa ij dsafær gksdj oSf’od ifj–’; esa phu dks iV[kuh ns
ldrk gS ,oa lkFk gh lkFk vius fgrksa dk lao/kZu Hkh c[kwch dj ysaA
lcls egRoiw.kZ {ks= ftlesa phu ls Hkkjr dh tax gS oks fuf’pr gh Hkkjr dk vkfFkZd {ks= gS] fcuk blds fdlh Hkh {ks= esa phu dks
ekr nsuk laHko çrhr ugha gksrkA
gky gh esa xyoku ?kkVh esa gq, lSU; ‘kgknr dh ?kVuk ds ckn Hkkjr ljdkj us vkuu&Qkuu esa <sj lkjs phuh ,Iiyhds’ku dks can
djus dk QSlyk fd;k ysfdu loky ;s gS fd cl brus Hkj ls vki phu dh fo’kkydk; vFkZO;oLFkk dks usLrukcwn djus esa lQy
gks tk,axs ;k ;g egt ns’k dh turk dks {kf.kd larqf”V nsus dk rjhdk gS\
Hkkjr ljdkj ds bl QSlys ij rat dlrs gq, phu dh ljdkjh if=dk ^Xykscy VkbEl* us fy[kk Fkk& ,si cSu djus ls phuh
daifu;ksa ds dkjksckj dks pksV igqapsxh ysfdu phu dh fo’kkydk; vFkZO;oLFkk dks uqdlku igqapkus dh gSfl;r Hkkjr dh ugha gSA
^Xykscy VkbEl* dh bl fVIi.kh esa naHk dk iqV gks ldrk gS ysfdu dM+oh gdhdr ;gh gSA
blij tc vki xgu fopkj&foe’kZ djsaxsa rks ik,axsa fd brus ekewyh Hkj dne mBk ysus l phu dks FkksM+k cgqr uqdlku rks gks ldrk
gS ysfdu blls dksbZ cM+k cnyko gksuk vlEHko gS] ,slk D;ksa\ rks bldk tokc gS phu us Hkkjr esa fiNys dqN o”kksaZ esa Hkkjr ljdkj
dh csgrj vkSj mnkj O;kikj uhfr;ksa dk Qk;nk mBkdj lcls T;knk fons’kh fuos’k djus okys ns’kksa esa ls ,d gSA
,sls le; esa vkf[kj Hkkjr dks dgk¡ /;ku nsuk pkfg, bl fo”k; ij /;ku nsaxs rks fu’p; gh Hkkjr dks fotu 2030 dks ysdj pyuk
gksxk ftlesa vxys nl lky ds fy, Hkkjr dks vius ?kjsyw fLFkfr dks O;fLFkr j[kus ij /;ku dsafær djuk pkfg,] lkekftd
ln~Hkko cuk, j[kuk] rsth ls vkfFkZd fodkl djuk] cqfu;knh <kapk vkSj jkstxkj iSnk djuk vkSj ,d fuos’k vuqdwy ekgkSy cukuk
gS] tks çeq[k fons’kh daifu;ksa dks vkdf”kZr djsxkA
vxj vkfFkZd uhfr;ksa dk okgd cuuk vkSj mls ykxw djus dh laHkkouk ladqfpr gS] rks esd bu bafM;k] vkRefuHkZj Hkkjr vkSj
oSf’od vkiwfrZ psu dk dsaæ cuuk mldk iwjd gks ldrk gSA
,sls oä esa tc Hkkjr vkSj phu] nksuksa dksfoM&19 ls tax yM+ jgs gSa vkSj mudh vFkZO;oLFkk esa rsth ls fxjkoV ns[kh tk jgh gS] rc
,f’k;k ds ;s nks fnXxt Vdjko dk lkeuk ugha dj ldrsA Hkys gh vesfjdk o viuh rjg ds vU; yksdra=ksa ds djhch gksus ls gekjk
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jk”Vªh; fgr l/ksxk] ysfdu phu fojks/kh fdlh [kses esa ‘kkfey gksus ls Qk;nk ugha gksus okykA gesa ;gk¡ gj gky esa lkjh nqfu;k ds lkFk
lkeatL; fcBkuk gksxk pkgs og oSDlhu fMIykseslh ds rgr gks ;k ekuoh; xfjek dks Åij mBkus okys vfHk;ku dk lkFk nsdjA

uoksn; fo|ky; esa iyk&c<+k lk/kkj.k Nk=] okn&fookn esa
fo’ks”k #fp] ,oa [kqn dh [kkst ds vuojr lQj ijA
lkSjHk dqekj
f}rh; o”kZ

Hkkjrh; oSDlhu dwVuhfr% ?kjsyw vko';drk vkSj
iM+kslh ns'kksa ds vuqjks/kksa esa lkeatL;

fi

Nys ,d o”kksaZ ls lEiw.kZ fo’o dksjksuk uked Hk;kud egkekjh ds çdksi ls tw> jgk gSA bl egkekjh ds QyLo:i vHkh rd
yxHkx 2]217]329 yksx dky dk xzkl cu pqds gSaA iwjk fo’o =kfg&=kfg dj jgk gSA lHkh ns’kksa esa bl egkekjh ds jksdFkke
ds fy, dh x;h rkykcanh ¼ykdMkmu½ ls vFkZO;LFkk /kjk’kk;h gks pqdh gSA blds mipkj gsrq Vhds ds [kkst dk dk;Z ;q)Lrj ij
tkjh gSA fofHkUu fodflr ,oa fodkl’khy ns’kksa ds oSKkfud Vhds dh [kkst esa vuojr ç;Ru’khy gSaA
bUgha Hk;kokg ifjfLFkfr;ksa ls Hkkjr dks Hkh nks&nks gkFk djuk iM+k gSA Hkkjr dksfoM&19 ds çlkj ds jksdFkke esa lcls çHkkoh ns’k
ds :i esa mHkjk gSA fo’o dh egku ‘kfä;k¡ vesfjdk] fczVsu] teZuh vkfn tgk¡ dh fpfdRldh; volajpuk Hkkjr ds eqdkcys cgqr
mR—”V gS] os Hkh bl egkekjh ds ekj ls csgky gks x, gSaA
dksfoM&19 ds bl nkSj esa Hkkjr dh oSf’od Nfo ,d l’kä ns’k ds :i esa mHkjh gSA blh J`a[kyk dks etcwr djrs gq, Hkkjr
dksfoM&19 ds nks Vhds fufeZr djus okyk igyk ns’k cu x;k gSA Hkkjr ck;ksVsd dh ^dksoSDlhu* ,oa flje baLVhVîwV vkQ bafM;k
ds ^dkso’khYM* oSDlhu dks ekU;rk nsdj Hkkjr us ,d ckj fQj oSf’od Lrj ij viuh Js”Brk lkfcr dh gS vkSj nqfu;k dks vius
lcls cM+s oSDlhu gc gksus dk çR;{k çek.k Hkh fn;k gSA oSDlhu dks Hkkjr esa Loh—fr feyus ds ckn ls Hkkjr ljdkj us fo’o ds
lcls cM+s Vhdkdj.k vfHk;ku dh ‘kq#vkr 16 tuojh 2021 ls dj fn;k gSA bl vfHk;ku ds rgr lcls igys gsYFk odZlZ vkSj
ÝaVykbu odZlZ dks Vhds yxk, tk,axsA igys pj.k esa 3 djksM+ yksxksa dks Vhds yxk, tkus dk y{; j[kk x;k gSA rFkk foxr dqN gh
fnuksa esa fo’o esa lcls T;knk Vhds yxkus dk fjdkWMZ Hkh Hkkjr us cuk fy;k gSA
oSDlhu vkxeu ds ckn Hkkjr ds lkeus nks pqukSfr;ka gSa&
1- ?kjsyw oSDlhu dh vkiwfrZ lqfuf’pr djuk]
2- lkFk gh iM+kslh rFkk fo’o ds ns’kksa dks oSDlhu eqgS;k djkuk
pwafd Hkkjr fo’o ds lokZf/kd tula[;k okys ns’kksa esa ls ,d gS rks oSDlhu dks Hkkjr ds vke ukxfjd rd lgtrk&ljyrk ls
igqapkuk lcls cM+h pqukSrh gSA lkFk gh oSDlhu dks ysdj yksxksa ds eu esa reke vk’kadk,a gSa mudks nwj djuk] dher dks lkekU;
j[kuk ]blds vykok oSDlhu forj.k ds nkSjku dkykcktkfj;ksa dks fu;af=r djuk rFkk Hkz”Vkpkj dks jksdus dh Hkh pqukSrh gSA
gkyk¡fd Hkkjr ljdkj us Vhdkdj.k dh iwoZ rS;kjh dj yh FkhA ftlds dkj.k Vhdkdj.k dk dk;Z lqpk: :i ls lapkfyr gks jgk
gSA Vhdkdj.k dh ‘kq#vkr ds dqN gh fnuksa ds Hkhrj gh fjdkWMZ Vhds yxk, tk pqds gSaA ;g dgha uk dgha Hkkjr ljdkj dh rS;kfj;ksa
dks çfrfcfEcr djrk gSA oSDlhu forj.k esa dkykcktkjh vkSj Hkz”Vkpkj uk gks blds fy, Hkkjr ljdkj us dksfou ,Ii ds ek/;e
ls MkVk laxzg.k dk tks rjhdk bZtkn fd;k gS] og ,d gn rd dkjxj gSA
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Hkkjr ?kjsyw oSDlhu vko’;drkvksa dh iwfrZ lqfuf’pr djus ds lkFk&lkFk vius fo’o ca/kqRo dh ijaijk dk fuokZg djus esa Hkh ihNs
ugha gSaA ^^losZ larq fujke;k%** ds fl)kar dk vuqikyu djrs gq, Hkkjr us bl egkekjh ds fo”ke nkSj esa Hkh vusd ns’kksa dks ihihbZ
fdV]ikjkflVkeksy tSls nokb;k¡ rFkk vU; LokLF; midj.kksa dks eqgS;k djk;k gSA vHkh Hkh Hkkjr us vius iM+kslh ns’kksa usiky] HkwVku]
Jhyadk] ckaXykns’k] ekynho vkfn dks oSDlhu dh igyh [ksi dks eq¶r esa nsus dh ?kks”k.kk dh Fkh] mls iwjk dj jgk gSA

^çksQslj ihVj ts gksVst* ds ‘kCnksa esa bls oSDlhu dwVuhfr dgk tkrk gSA Hkkjr dh oSDlhu dwVuhfr oSf’od ifj–’; esa Hkkjr dh
egÙkk dks LFkkfir djus dk ,d ltx ,oa lkFkZd ç;kl gSA
fiNys dqN le; esa geus Hkkjr dh mlds iM+kslh ns’kksa ds lkFk laca/kksa esa fxjkoV ns[kh gSA fo’ks”kdj ckaXykns’k] usiky] ds lkFk gekjs
fj’rksa esa fiNys dqN fnuksa ls dM+okgV vk xbZ FkhA dksjksuk egkekjh ds bl nkSj esa Hkkjr us vius iM+kslh ns’kksa dks oSDlhu nsdj viuh
^^iM+kslh çFke dh uhfr** dks iquLFkkZfir djds iM+kslh ns’kksa ls [kjkc gks jgs laca/kksa dks lq/kkjus dk ç;kl fd;k gSA ;g ç;kl Hkkjrh;
lkekfjd lajpuk ds fglkc ls vfr egRoiw.kZ gSA
nwljk] Hkkjr dksfoM&19 ds nkSjku nf{k.k ,f’k;k esa ,d vxqvk ns’k ds :i esa mHkj dj lkeus vk;k gSA tks phu dh oSf’od egk’kfä
cuus dh egRokdka{kk ij djkjk çgkj gSA blh ls fryfeykdj phu us Hkkjr ds lkFk viuh lhek fookn dks c<+kok fn;k gSA ogha
oSDlhu eS=h ds ek/;e ls nf{k.k ,f’k;kbZ ns’k eq[;r% HkwVku] Jhyadk] usiky vkfn ds lkFk dwVuhfrd laca/kksa dks etcwr djus dk
ç;kl Hkkjr us fd;k gSA ftlls fd Hkkjr phu ds foLrkjoknh ;kstuk ds >kals esa vk jgs iM+kslh ns’kksa ds lkFk ,d lkSgknZiw.kZ laca/k
LFkkfir dj ldsaA bl rjg ;g ;kstuk dgha uk dgha Hkkjr dh fLFkfr lkefjd :i ls lq–<+ djus dh vksj ,d dne gksus ds lkFk
gh phu dh foLrkjoknh uhfr dk tokc Hkh gSA
dksjksuk egkekjh ds i’pkr oSf’od fo’o O;oLFkk cgqi{kh; cuus dh vksj vxzlj gSA ;g Hkkjr ds fy, lqugjk ekSdk gS fd og
oSf’od O;oLFkk esa viuk LFkku lqfuf’pr djsA bl –f”Vdks.k ls Hkkjr us fo’o ds fofHkUu ns’kksa tSls czkthy] felz] cgjhu vkfn esa
oSDlhu igqapk dj fo’o iVy ij vius çHkko esa o`f) djus dk ç;kl fd;k gSA blls fo’o O;oLFkk esa Hkkjr ,d etcwr jk”Vª ds
:i esa mHkjsxk rFkk fofHkUu oSf’od eapksa tSls la;qä jk”Vªla?k] lqj{kk ifj”kn esa viuh fLFkfr dks etcwr dj ldsxkA
orZeku ds bl oSf’od egkekjh dh fLFkfr esa geus ns[kk tgk¡ cM+s&cM+s fodflr ns’k LokLF; midj.kksa nokb;ksa ds fu;kZr ij çfrca/k yxkdj dsoy futh fgrksa ij tksj ns jgs gSA ^oSDlhu jk”Vªokn* ns[kus dks fey jgk gSA ogha Hkkjr us fofHkUu LokLF; midj.kksa]
nokb;ksa ,oa oSDlhu dh oSf’od vkiwfrZ ds flyflys dks tkjh j[kdj vius fo’o ca/kqRo dh ladYiuk dks lkdkj fd;k gSA
Hkkjr nqfu;k ds ihfM+r vkSj xjhc ns’kksa dks oSDlhu miyC/k djkdj] dwVuhfrd lEcU/kksa ds lkFk&lkFk LFkkuh; turk dh
lgkuqHkwfr Hkh vftZr dj jgk gSA ;g Hkkjr ds fy, nh?kZdkfyd :i ls ykHknk;d gSA bls ge ^ekuo iwath fuos’k* ds :i esa ns[k ldrs
gSaA ;g fuos’k Hkfo”; esa Hkkjr ds fy, fgrdj gksxkA
bl rjg ls Hkkjrh; oSDlhu dwVuhfr us u dsoy ?kjsyw fgrksa dks lk/kk gS cfYd oSf’od ,oa {ks=h; vkiwfrZ dks Hkh lqfuf’pr fd;k gSA
;g Hkkjr dh ^^loZtu fgrk;] loZtu lq[kk;** dh ijaijk dk |ksrd gSA ftls ge dwVuhfr dg jgs gSa] mls Hkkjrh; ijaijk esa ,d
jk”Vª ds drZO; dh laKk nh tkrh gSA egkHkkjr esa dgk x;k gS&^^vkinh% çk.kj{kk gh /keZL; çFkekvadqj%** vFkkZr vkink ls ihfM+r
yksxksa dh çk.k j{kk gh /keZ dk çFke vadqj gSA Hkkjr us ,d jk”Vª ds :i esa vius blh /keZ dk fuokZg fd;k gSA

jpukRed Lora=rk dk leFkZd] O;oLFkk ls ‘kksf”kr O;fä tks
O;oLFkk esa cnyko ds fy, v/;;ujr gSA
jkeçdk’k f}osnh
f}rh; o”kZ
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mrj&lR;&jktuhfr dk mn;

fo

Kku ,oa rduhd ds vkus ls lc dqN cny&lk x;k gS] pkgs og jktuhfr gks] vFkZ’kkL= gks ;k vU; dksbZ ekuo foKkuA vc
ekuo çtkfr vius fodkl dks foKku ,oa rduhdh ds –f”Vdks.k ls ekirh gSA ekufodh us Hkh dkQh cnykoksa dk lkeuk
fd;k gSA bl ifjorZu ds ;qx esa jktuhfr Hkh viuh djoVsa cny jgh gSA orZeku jktuhfrd ifj–’; dks ns[kdj ,slk yxrk gS fd
mÙkj&lR;&jktuhfr ¼lPpkbZ ds ijs dh jktuhfr½ fnuksa&fnu c<+rh tk jgh gSA mÙkj lR; jktuhfr ls D;k vk’k; gS\ vaxzsth esa
bls iksLV&VwªFk (Post-Truth) dgrs gSaA iksLV&VªqFk ls rkRi;Z gS fd dqN ,slh ifjfLFkfr;ka ftuesa oLrqfu”B rF; (Objective Facts)]
Hkkoukvksa vkSj O;fäxr ekU;rkvksa (Personal beliefs) ds pyrs yksder (Public Opinion) cukus esa de çHkkoh çrhr gksrs gSaA vFkkZr
oLrqfu”B rF;ksa dks Hkkoukvksa dh vkM+ esa nck fn;s tkus dh çfØ;k dks gh iksLV&VªqFk le>k tk ldrk gSA rks vkf[kjdkj mÙkj&lR;
fdl çdkj yksder dks çHkkfor dj ldrk gS\

ge tkurs gSa fd feF;k,a (Mendacity) jktuhfrd fLFkjkad gS] ijarq buds Lo:i ifjorZu’khy gSA fdarq ogha nwljh vksj rF;kRed
lR; cgqyoknh jktuhfr esa lhfer fdarq egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk vnk djrk gSA ijarq orZeku ifj–’; esa ehfM;k] vFkZ’kkL=] jktuhfr ds
tfVy vfrO;kiu (Overlap) ds dkj.k rF;kRed&lR; dh çklafxdrk yxHkx [kRe lh gks xbZ gSA rF;kRed&lR; dh çklafxdrk esa gqbZ deh dk çeq[k dkj.k ehfM;k] jktuhfr ,oa euksjatu dk vfrO;kiu] ehfM;k dh ikfjfLFkfrdh esa vkewypwy ifjorZu
,oa lapkj ehfM;k ls turk dk fxjrk fo’okl Hkh ekus tk ldrs gSaA blls iwathifr oxZ] jktuhfrd ny rF;ksa dks o’k esa djus esa
lQy gks tk jgsa gSa ftlls yksder (Public Opinion) çHkkfor gks jgk gSA
mÙkj&lR;&jktuhfr ds mHkkj esa lcls çeq[k dkj.kksa esa ls ,d jktuhfr esa ^rF;kRed lR;* dh fujarj gks jgh deh gh gSA
mÙkj&lR;&jktuhfr ds dkj.k jktuSfrd eqíksa esa gekjh Hkkxhnkjh] yksdrkaf=d çfØ;kvksa esa fo’okl vkfn cgqr lhfer&lk gksrk
tk jgk gSA mÙkj lR; dks fufeZr djus esa Hkkoukvksa dh vge Hkwfedk gSA mÙkj lR; jktuhfr esa O;fä ds Hkkoukvksa] /keZ] tkfr]
leqnk;] çtkfr vkfn dk lgkjk fy;k tkrk gSA tSls& ^^X /keZ [krjs esa gSA** dgdj X /keZ ds yksxksa esa Hkze] Øks/k] }s”k] bZ”;kZ vkfn iSnk
fd;k tkrk gSA mudks Hkfo”; ds ckjs esa Mjk;k tkrk gSA fQj ml /keZ ds yksxksa dks jktuhfrd LokFkZ dks lk/kus esa dke esa fy;k tkrk gSA
gkykafd mÙkj&lR; QSykus dk çeq[k mís’; ,d ckj ds fy, lcdk /;ku vkdf”kZr djuk ek= gh gksrk gSA okLrfodrk ls bldk
dksbZ laca/k ugha gksrk gSA iksLV&VªqFk jktuhfr ls ,slk ekgkSy rS;kj fd;k tkrk gSa ftlls ,slk çrhr gksrk gS fd dqN Økafrdkjh ,oa
HkkoukRed ‘kklu dk mn; gqvk gSA bl Økafrdkjh&HkkoukRed ‘kklu dk tky bruk xgjk gksrk gS fd blls ges lPpkbZ dk
vkHkkl gh ugha gks ikrk gSA vkf[kjdkj ge bl mÙkj&lR; ds ;qx esa igqaps dSls\
mÙkj&lR;&jktuhfr ds mn; ds ihNs dbZ dkj.k gSA gekjs lekt dk vf/kdrj fgLlk vkt Hkh vf’kf{kr gS ftlds dkj.k
jktuhfrd ny vius jktusrkvksa ds psgjksa dh uDdk’kh ij T;knk /;ku nsrs gSaA oks dqN psgjksa dks yksxksa ds euksefLr”d esa clk
nsrs gSaA bu psgjksa dks bruk lko/kkuh ls uDdk’kk tkrk gS fd turk dks bu psgjksa dh okLrfodrk fn[kkbZ gh ugha iM+rh gSA ;g
*lko/kkuhiwoZd uDdk’kh fd, gq, psgjs* turk ls HkkoukRed vihy djrs gSaA dqN oxZ tks uDdk’kh fd, gq, psgjksa dks igpku
ysrs gSa ;k dqN yksx tks jktuhfrd >a>V esa Qluk gh ugha pkgrs gSa] os yksx jktuhfr ls gh }s”k djus yxs gSaA muesa ls vf/kdka’k yksxksa
us ;g eku fy;k gS fd gj flDds ds 2 igyw gksrs gSa Bhd mlh çdkj gj eqís ds Hkh nks igyw gksrs gSa] rF;kRed lR; dqN ugha gksrkA
rF;kRed lR; ds Åij ls mBk gqvk ;g fo’okl dgha uk dgha ,d fo’ks”k çdkj ds ^ekuo}s”k* dks tUe ns jgk gSA ekuo}s”k ftlesa
ekuo fdlh Hkh ekuo ij fo’okl ugha j[krkA ftlesa ge fdlh Hkh çdkj ds lR; dks Lohdkj djus ls euk dj nsrs gSaA ftlds
ifj.kke okLro esa xaHkhj gks ldrs gSaA lR; vkSj vlR; dk ;g }a} dgha uk dgha bl lalkj esa gekjs iksf”kr ,oa iYyfor gksus dh
Hkkouk dks gh [kRe djrk utj vk jgk gSA
mÙkj&lR; ds mn; ds ihNs jktuhfr] vFkZ’kkL=] ehfM;k dk tfVy vfrO;kiu Hkh ftEesnkj gSA 1970 ds n’kd rd U;wt vFkok
lekpkj dh ykbo LVªhfeax ugha gksrh Fkh ,oa U;wt pkSuy dk mís’; ykHk dekuk fcYdqy ugha FkkA ftlls U;wt ,adj viuk
vf/kdka’k le; vius lekpkjksa dh i`”BHkwfe rS;kj djus ,oa Nkuchu okyh i=dkfjrk djus esa djrk FkkA 1970 ds n’kd ds ckn
ykbo Vhoh dh vo/kkj.kkvksa ls Vhoh vFkok lapkj ehfM;k dh Hkwfedk iw.kZR;k cny lh xbZ gSA ykHk dekus ds mís’; ds pyrs U;wt
de] euksjatu T;knk gksus yxk gSA vc U;wt dh i`”BHkwfe ij dk;Z de gksrk gS ,oa i=dkj ds iwokZxzg T;knk fn[kkbZ nsrs gSaA
fiNys nks n’kdksa esa lks’ky ehfM;k ds vkus ls iksLV&VªqFk jktuhfr dks cgqr cy feyk gSA lks’ky ehfM;k ds vkus ls yksxksa dks fu;af=r
djuk vkSj Hkh vklku gks x;k gSA vkt ge HkkSfrd phtksa ds vis{kk fMftVy QksVkst ,oa baVjusV ij mifLFkr vuqHkoksa dks T;knk
xzg.k djrs gSaA ,slk çrhr gksrk gS fd rF;kRed lR; dks lks’ky ehfM;k us ‘kwU;rk dh vksj vxzlj dj fn;k gS ,oa çksisxsaMk okyh jktuhfr dks tUe ns fn;k gSA çksisxsaMk okyh jktuhfr us lekt ds rhu fgLls dj fn, gSa] ,d fgLlk gS tks çksisxsaMk jktuhfr dks euksjatu dk lk/ku ekurk gS vkSj mldks QSykrk gSA ,d nwljk fgLlk gS tks çksisxsaMk jktuhfr ds vkus ls jktuhfr ds Hkfo”; dh fpark
dj jgk gS] vkSj ,d rhljk fgLlk Hkh gS tks mnklhu cSBk gSA mnkjg.k Lo:i& rkRdkfyd ifj–’; dks ns[ksa rks dksjksuk ok;jl ds
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nkSjku Hkkjr esa QSyh /kzqohdj.k dh jktuhfr] mÙkj&lR;&jktuhfr dk ,d vPNk mnkgj.k gSA ftlesa lekt ds ,d fo’ks”k /keZ dks
ysdj uQjr ,oa }S”k QSyk;k x;k ,oa dqN jktuhfrd egRokdka{kkvksa dks iwjk djus dh dksf’k’k dh xbZA rks vc gekjs lkeus ç’u
;g mBrk gS fd D;k jktuhfr esa rF;kRed lR; fcYdqy [kRe gks tk,xk\ D;k jktuhfr dk Lo:i iw.kZr;k ifjofrZr gks tk,xk\
bl çdkj rF;kRed&lR; dh fxjrh çklafxdrk ds pyrs mÙkj&lR;&jktuhfr fnuksafnu vius vk;ke QSykrh tk jgh gSA mÙkj&lR;&jktuhfr dk ;g Hk;kud mn; lalkj Hkj esa mifLFkr yksdra= ij [krjk utj vkrk gSA mÙkj&lR;&jktuhfr dgha uk dgha gesa
vfuf’prrk dh vksj ys tk jgh gSA tgka dqN Hkh fuf’pr ugha gSA vr% gesa rF;kRed&lR; ds ckjs esa euu djus dh vko’;drk gSA
rF;ksa dk dksbZ dkj.k ugha gksrk gS fd og D;ksa rF; gSa] D;ksafd rF; viuh ekSfydrk ds dkj.k gh çklafxd gksrs gSa

vkRefparu esa yhu] jktuhfrd fo’ys”k.k esa fo’ks”k :fp]
fopkjkRed ÅtkZ dh vfXuf’k[kk dks míhIr djus ds fy,
fujarj ç;Ru’khy---!
/kesaZæ dqekj tkafxM+
f}rh; o”kZ

yksd&LokLF; lqfo/kkvksa dks csgrj djus dh t:jr]
?kjsyw fgalk esa c<+ksrjh vkSj ykWdMkmu ds nkSjku
fyax&vk/kkfjr leL;k] ekufld LokLF;

e

kuo ,d lkekftd çk.kh gS ysfdu foMacuk dqN ,slh vkbZ fd vc blh ekuo dks çk.kj{kk gsrq lekt ls gh nwjh cukuh iM+h]
rks ;g LokHkkfod gh gks x;k dh çk.k dh j{kk dks çkFkfedrk rks j[kk x;k fdUrq euq”; dh ckSf)drk tks mls ckdh lHkh
tkuojksa ls vyx cukrh gS] mlh ij dbZ ç’ufpUg Hkh yxsA
vkink dks volj cuk;k tk,] ;s dFku Hkys gh ljdkj dh dFkuh vkSj djuh ds {ks= esa fooknkLin jgs fdarq dksfoM&19 egkekjh
us fo’o vkSj ns’k dks [kqn dk foHkUu Lrj ij ewY;kadu djus dk volj fn;kA tgk¡ lkoZtfud LokLF; fQj ls okrkZ ds dsaæ esa
vk;k rks nwljh vksj yksxksa dh xkS.k gksrh ekufldrk fQj ls lkspus dks etcwj djrh gSA fQj pkgs oks rkykcanh ds le; ds fu;eu
esa fyax vk/kkfjr HksnHkko dh ckr gks ;k efgykvksa ds ‘kkjhfjd ‘kks”k.k dh nj esa o`f) ls ysdj ekufld rukoksa esa c<+rh fujarjrkA
;s eqís uk rks jktuhfrd bdkbZ esa QyhHkwr gks lds gS uk gh lkekftd] t:jr gS rks ,d lexz fo’ys”k.k dh ftlls ,d lek/kku
dh çkfIr dh tk ldsA
egkekjh ds nkSjku lcls rRdky vko’;drkvksa esa tc ijh{k.k] ihihbZ fdV] fpfdRld rFkk lgk;d lewg dh ekax ds vuqlkj
iwfrZ ugh gqbZ tSls 10000 yksxks ij 10 ds LFkku ij 6-2 fpfdRldksa rFkk 0-7 fcLrj dk gksuk] rc lekt ds cwf)thfo;ks dh fpark
bl {ks= ij iM+hA ftlus futhdj.k cuke jk”Vªhdj.k ds fookn dks vkSj gok nhA fdarq iou rc iou pDdh ugha cu ldh tc
ik;k x;k fd fo’o esa çpfyr LokLF; lsokvksa ds rhu ekWMy& iw.kZr% lkoZtfud] LokLF; chek ;kstuk çsfjr rFkk iw.kZr% futh esa ls
Hkkjr fdlh Hkh çdkj dks iw.kZ :i ls ykxw ugha djrk] vFkkZr vHkh iw.kZ fu;kstu ls dk;ZØeksa dks lapkfyr gh ugh fd;k tk jgk gSA
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vko’;drk gS fd ljdkj fpfdRlk {ks= esa ldy ?kjsyw mRikn dk de ls de 5 izfr’kr dk fuos’k djsA ekuo lalk/ku dks çksRlkfgr djus gsrq dk;Z ds vuqlkj osru o`f)] inksérh] vodk’k dk fu/kkZj.k djsA ;kstuk vkSj fuxjkuh ds fy, mi;qä çfØ;k viuk,A
ysfdu lekt dks le>uk gksxk fd fuxjkuh oLrqvksa] O;oLFkkvksa dh gks ldrh gS] rks bl fir`lÙkkRed lekt esa ?kjsyw O;oLFkk
djus okyh efgykvksa dh D;ksa ugha\ ;wa rks lekt dk ekuuk ;gh gS fd efgyk,a rks ?kj ij gh jgrh gS] muij bl egkekjh dk D;k
gh çHkko iM+k gksxk\ ysfdu ‘kk;n ;s rkfdZd yksx Hkwy tkrs gSa fd efgyk Hkh lekt ls mruh gh tqM+h rFkk çHkkfor gksrh gS ftruk fd
iq#”kA cfYd egkekjh tSls le; esa ns[kk tk, rks bfrgkl xokg jgk gS fd lnSo bldk Hkqxrku efgykvksa dks iq#”kks ls dgh vf/kd
djuk iM+rk gSA fujk’kktud gh gS fd 2020 ds Hkkjr esa Hkh ;gh ifj–’; lkeus vk;k] tc jk”Vªh; efgyk vk;ksx ds vuqlkj ekpZ
2020 esa gh tgka jsi dh ek=k 2 izfr’kr ls c<+dj 13 izfr’kr gqbZ ogha ?kjsyw fgalk 30 izfr’kr ls c<+dj 69 izfr’kr rd igqaph] ckr
dh tk, xfjeke; thou ds mYya?ku dh rks ;g 35 ls c<+dj 77 izfr’kr rd tk igqaphA ,sls esa tc dkj.k fn;k tkrk gS fd iq#”k
oxZ vfuf’prrkvksa ls Hkjk gS ftldk çfrdwy vlj ?kj ij fn[k jgk gS] rc ‘kk;n ;g rFkkdfFkr oxZ ekfgykvks ds thou esa vkus
okyh vfuf’prrkvksa o ?kj esa Hkh vlqjf{kr gksus ds Mj dk ekuks vkadyu gh ugh djuk pkgrkA leL;k ds eísutj tgka dbZ jkT;ksa
us gsYiykbu uacj tkjh fd, rks dqN us ,Iyhds’ku lkW¶Vos;j Hkh Msoyi dhA ogh WEFT tSlh laLFkkvksa us ^jsM MkWV* tSlh igy ‘kq:
dh rFkk efgyk lqj{kk ds fy, cus dbZ vf/kfu;eksa dk ikyu mfpr <ax ls djus esa ;ksxnku fn;kA vko’;drk gS ljdkj o lekt
nksuks ds lkFk leUo; dh] ftlls efgyk f’k{kk] vkfFkZd vkRefuHkZjrk vkfn y{; dks çkIr fd;k tk tk ldsA
çkjaHk esa lSusVªh iSM dks vko’;d oLrq esa u fxuus okyh ljdkj us efgykvksa ds fy, ckn esa dqN dk;Z djus dk lkspk rks fdarq vc
Hkh ,d oxZ ,slk Fkk tks dgh gkf’k, ij gh Fkk] ftlesa ‘kkfey gSa ekufld leL;k ls ihfM+r Hkkjr ds 7-5 izfr’kr ukxfjdA gkf’k,
ij gksus dk dkj.k leL;k dk Kku gh u gksuk Fkk] D;ksafd lekt dh çpfyr vo/kkj.kk esa rks volkn] fpark] ruko ekuks vfLrRo
es gh u gks vkSj blh dkj.k fofHkUu dkjdksa ls çHkkfor gksdj] ekufld fodkjksa ds f’kdkj gksdj Hkh yksx u rks bl Lohdkjrs gS
uk gh dqN lek/kku [kkstus dk ç;kl djrs gSA egkekjh ds le; dksfoM ds jksxh cu tkus ds Mj] jkstxkj vFkok O;kikj dh fpark]
vdsysiu bR;kfn us ekufld ruko dks c<+k;k gSA ;ksx&ç.kk;ke] dkWmUlfyax] çkFkfed LokLF; dsaæ dh la[;k o xq.koÙkk esa
btkQk rFkk tkx:drk ds feys tqys leUo; ls gh bldk lek/kku laHko gSA
euq”; ds thou esa dsoy ,d pht fLFkj gS vkSj oks gS cnykoA ekuo tkfr ds fodkl Øe esa cgqr ls eksM+ vk, gS ftlls ekuo tkfr
us ihNs eqM+ dj ugha ns[kk ;k dgs dh ns[k gh ugh ikbZ] ,slk gh ,d eksM+ ;s dksfoM&19 egkekjh ys vkbZ gS] vc gekjk drZO; bl
egku ?kVukØe ls lh[kdj] [kqn dks bl ^^U;w ukWeZy** esa <kyuk gh gS tks çxfr’khyrk dh fu’kkuh gSA

ftKklq] okn&fookn esa fo’ks”k :fp] ukjhoknh] lkekftd
dk;ksaZ dh vksj mUeq[k yM+dh---!
;’kh
f}rh; o”kZ
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dksjksuk vkSj etnwj
vkt etnwj lkjs cslgkjs gq, gSa]
‘kkld lc tqYeh gekjs gq, gSaA
pqukoksa esa fxjrs gSa iSjksa esa tks]
oks lkaln lkjs fdukjs gq, gSaAA
etcwj gks dj etnwj dV jgs gSa
vlgk; gks ohjkus esa HkVd jgs gSaA
tks cukrs gSa vkf’k;k¡ vehjksa ds]
vkt oks vkf’k;kus ds ckgj gq, gSaAA
ftuds ilhus ls cuh gS lM+ds]
jsyekxZ] jktekxZ] Hkh gS ftulsA
pykrs gSa gtkjksa dkj[kkuksa dks tks]
foink esa vius iko¡ ds lgkjs gq, gSaAA
vkt [kqn is tks brjkrk gS ‘kgj]
Hkwy tkrk gS viuk vrhr exjA
[kwu] ilhus ls vius lhapdj]
ftlus fojkus n’r dks ‘kgj cuk;s]
vk;h tc foink muds Åij rks]
vkt oks gh ‘kgj esa ijk;s gq, gSaAA

jpukRed Lora=rk dk leFkZd] O;oLFkk ls ‘kksf”kr O;fä tks
O;oLFkk esa cnyko ds fy, v/;;ujr gSA
jkeçdk’k f}osnh
f}rh; o”kZ

yçsd
1xzkeh.k Hkkjr vkSj ‘kgjh Hkkjr nksuksa dh leL;k,a cgqr vyx&vyx gSaA
rqe le>rs D;ksa ugha gks ih;w”k]
fd eSa rqEgkjs lkFk
rqEgkjs jksVh diM+k vkSj edku ds vkanksyu esa ugha tk@’kkfey gks ldrhA
vkt tks rqEgkjs eqís gSa u! og o”kksaZ igys gekjs firkth ds eqís gqvk djrs FksA
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vkt gekjk çkWCye jksVh diM+k edku ugha] cfYd baVjusV dh LihM] cxZj dh fMyhojh dk le; ij uk gksuk] czkaMks dh deh] oYMZ
Dykl ,tqds’ku] gsYFk flLVe gSA
;wa dgsa fd ge ‘kgjh bafM;k ds ckf’kans ljdkjh lh<h yxk ds vkleku ij p<+ x,A
vkSj rqe xzkeh.k Hkkjr ds yksx jLlh yxkdj vkleku esa igqapuk pkgrs Fks] xkSj ls ns[kks og jLlh gh dgha chp esa ls VwV xbZA
vc rqEgkjs lkFk uk rks ikWfyfVdy ikVhZ gS uk çsfedk,a] rqEgsa viuh yM+kbZ [kqn yM+uh gksxhAA
lgh dgk rqeus blfy, xqytkj us fy[kk gS fd&
,d fganqLrku esa nks&nks Hkkjr clrk gSA
,d gS ftldk lj uosa ckny esa gSA
nwljk ftldk lj vHkh Hkh nyny esa gSAA
og g¡lrs gq, cksyk&vkanksyu rks rqEgsa Hkh djuk gksxk vius gd ds fy,] cl gekjk ukjk vyx gksxkA
eSa dgwaxk jksVh diM+k vkSj edku
rqe dguk& baVjusV cxZj vkSj czkaM
2og Mh-ih-,l vkjdsiqje dh LVwMsaV Fkh]
vkSj eSa iwf.kZ;k JNV dk Nk= FkkA
og ¶yw,aV bafXy’k cksyrh Fkh]
vkSj eSa fganh esa cfr;krk FkkAA
og gkMZdksj QsfefuLV FkhA
gj ,d çkWCye dk lksyq’ku ukjhoknh –f”Vdks.k ls djuk pkgrh FkhA
eSa mls crkrk Fkk fd QsfefuTe rks Bhd gS] ysfdu MkfyaZx ;g lkjs çkWCye dk lyw’ku ugha gSA
oks& iwNrh dSls ugha gS\
eSa crkrk& ns[kks uk rqe LVst ij fdrus vkRefo’okl ds lkFk ¶yw,aV bafXy’k cksy ysrh gksA
vkSj eSa yM+[kM+k tkrk gw¡AA
;kuh esjs vanj tks vkRefo’okl dh deh gS og flQZ tsaMj ls gh ugha gS] mlds ihNs Dykl dk Hkh viuk ,d jksy gSAA
mlus galrs gq, dgk& ugha ;kj vxj rqe bafM;k esa gks rks flQZ Dykl gh ugha dkLV dk Hkh jksy gS rqEgkjs Self-Confidence dks
fMQkbu djus esaA
rqeus Bhd dgk

Self-Confidence flQZ tsaMj ckW;l ugha Dykl vkSj dkLV ck;LM Hkh gksrk gSA

eSaus Hkh galrs gq, dgk] ^^blhfy, esjs lkFk dHkh&dHkh tkfroknh fojks/kh vkanksyu esa Hkh pyk djksA
vkSj ukjhoknh vkanksyu esa rks eSa rqEgkjs lkFk gw¡ gh**AA
3xk;=h]
dHkh rks gekjs tkfrfoghu lekt cukus dh yM+kbZ vaxM+kbZ ysxh!
vkf[kj rqe dguk D;k pkgrs gks f’kf’kj\
xk;=h rqe ‘kknh ds ckn viuk ljuse dSjh djksxh
;k glcSaM dk\
rqe D;k&D;k cdrs jgrs gks\
ch flaiy u]
eS ljuse dSjh gh ugha d:axhAA
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rqe rks tkurs gks]
eS fir`lÙkk ds lkFk tkfrokn dks Hkh tyk nsuk pkgrh gw¡AA
4rqEgsa irk gS Js;k!
vkt xSj dkaxzsl okn ds tud]
MkWDVj jke euksgj yksfg;k dk cFkZMs gSA
gk¡ rks mlls eq>s D;k QdZ iM+rk gS] ih;w”k\
rqe tkurs gks
esjs xzSaMQknj usg:fo;u ,yhV jgs gSa]
vkSj Qknj QSu vkWQ eksnh gSaAA
rqe tkurh ugha gks]
yksfg;k ikfyZ;kesaV esa cksyrs gq, usg: ds ij[kPps mM+k nsrs FksA
vkSj muds loky ls lkjs lkalnksa ds NDds NwV tkrs FksAA
mlls rqe D;k lkfcr djuk pkgrs gks] ih;w”k\
;gh fd vkt laln esa ,d Hkh yksfg;k tSlk dksbZ gksrk]
rks laln drbZ bruk vkokjk uk gksrhA
vkSj
ç/kkuea=h bruk csijokg uk gksrk] dqN Hkh cksy dj fudy tkrkA
oks galrs gq, cksyh] ^^;kj] rqe çse ds {k.kksa esa brus ikWfyfVdy D;ksa gks tkrs gks\**
mlus Hkh galrs gq, dgk] ^^rqe ugha le>ksxh
D;ksafd rqEgkjs xzSaMQknj usg:fo;u ,fyV
vkSj esjs nknkth xkaf/k;u lks’kfyLV jgs gSA**

dfork] Økafr] ØUnu] esa fo’oklh O;fä]
b’d vkSj badykc nks lcls I;kjs ‘kCn!
‘kf’k’ks[kj dqekj eaxye
f}rh; o”kZ
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Artwork From

Students

Simrit Arora
3rd Year

Shreya Saxena
2nd Year

Manya Jain
1st Year
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Manya Jain
1st Year

Shreya Saxena
2nd Year

Devesh Sharma
2nd Year
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Anil
2nd Year

Anil
2nd Year

Umang Choudhary
2nd Year

Shreya Saxena
2nd Year
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Yamini
1st Year

Hari Prasad Sah
2nd Year

Sarthak Srivastava
1st Year
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Kartik Saini
1st Year

Vaishali Jaipal
1st Year
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Politicana-The Annual Fest
Poster Making Competition

1st Position
Pinky Thakuria
2nd Year

2nd Position
Ruchika Mahala
3rd Year
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3rd Position
Sanjana
2nd Year

3rd Position
Amisha Mohan
3rd Year

Special Mention
Manya Jain
1st Year
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Students Achievements
Volunteers For Social Media Outreach:
1. Anushka Jaiswal - 2nd Year
2. Kashish Puri - 2nd Year
3. Shivani Prakash - 2nd Year
4. Shreya Garg - 2nd Year
5. Shruti Nagpal - 2nd Year
6. Harsh Mahour - 3rd Year
7. Yatika Chhabra - 3rd Year

Volunteers for Content Team:

1. Esha - 2nd Year
2. Ifra Burhan - 2nd Year
3. Navnika Singh - 2nd Year
4. Sagarika Mishra - 2nd Year
5. Sakshi Mehta - 2nd Year
6. Shubhankar Agarwal - 2nd Year

Volunteers for Creative Team:
1. Anushka Jaiswal - 2nd Year
2. Esha - 2nd Year
3. Katyani Gupta - 2nd Year
4. Niyati Sadana - 2nd Year
5. Prerna Verma - 2nd Year
6. Shreya Saxena - 2nd Year

Volunteers for Cultural Programme:
1. Akriti Verma - 2nd Year
2. Vanshika Mehta - 2nd Year
3. Urja Upadhyaya - 2nd Year
4. Yashashvi Suman - 2nd Year
5. Yash Seela - 2nd Year
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Class Representatives
1st Year
• Aanya Singhal
2nd Year
• Section A - Prachi & Kundan Kumar Choudhary
• Section B - Yashashvi Suman & Dharmendra Kumar Jangir
3rd Year
• Section A - Pankhuri Jain & Yatika Chhabra
• Section B - Deeksha

Frank Thakurdas Memorial Core Team:
1. Anjali Arya - 2nd Year (Content)
2. Anushka Jaiswal - 2nd Year (Creative)
3. Prerna Verma - 2nd Year (Creative)
4. Shreya Saxena - 2nd Year (Creative)
5. Yashashvi Suman - 2nd Year (Creative)

Winners of Fresher’s Event – Retro Revival:
1. Mr Fresher- Sarvesh Tiwari
Miss Fresher- Aayushi Agarwal
2. Mr Extraordinary- Abhay Bisht
Miss Extraordinary- Divyanshi Arora
3. Mr Enthusiastic- Kartik Saini
Miss Enthusiastic- Aanya Singhal
4. Mr Well Dressed -Devansh Choudhary
Miss Well Dressed- Manya Jain & Pinky
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La Politique Faculty and Council
2020-21

THE FACULTY

THE COUNCIL

Dr. Uma Gupta - Associate Professor
Dr. Rupak Dattagupta - Associate
Professor
Dr. Shyam Kumar - Associate Professor
Dr. Roopinder Oberoi - Associate
Professor
Mr. Pankaj Sarma - Assistant Professor
Mr. Gaurav Panwar - Assistant Professor
Dr. Krishna Dutta - Assistant Professor
Mr. Mehdi Hussain - Assistant Professor
Ms. Akanksha Singh - Assistant
Professor

THE UNION

President - Pankhuri Jain (3rd Year)
Vice President - Ujjwal Kumar
Priyadarshi (3rd Year)
General Secretary - Anjali Arya ,
Yashashvi Suman (2nd Year)

THE EXECUTIVE

Pooja Yadav (3rd Year)
Pratik Raj (3rd Year)
Simrit Arora (3rd Year)
Arya Prasad (2nd Year)
Dharmendra Kumar Jangir (2nd Year)
Hari Prasad Sah (2nd Year)
Ishita Pandey (2nd Year)
Kundan Kumar Chaudhary (2nd Year)
Umang Choudhary (2nd Year)
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La Politique Magazine Team
2020-21

MAGAZINE : CORE TEAM
1. EDITORIAL TEAM
A. Editorial Team - Hindi

Editor-In-Chief - Amrita Sen (3rd Year)
Sub Editor - Ramprakash Dwivedi (2nd Year)

B. Editorial Team - English

Editor-In-Chief - Shivi Singh (3rd Year)
Sub Editor - Stuti Srivastava (2nd Year)

2. CONTENT TEAM

Content Head - Himanshu Khanna (2nd Year)
Content Sub Head - Vani (1st Year)

3. DESIGN/LAYOUT TEAM

Cover Page Designer

Shreya Saxena (2nd Year)

Yashashvi Suman (2nd Year)
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" न ा, धृ त, स यम"
"Dedication, Steadfastness and Truth"
Visit https://lapolitiquetechtea.wixsite.com/mysite
for regular updates

